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Abstract.  

 This thesis begins by examining an unexplored contextual background for sixteenth century local 
maps. It argues that the architectural drawing techniques developed by master masons in the late 
twelfth century continued to be taught to the King’s masons well into the sixteenth, and that these 
drawing techniques lie behind the innovations in sixteenth century topographical mapping. 

Having provided a history of the craft skills that were adapted to make sixteenth century local maps 
this thesis moves on to consider why masons adapted craft skills traditionally used in full scale 
drawings on stone and plaster surfaces to make small, paper maps in the sixteenth century. It 
examines the way in which sixteenth century local maps were used and argues that the changing 
demands of patrons put pressure on master masons to alter the way in which local maps portrayed 
their subjects.  

The surviving archival evidence suggests that Henry VIII was the principle patron of local maps and 
my research examines the influence of the king over the shifting form of the map. It uses the letters 
and drawings sent between Henry VIII and his craftsmen to examine the decisive changes that Henry 
VIII made to the nature of the relationship between patron and builder, and the consequent effects 
of these changes over the forms of the image used to communicate between them. My argument 
suggests that Henry employs and promotes the craftsmen whose drawings allow him the greatest 
level of design control over the works he finances and that through this system maps and plans 
rapidly advance to include the technical drawing techniques which had, during the Middle Ages, 
been used exclusively among masons as on-site, working drawings.  

This thesis focuses attention on the technical aspects of map making, examining the material skills 
used to construct Henrician local maps and arguing that sixteenth centry local maps need to be 
related back to the craft skills of an older tradition of masonic drawing. It also suggests that map 
historians needs to look more closely at the correspondence sent between the king and his 
craftsmen and it argues this archival evidence provides a new contextual background with which to 
understand the changing forms of the Henrican local map.  
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Introduction 

 

i. Definitions.  

 

After Henry VIII’s death in 1547 an inventory was taken of all the moveable property 

stored in the King’s numerous houses, palaces and military fortifications. This inventory 

records that the King’s largest collection of household objects was gathered at Whitehall. 

Whitehall had been extensively re-built after it was confiscated from Cardinal Wolsey in 

1529 and over the successive decades of Henry’s reign it was the focus of the King’s most 

radical architectural re-designs1 and was used as the store house for many of his most 

valuable possessions.2 Unlike the inventories of the King’s other residences, where objects 

are listed room by room, the possessions at Whitehall were grouped into types and the 

thirty five “mappes” are listed after the brief descriptions of eleven “stayned clothes” and 

fourteen “pictures,” and before a series of objects: five “clockes”, two “launterns,” and 

“Glasses to looke in”. The decision to group all the objects by type rather than by location 

within the palace forced the royal servants compiling the inventory to decide what images 

were “mappes” and what were “pictures” or “stayned clothes.” Each object is recorded in 

the inventory by a short written description of its subject matter and from these 

descriptions alone it is clear that some of the paintings and drawings that were categorised 

as maps in 1547 would not be categorised in this way if some twentieth century definitions 

of what constitutes a map were applied to the range of images kept at Hampton Court. Leo 

Bagrow’s 1964 History of Cartography begins, for example, with the assertion that "A 

geographical map is a plane figure representing the surface of the earth, or part of it”3 and 

Gerald R. Crone’s Introduction to the History of Cartography also defines the purpose of 

maps in relation to the "earth's surface."4 Some of Henry VIII’s “mappes” were of this type 

                                                             
1 See: Simon Thurley, Whitehall Palace: An Architectural History of the Royal Apartments, 1240-1698 (New 

Haven: Yale University Press, 1999), p.37-65. 
2The Inventory of King Henry VIII, Society of Antiquaries MS 129 and British Library MS Harley 1419, ed. by 

David Starkey and Philip Ward (London: Harvey Miller Publishers for the Society of Antiquaries of London, 

1998),  p.ix. 
3 Leo Bagrow, History of Cartography, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press; London: C. A. Watts, 1964), 

p.22, cited: Brian Harley and David Woodward, ‘Preface’,  in The History of Cartography: Cartography in 

Prehistoric, Ancient, and Medieval Europe and the Mediterranean, Vol 1, ed. by J. B. Harley and David 

Woodward (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987), pp.xv-xxi (p.xv). 
4 Gerald R. Crone, Maps and Their Makers: An Introduction to the History of Cartography, 2d ed. (London: 
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and the following two entries are examples of drawings that portray “the surface of the 

earth” or part of it,   

 

Item a large mappe of the whole worlde of parchement sette in a frame of woode 

havinge the kynhges armes therin.  

 

Item a litle mappe of Englande and parte of Scotlande <Irelande> and brytayne of 

parchement sette in a frame of woodd.5 

 

Yet many of the descriptions of Henry’s “mappes” suggest that they emphasised military 

architecture, as in the following,  

 

Item the Discripcion of the Castell of millayne painted vppon clothe.  

 

And other “mappes” seem to have focused on military or domestic architecture while also 

incorporating the portrayal of a period of time, and illustrating a sequence of actions and 

events, as in the following two paintings:  

 

Item the Discription of the siege and winning of Bolloingne stayned vppon clothe sette 

in a frame of woode. 

 

Item the Discripcion of a greate huntinge abowte a howse of the Duke of Saxons 

paynted vppon clothe<a borde> 

 

These examples suggest that Bagrow and Crone’s definition of what constitutes a map 

cannot in fact contain the range of images that were understood as maps in the mid 

sixteenth century. In 1964, the same year that Bagrow’s The History of Cartography was 

published, the newly established British Cartographic Society argued that the scope of the 

history of cartography included the "the art, science and technology of making maps, 

together with their study as scientific documents and works of art," and it amplified this by 

                                                             
Hutchinson University Library, 1962), p.xi, cited: Harley and  Woodward, (1987), p.xv. 
5  All inventory entries are taken from Starkey (1998), p.240-241.  
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explaining that "in this context maps may be regarded as including all types of maps, plans, 

charts and sections, three-dimensional models and globes, representing the earth or any 

heavenly body at any scale."6 While broadening the definition of the map to include “maps, 

plans, charts and sections,” and incorporating celestial as well as terrestrial subjects, as a 

starting point for the history of cartography this definition of what constitutes a map still 

fails to include many images which were thought of as maps in the Tudor period, notably 

those images which portrayed a process or event over time and which emphasised 

architectural rather than landscape features.   

 It is against this background that Harley and Woodward’s 1987 volume of The History 

of Cartography developed a far more inclusive definition of what constitutes a map:   

 

Maps are graphic representations that facilitate a spatial understanding of things, 

concepts, conditions, processes, or events in the human world.7 

 

This definition of the map may be broad but it finally provides the history of cartography 

with a description that is all-inclusive enough to recognise the range of images that a 

sixteenth century inventory maker defined as maps. By opening up the definition of the map 

Harley and Woodward’s description implies that the scope of the history of cartography is 

far wider than twentieth century definitions have allowed but also that the “the map” 

nevertheless remains a valid category with which to classify objects. It suggests that the 

variety of images that “facilitate a spatial understanding of things, concepts, conditions, 

processes, or events in the human world” can be usefully grouped together and valuably 

analysed as part of a modern history of cartography. My own research suggests that this 

kind of broad definition allows an approach that is more sensitive to the way in which a 

whole range of graphic representations that facilitate spatial understanding are interrelated.  

 

This thesis uses Harley and Woodward’s definition of the map and is situated within 

a discipline whose range has been vastly broadened by their re-definition of its subject 

matter. It re-examines the Henrician period in a way that gathers together the images and 

texts that facilitate “a spatial understanding of things, concepts, conditions, processes, or 

                                                             
6 Cartographic Journal, 1 (1964): 17, cited Harley and  Woodward, (1987), p.xvi. 
7 Harley and  Woodward, (1987), p.xvi. 
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events” regardless of whether modern critics from a variety of academic disciplines have 

labelled these documents as topographical or architectural.  Before looking at the materials 

covered by this thesis more closely, there is a key terms which needs to be understood at a 

preliminary stage of this work. Moreover, when contextualised by an analysis of their Tudor 

usage, the use of this terms further emphasises the point that a modern history of 

cartography needs to follow a definition of the map that blurs the boundaries between 

modern categories of landscape and architectural representation, in order to approach the 

history of cartography during Henry’s reign.  

 

The sixteenth century use of the word ‘plat’ developed etymologically from an early 

fourteenth century adjective used to describe how something or more often someone was 

in a flat or horizontal position.8 By the 1350s the word was being used as a noun meaning a 

“flat object or surface” and by the 1430s the word was used as a name for “an area of land 

(usually of small extent).”9 It is not until 1508 that the word was first used to describe what 

the OED calls “A plan, a diagram, a design, esp. a ground plan of a building or of an area of 

land; a map, a chart.”10 Given its etymological use as a name for any “flat surface” it is 

possible that the word was used of maps because it described the flat paper or parchment 

surface of the drawing, but it could also have been used to refer to the small area of land 

which the page depicted, which could also be called a “plat.” Map and territory are 

confused in the etymological associations of the “plat” and it is perhaps because of these 

rich suggestions that the word is adopted so quickly into common usage; despite its first 

recorded use to describe an image drawn on paper only a year before Henry VIII’s accession  

the word “plat” is the most common way of referring to local maps and plans in the Royal 

correspondence and financial accounts of Henrician England.11  

                                                             
8 ‘plat, n.2’, OED Online (September 2013) 

< http://0-www.oed.com.catalogue.ulrls.lon.ac.uk/view/Entry/145332> [accessed November 12, 2013] 

(definition I). 
9 ‘plat, n.3’, OED Online (September 2013) 

<http://0-www.oed.com.catalogue.ulrls.lon.ac.uk/view/Entry/145333> [accessed November 12, 2013] 

(definition  I.1). 
10 ‘plat, n.3’, OED Online (September 2013)  

<http://0-www.oed.com.catalogue.ulrls.lon.ac.uk/view/Entry/145333> [accessed November 12, 2013] 

(definition  II.2). 
11 For more information on the use of the word plat see: Lorna Hutson, ‘Fortunate Travellers: Reading for the 

Plot in Sixteenth-Century England’, Representations, 41 (1993), pp.83-103 (p.86-87); Jerry Brotton ‘Tragedy 

and Geography’, in A Companion to Shakespeare’s works, ed. by Richard Dutton and Jean E. Howard (Maldon: 

Blackwell, 2003), p.221. 
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During Henry VIII’s reign the word “plat” is used to describe drawings of both 

landscape and architecture. In its earliest recorded uses the word “plat” refers to drawings 

of buildings, as in a 1513 chancery suit which refers to a house built by two carpenters 

“according to a platte thereof made by your  said Oratours and delyveryd to the said James 

Yarford to the entent the same James should have sygned the same platte with his owne 

hande.”12 The word is used to describe architectural drawings throughout the 1530s as in 

the financial accounts of Hampton Court for 1537 which record that Clement Dickenson, the 

King’s master mason claimed ‘for hyes rydyng costes to the Kynges grace with sondry plats” 

of Oatlands, where one of the King’s palaces is being re-designed.13 But the word “plat” is 

also used to describe maps made of local landscape in the 1540s, as when Edward Seymour 

the Earl of Hertford writes to the King in 1546 and suggests emendations to Henry’s 

proposed design of some new fortifications at Ambleteuse, suggesting that the place or 

“lien” (in this case a sea haven) does not suit the King’s design. He states, “I do perceave  

that my lord with the rest afforsaied, do fynd the lien more propice to fortife with foure 

bulwarke then with fyve, wherof his lordshipp, I doubt not, wold veray sone more amplye 

signifye unto your maiestie by platt.”14 In the same year as the design of the works at 

Ambleteuse Henry was also involved with negotiating the details of the territorial boundary 

between England and France and he demanded that his ambassadors in Boulogne ask the 

French to “leave to our quiet possission Bulloyn and suche parte of Bullonoys and the 

Countie of Guysnes, as shalbe signified unto you [the English ambassadors] by a plat, assone 

as Rogers, who is already sent for, may comme and go unto you.”15 As these examples 

suggest, both architectural and topographical drawings were called plats by both the 

masons and the King who used them as part of their correspondence and when looking 

today at the surviving examples of this work it is often unclear whether an image is 

architectural or topographical: a single drawing often portrays landscape features, the 

shape of an estuary, for example, and a fortification, which responded to the existing 

natural advantages provided by a haven. The broadening out of the definition of the map 

allows a modern cartographic historian to look at both types of drawing without having to 

                                                             
12L.F., Salzman, Building in England Down to 1540, a Documentary History (Oxford: Clarendon, 1952), 

p.15. 
13The History of the King’s Works Vol. IV 1485- 1660 Part II, ed. by H.M. Colvin (HMSO: London, 1982) 

p.208; see also Chapter three, below.    
14London, The National Archives, MS SP 1/ 216 f.74r. 
15 The National Archives, MS SP 1/218 f.19v. 
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impose modern distinctions between architectural and landscape subject matter. This thesis 

will argue that the tendency to divide a history of cartography from a history of architectural 

drawing has anachronistically separated maps according to modern disciplinary divides. It 

will suggest that the Henrician local map can best be understood by examining the cross 

over between architectural drawing and landscape representation as masonic drawing skills 

developed first in the thirteenth century are taught to and used by sixteenth century 

masons to produce maps that contained architectural and landscape content. The 

broadening of the definition of the map allows for a new type of cartographic history, one 

which can analyse the way in which images that facilitate a spatial understanding of things 

and processes were connected in the Tudor period, and move flexibly over modern 

disciplinary boundaries.  

 

The wider problem issues of definition explore is that our own responses to the 

period are deeply conditioned by the kinds of distinctions we draw between, for example, 

an architectural plan and a landscape map, or the kinds of interests we assume are 

commonplace, such as a concern with an an accurate image of the globe’s surface. Modern 

expectations about what does and does not constitute the map and its context provide a set 

of criteria that tend to super-impose themselves over our examination of a historical period. 

While what one critic has called “the profound intellectual gulf” 16 between a modern and a 

sixteenth century way of using the map is not something that can, to extend the metaphor, 

finally be crossed and the whole issue of context specific reading resolved, there are 

nevertheless gradations in the sensitivity of modern critical readers to the effect of their 

own pre-conceived ideas. This thesis aims to encourage a way of looking at Henrician maps 

that is better attuned to the local circumstances in which they were made and used. The 

same, entirely modern, way of understanding what constitutes a map or its context may 

also work to distort a reading of this thesis, for my study moves into areas that to a modern 

reader may seem unrelated to a history of maps. However, these category distinctions are 

exactly what this study would question and I would argue that we need to take a far broader 

and more long term view of the contextual environment of the Henrician map to include 

architectural texts and images. 

                                                             
16 John Hessler, The Naming of America; Martin Waldseemuller’s 1507 Map and the Cosmographiae 

Introductio (London, GILES: 2007), p.63. 
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ii. Critical review and Methodological Approach.  

 

In 1985, in an introductory essay to The History of Cartography, Brian Harley wrote 

that,  

 

The historical importance of maps has often been indexed to the progress of 

mapmaking as a scientific and practical skill, and this view is still deeply entrenched in 

the writings on cartographic history. Gerald R. Crone's words, written in 1953, that 

"the history of cartography is largely that of the increase in the accuracy with which 

elements of distance and direction are determined and. . . the comprehensiveness of 

the map content,”17 still have a measure of acceptance. Other writers have pointed 

out that the history of the map relates how many have striven to establish 

cartography as a precise science;18 that it is concerned with measuring the "rate of 

cartographic progress"19  and that it involves the study of "scientific conquest of the 

unknown.”20 

 

As Harley suggests, the methodological approach of mid-twentieth century geographers, 

historians and cartographers in essence attempted to write a history of cartography that 

denied the very historicity of the maps themselves, 21 producing, in the process, a whole 

corpus of literature which traced the development of modern cartography through maps 

made during historical periods in which there was no concept of sharpening the accuracy 

with which “distance and direction” were determined, or “of cartography as a precise 

                                                             
17 Gerald R. Crone, Maps and Their Makers: An Introduction to the History of Cartography, 1st ed. (London: 

Hutchinson University Library, 1953), p.xi. 
18 C. Bricker and R. V. Tooley, Landmarks of Mapmaking: An Illustrated Survey of Maps and Mapmakers, 

preface by Gerald R. Crone (Brussels: Elsevier-Sequoia, 1968), p.5. 
19 R. A. Skelton, Maps: A Historical Survey of Their Study and Collecting (Chicago: University of Chicago 

Press, 1972), p.106. 
20 Lloyd A. Brown, The Story of Maps (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1950), p.4; For the original extract 

from The History of Cartography see Brian Harley ‘The Map and the Development of the History of 

Cartography’ in The History of Cartography: Cartography in Prehistoric, Ancient, and Medieval Europe and 

the Mediterranean, ed. by J. B. Harley and David Woodward (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987) 

pp.1-42 (p.3). 
21 Christian Jacob, The Sovereign Map: Theoretical Approaches in Cartography Throughout History, (Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press, 2006), p.4. 
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science.” R.A. Skelton’s 1972 book called Maps: A Historical Survey of Their Study and 

Collecting uses a spatial metaphor to describe the history of the map. He writes, 

 

I propose to trace briefly the evolution of map making as a craft during the period... 

the mental picture which it suggests is that of a track heading over successive false 

crests or watersheds, but separated by sections of level or downhill going. Without 

taking a cataclysmic view, we may find it helpful to isolate in our minds the points of 

more prominent relief. They give us a series of chronological horizons as an index to 

the competence and character in any given age.22 

 

Skelton’s writing here exemplifies what is by one critic called the neo-Darwinian model for 

map history.23The history of the map is seen as a competitive process in which new 

developments within one type of map lead to the suppression of all others and the 

emergence of a “better” and more “successful” line of images. Skelton blends this 

evolutionary model with the metaphor of an ascent upwards towards more complex and 

functional life, describing the process of map history as a gradual but inevitable climb up 

and over a series of crests towards a final peak. The passage takes it for granted not only 

that there are absolute standards of right and wrong, falling and rising, but that the reader 

will agree that these standards are based around cartographic “competence.” The following 

passage, from Jerry Brotton’s recent History of the World in Twelve Maps describes how his 

history of the map is to be visualised in contrast with Skelton’s own: 

 

The maps examined are the creation of cultures which perceive physical, terrestrial 

space in different ways, and these perceptions inform the maps they make [...] each 

map is as comprehensible and logical to its users as the other, be it the medieval 

Hereford mappamundi or Google’s geospatial applications. The story told here is 

therefore a discontinuous one, marked by breaks and sudden shifts, rather than the 

relentless accumulation of increasingly accurate geographical data.24 

 

                                                             
22 Skelton (1972), p.6. 
23Catherine Delano-Smith and Roger Kain, Local Maps: a History (London: British Library, 1999), p.5. 
24 Jerry Brotton, A History of the World in Twelve Maps (London: Allen Lane, 2012), p.14. 
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In contrast with a metaphor that asks us to imagine map history as a relentless journey that 

may occasionally lose the path but which treads inevitably up towards a summit, Brotton 

suggests that the history of the map is “discontinous,” broken and without a final end point. 

The metaphor of a gradual and continuous journey is rejected by Brotton on the grounds 

that there are no absolute or trans-historical standards against which the historical map can 

be evaluated. Skelton’s metaphor of the single path winding up a mountain is broken apart 

by an argument which states that there is no slope for maps to climb, there is only, for each 

individual map, the local and discontinuous needs and expectations of map makers and 

users.  

 The work of Mathew Edney has helped to clarify the assumptions in what he calls 

the “empiricist” position of cartographers like Skelton and Crone. He argues that their work 

is based on the ontological assumption that the world possesses a quite unambiguous 

existence, and that this existence can be fully expressed by maps which record the spatial 

location of its various parts using geometrical projections.25 Furthermore, he suggests that 

by confusing maps made using different source materials and created for different 

purposes, historians and cartographers have been able to compare historical maps against 

an idealised set of spatial, geometrical data and create a canon of “Great Maps,” each 

representing an advance in technology.26 However, as Edney points out, “once we decide 

that there is more to geographic data than their geometrical definition, and that the 

practice of cartography is more than the collection of replication of this data, then the 

empiricist conception of cartography rapidly disintegrates.”27 Edney’s criticism of the 

“empiricist conception” of cartography draws heavily on the work of J.B. Harley, who, in the 

late 1980s, questioned what he called the “positivist” assumptions used in the history of 

cartography on similar terms.28 However Harley’s attempts to establish a new methodology 

                                                             
25Mathew Edney, ‘Cartography without ‘Progress:’ Reinterpreting the Nature and Historical Development of 

Map Making’, in Classics in Cartography: Reflections on Influential Articles from Cartographica, ed. by 

Martin Dodge (Chichester, UK: J. Wiley & Sons, 2011), pp.305-329 (p.307). 
26Edney (2011), p.309 
27 Edney (2011), p.310. 
28 See, for example, a passage from one Harley’s essays in which he questions a methodology that relies on the 

assumptions that “the objects in the world are real and objective, and that they enjoy an existence independent of 

the cartographer, that their reality can be expressed in mathematical terms; that systematic observation and 

measurement offer the only route to cartographic truth; and that this can be independently verified.” See: Brian 

Harley, ‘Deconstructing the Map’,  in The New Nature of Maps: Essays in the History of Cartography, ed. by 

Paul Laxton  (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001), pp.149-68 (p.154). 
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for the history of cartography after the “rapid disintegration” of a “positivistic” model have 

since been seen as inherently problematic.   

 Harley’s critical work was begun within the traditional lines of the “positivistic” 

model, working extensively on a variety of historical periods, but particularly the history of 

the Ordinance Survey in the nineteenth century.29 However, in the 1980s, he performed 

what has been called a “remarkable volte-face”30 that was influenced by a methodology 

adapted from the work of art historians, particularly that of Erwin Panofsky. Panofsky’s 

“iconological” approach argued that cultural principles were “unconsciously qualified” by 

the artist and “condensed” into an artwork so that the “intrinsic meaning” of a work could 

only be understood “by ascertaining those underlying principles which reveal the basic 

attitude of a nation, a period, a class, a religious or philosophical persuasion.”  31 Given this 

unconscious and un-verbalised connection Panofsky suggests that the role of art history was 

to record the interconnections between art and its cultural context.  

 Following this approach, Harley’s work treats maps  as cultural texts whose 

meanings need to be decoded using an analysis of the “underlying principles” that 

structured a period. However Harley’s formulation of these principles has been questioned. 

As Dennis Cosgrove comments, there were no established conventions or specific methods 

that would ascertain a set of cultural principles in Panofsky’s work, they were to be 

reconstructed by a kind of detective synthesis that searched out analogies between overtly 

disparate forms32 and Harley has been criticised for eliding the complexity of map use within 

historical and social interactions, and avoiding a materialist analysis of the maps themselves. 

As J.H. Andrews suggests, in place of the kind of contextual analysis that is verifiable 

through historical research into archival or secondary sources, Harley  uses the partial lens 

of Foucaultian theory to find unverifiable evidence of the extension and authorisation of 

                                                             
29 For an appendix containing a full bibliography of Harley’s works arranged chronologically see: The New 

Nature of Maps: Essays in the History of Cartography, ed. by Paul Laxton (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins 

University Press, 2001), p.28-296; For an introduction to Harley’s work on the Ordinance survey map see: Brian 

Harley, ‘Introduction’, ‘The Ordnance Survey Maps of Scotland’, and ‘Conclusion’, in The Historians Guide to 

Ordnance Survey Maps, ed. by J.B. Harley and C.W. Philips (London: National Council of Social Service for 

The Standing Conference for Local History, 1964), pp.5-6, 42-50 and 51.   
30 Brotton (2012), p.399. 
31 Erwin Panofsky, ‘Iconography and Iconology: an Introduction to the Study of Renaissance art’, in Meaning in 

the Visual Arts (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1970), pp.51-81 (p.64), cited in Dennis Cosgrove, ‘Introduction: 

Iconography and Landscape’, in The Iconography of Landscape: Essays on the Symbolic Representation, 

Design and Use of Past Environments, ed. by Denis Cosgrove and Stephen Daniels (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1988), pp.1-10 (p.2).  
32 Cosgrove (1988), p.2. 
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state control in historical maps from all periods.33 Both Jess Edwards and J.H. Andrews point 

out that in trying to use maps as cultural texts, Harley is forced to look for evidence of how 

maps extend state control outside the maps themselves: in art history, literary criticism, 

architecture, and music – but also ‘non-cartographic’ elements of the maps themselves, 

including ‘decorative embellishments.’34 In consequence, Edwards suggests that Harley 

“over-reads the map, reifying and totalizing its meaning; filling its apparent silences with 

misplaced rhetorics from elsewhere.”35 Furthermore, through this totalization Harley is 

criticised for furthering the work of the representational practices he describes, perfecting 

their forms and re-incorporating that which escapes them as part of the ‘system.’36 Harley’s 

work is criticised for “totalizing” the meaning of the map, filling its ambiguous gaps and 

“silences” with evidence drawn, often, from outside sources. The result is that maps 

throughout history are repeatedly contextualised by arguments which describe the 

extension and authorisation of powerful institutions. Nonetheless, Harley’s writing marks an 

important point of transition in the history of cartography and the work of those critics 

critiquing Harley have provided a methodological starting point for this thesis.  

 As an alternative to Harley’s view, Robert Rundstrom argues that maps need not be 

analysed as the “end-products” of a cultural system that constantly replicates images which 

legitimise its hierarchy, and may in fact be part of an ongoing “process still in motion.”37 

Rundstrom argues that map-making is “an open ended endeavour” and that “as mapping 

continues in whatever context, a dialogue continues among cultures, and between people 

and the physical environment. Cartographers tap in at some point, but no conclusive ‘end 

result’ is ever reached.”38 Rundstrom’s argument draws our attention to the importance of 

analysing how maps are used by communities over time as part of a continual process. 

Rather than looking at a map as an end-product that is the “unconscious qualification” or 

“condensation” of a historical social system by a single contemporary cartographer, he 

                                                             
33 See J.H. Andrews, ‘Introduction; Meaning Knowledge, and Power in the Map Philosophy of J.B. Harley’, in 

The New Nature of Maps: Essays in the History of Cartography, ed. by Paul Laxton  (Baltimore, Md.: Johns 

Hopkins University Press, 2001), pp.2-32 (p.31-32). 
34 Jess Edwards Writing, Geometry and Space in Seventeenth-Century England and America: Circles in the 

Sand (London: Routledge, 2006), p.6, citing J.H. Andrews, (2001), pp.2-32 (p.11). 
35 Edwards (2006) p.6. 
36 Edwards (2006) p.6. 
37 Robert Rundstrom, ‘Mapping, Postmodernism, Indigenous People and the Changing Direction of North 

American Cartography’, Cartographica, Vol. 28, No. 2, Summer (1991), pp.1-12 (p.6). 
38Rundstrom (1991), p.7. 
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suggests that maps are part of a dynamic process of change and alteration that is driven by 

map use within a social group. He suggests that this social group is engaged in an on-going 

process of creation and feedback that leads to a history of the cartography that moves in a 

non-linear, undetermined way based on local historical circumstances. Rundstrom’s 

argument provides a powerful starting point for a history of cartography that is neither the 

history of the “progress” of the map according to what Edney calls “empiricist” cartography, 

nor is it the history of how, within the determinist social system described by Harley, the 

map was used to legitimise a social hierarchy and/or the power held by governing 

institutions.    

My own methodology seeks to combine Rundstrom’s emphasis on the importance of 

analysing the interrelationship between map use and map making, and his argument that 

types of map use are historically specific, open ended, constantly fluctuating as social and 

cultural circumstances change. With the broadened definition of the map provided by 

Harley and Woodward it is now possible to look at how a range of images used to represent 

spatial relationships co-existed in the early sixteenth century and to look at how this newly 

enlarged group of maps were used and shaped by their situation within a process of social 

communication. The work of Harley and the “empiricist” map historians that preceded him 

also foregrounds the importance of attempting to identify and question meta-narratives 

used to pre-determine the description of how maps change over time. My work 

contextualises local maps made during Henrician period using extensive primary evidence 

without making claims that the trans-historical relevance of the historical changes I identify 

can be used as models or templates with which to analyse other periods of cartographic 

history.  

 

 Map historians have recognised the need to move between images connected by 

historical context and by a shared a concern with the facilitation of a spatial understanding, 

regardless of the position of modern disciplinary boundaries. This thesis explores the 

potential offered by this re-definition of the map while also seeking to disassociate itself 

from the meta-narratives within criticism that have shaped approaches to the extant 

evidence of the period. With an approach that attempts, in Edney’s words, “to build its 

understanding from the ground up, within a broad and flexible conceptual framework, 
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rather than impose a priori presumptions” 39 about the definitions of the map, or its 

historical development, there is room for major reinterpretations of map history and for 

precise studies of individual cartographic conventions.40 

 

iii. Chapter Summary 

 

This thesis examines an unexplored contextual background for sixteenth century 

local maps. This work begins by looking at the graphic skills taught to the master masons 

who made the most innovative local maps of the Henrician period before moving on to 

examine how, through a dialogue with Henry VIII that is recorded by extensive 

correspondence, these masons shaped the development of the local map in the Henrician 

period. The first part of chapter one argues that the architectural drawing techniques first 

developed by master masons in the late twelfth century continued to be taught to the King’s 

masons well into the sixteenth, and that these traditional masonic techniques lie behind the 

innovations in sixteenthcentury local mapping. This work challenges recent cartographic 

histories which tend to argue that an itinerant German or Italian introduced changes within 

the local map under the patronage of Henry VIII, despite the fact that no documentary or 

pictoral evidence of any individual has been found.41  This chapter begins by analysing two 

drawings of the castle at Guines. Made in 1541, these images are the first English drawings 

to be constructed using numerical scale and a consistent projection and my work provides 

an explanation of how they were made, working out the material techniques, tools and 

graphic skills that were used to construct them.  

Part two of this chapter provides an explanation of how buildings were designed in 

the medieval period, and part three focuses on the origins of the techniques used to 

                                                             
39 Mathew Edney, ‘Reflections Essay: Progress and the Nature of Cartography’, in Classics in Cartography: 

Reflections on Influential Articles from Cartographica, ed. by Martin Dodge (Chichester, UK: J. Wiley & Sons, 

2011), pp.331-342 (p.339). 
40 Edney (2011), p.339. 
41 See for example, Merriman’s argument about the influence of Italian craftsman: see Marcus Merriman, 

‘Italian Military Engineers in England in the 1540s’, in English Map making 1500-1650, ed. by Sarah Tyacke, 

(London; British Library, 1983); also: R.A. Skelton, ‘The Military Surveyors Contribution to British 

Cartography in the 16th Century’, Imago Mundi, XXIV (1970), pp.77-83;  Peter Barber suggests that German 

craftsmen are responsible for introducing technical changes, see: Peter Barber, ‘Map Making in England 

ca.1470-1650’, in The History of Cartography: Cartography in the European Renaissance, Vol. 3, Part 2,  ed. 

by David Woodward (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007), pp.1589-1669 (esp. p.1607); see also 

chapter one of this thesis, which explores this argument in more detail.  
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construct the sixteenth century drawings of Guines castle within the routine processes 

taught to and used by masons between 1200 and the 1550s.  The final part of this chapter 

examines why small drawings of the complete building made to a numerical scale were not 

used to design Gothic architecture, despite the fact that all the techniques required to 

construct scale drawings were known to and used by master masons in different kinds of 

design drawing. I suggest that the precise conditions of the medieval building site and the 

contextually specific forms of design practice and building construction made such images 

unnecessary, and that, as later chapters will explain, it is only under the pressures imposed 

by the patronage of Henry VIII that the traditional skills of the English master masons are 

combined in new ways to make the scale drawings of landscape and architecture that we 

see in the 1530s and 1540s.  

Chapter one of this thesis argues that in order to design and construct their buildings 

masons as early as the 1190s developed a style of drawing that I refer to as “technical 

drawing” (while acknowledging its anachronism). Chapter two looks at the images that were 

made by masons for patrons at a preliminary stage of the building process as a way of 

recording the contractual obligations of the builders, and clarifying what work had been 

agreed. These drawings are referred to as “pictoral drawings” and up to the 1530s they have 

a history that is largely independent of the technical work that is made by masons for the 

use of other masons working in the stoneyard. 

 The body of this chapter examines some of the extant examples of these pictoral 

drawings, and concludes that though these images were not made to scale and tend to 

distort their subject in ways that would have limited their use in the actual construction of 

the works, they nevertheless precisely fulfilled their function: allowing patron and builder to 

record the results of a preliminary negotiation and standing as contractual records in case of 

any later disputes. Following an examination of some examples of pictoral drawings, this 

chapter explores how pictoral and technical drawings would have facilitated different kinds 

of map use. As opposed to the technical drawings examined in chapter one which could be 

modified, re-drafted and compared by the masons working on the images, the pictoral 

drawings made for patrons before the 1530s seem to have been passive records of a 

building project that was largely worked out verbally. However, under Henry’s patronage 

masons began to make less pictoral drawings and started to incorporate the graphic 

techniques previously employed in images that circulated among the masons themselves 
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into small, on-paper works made for the royal patron. With this shift in graphic style the 

King was able to use drawings to modify, adapt and re-draft design images in ways that had 

not been possible when patrons were provided with pictoral drawings and tended to 

verbally work out construction details with  their builders.  

Chapter two concludes by arguing that the negotiations between patron and builder 

are part of a shifting balance between word and image. However, this cannot be seen as a 

smooth or linear transition and masons and patrons throughout Henry’s reign are 

continually striking a balance between the use of words and images in order to agree a 

contractual starting point for a building. As the examples of pictoral drawings and written 

contracts discussed in this chapter show, each encounter between patron and builder is 

unique and the types of written and graphic documents used to communicate depend in 

each instance on the capacity of both parties to understand and use technical drawings 

and/or technical vocabulary. 

Having established who was making Henrician local maps; analysed the historical 

origins of their graphic skills and considered the kinds of pictoral works that were made for 

patrons before Henry’s accession, this thesis now moves on to focus on the local maps 

made for and used by Henry himself. Modern critical work on the Henrician local map tends 

to focus on the years between 1539 and 1547 during which period Henry VIII attempted to 

protect English territories by building a network of fortifications along the boundaries with 

Scotland and France, many of which were designed using maps that were sent to the King. It 

seems that after the fortification programme of 1539 was commenced maps were stored at 

Whitehall far more systematically than during an earlier period. However, chapter three 

argues that local maps incorporated the technical idiom during the design of Whitehall and 

Hampton Court in the early 1530s, nearly ten years before the fortification programme was 

begun. This chapter begins by examining the documentary evidence of Henry’s use of plats 

which is limited to the financial accounts that describe the purchase of materials and the 

travelling expenses claimed for taking plats to the King from the Royal works at Hampton 

Court, Oatlands and Nonsuch. Two men, William Clement and  Christopher Dickenson were 

responsible for drafting these images and taking them to the King throughout the 1530s and 

though none of these drawings has survived, some of the work made by these men after 

they were transferred to military building sites in 1539 were retained at Whitehall. These 

drawings give us some idea of the kind of images that were being made for Henry during the 
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1530s and Clement and Dickenson were certainly using the technical idiom to make small, 

paper plans for the King by 1539 at the latest. However, this chapter suggests that the 

technical mode was incorporated into Henry’s plats far earlier. The date for this transition 

can be pushed back to at least to 1534, from which year there survives an anonymous 

drawing of the King’s apartments in Calais which was made using the standardised 

conventions familiar from Gothic architectural drawing made at full scale.  

This chapter also examines the work of David Starkey and Simon Thurley,42 and 

suggests that their arguments provide an explanation of why Henry might have become 

personally involved in the design of his domestic palaces in the 1530s. Starkey’s work argues 

that controlling the design of the privy chambers that surrounded the King was a way of 

managing Henry’s noblemen by limiting their access to the King’s person. My work provides 

material evidence that drawings made for patrons were made in a technical mode from at 

least 1534, and that these images would have enabled the King to design, alter and re-draft 

the drawings provided by his masons and so actively manipulate the domestic spaces which 

Starkey suggests enabled monarchs to control the members of both the privy chamber and 

council.  

Chapter four continues the chronology begun in Chapter three. It examines the 

letters and plats which provide evidence of the King’s use of plats from the period after the 

1539 fortification programme, from which point an increasing number of plats have 

survived. The evidence from this period suggests that the King is using written 

correspondence and technical plans to control the royal works being made around the 

borders of England and the pale of Calais. The evidence provided by a group of letters sent 

between Whitehall and Boulogne suggests that the King was using plats to alter and re-draft 

the designs being made by his master mason on site, and that all design decisions were sent 

to London for approval by the King before being commenced. Later letters sent from the 

works at Ambleteuse describe how the King had designed a set of fortifications that 

responded to the natural advantages of the haven at Ambleteuse without having seen the 

                                                             
42 Starkey’s work on the subject is extensive but see esp.: David Starkey, ‘Introduction: Court History in 

Perspective’, in The English Court: from the Wars of the Roses to the Civil War, ed. by David Starkey (London, 

1987), pp.1-24; ‘Intimacy and Innovation: the Rise of the Privy Chamber, 1485-1547’, in Starkey (1987), pp.71-

118; ‘Court and Government’, in Revolution Reassessed: Revisions in the History of Tudor Government and 

Administration, ed. Christopher Coleman and David Starkey (Oxford, 1986), pp.29-58; see also: Simon Thurley 

The Royal Palaces of Tudor England : Architecture and Court Life, 1460-1547 (New Haven, Conn.: Yale 

University Press, 1993), p.36-39. 
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site, and it seems that landscape maps were being sent back to Whitehall in order to allow 

Henry to set out his fortifications according the natural advantages of the local landscape. 

This chapter explores Henry’s use of maps drawn in the technical idiom in the 1540s and it 

concludes the trajectory of the first four chapters by looking at the kinds of map use that are 

possible for a lay patron once the technical idiom used by master masons is incorporated 

into small, paper plats. Furthermore, it examines how map use and map making were 

interconnected, looking at how correspondence between King and craftsmen shows patron 

and draftsmen engaged in a continual loop of creation and feedback that shaped the form 

of the local map.  

 It also examines the transition between the technical representation of architectural 

and landscape features, for during this period graphic skills that had been used to represent 

architectural groundplans in an earlier period begin to be used to portray local landscapes 

both as a preliminary to the design of architectural work, and as a way of resolving 

territorial disputes, as at the negotiations around the treaty of Camp. Given the transition 

analysed in this chapter, my work also confronts modern critical theory on landscape and its 

representation, particularly Alexandra Walsham’s work on landscape and the reformation.43 

It argues that the mason’s skills and the demands of Henry VIII provide a unique context for 

map use during the latter years of Henry’s reign, and that this small coterie of 

correspondents used maps to approach landscape in way that needs to be isolated from 

wider contemporary trends towards interpreting landscape as a representation of religious 

and historical meanings.  

 

 This study of Henrician maps argues that Henry VIII and his master masons use local 

maps in consistent ways and this thesis analyses the way local maps developed over time to 

represent an increasingly wide range of subject matter using a standardised form of 

numerical scale and an increasingly consistent set of graphic conventions. It examines a 

continuous development over time because the practices and community that surrounded 

local maps suggests that such an approach is valid. This approach to the local map began 

with an analysis of the contextual environment of the map itself and it is not concerned with 

a narrative that attempts to suggests that Henrician maps “progress” or fail to move 

                                                             
43 Alexandra Walsham, The Reformation of the Landscape: Religion, Identity, and Memory in Early Modern 

Britain and Ireland (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011).  
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towards the modern map.44 . This approach attempts to negotiate the divide between 

modern and Henrician map use and encourage a way of looking at Henrician maps that is 

better attuned to the local circumstances in which they were made and used. 

 

                                                             
44 The rejection of the idea of  cartographic “progress” is notably discussed in Edney (2011), p.305-342. 
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Chapter One. The Influence of Medieval Architectural Drawing over the Plats of the 

Sixteenth Century.   

 

The most prolific and technically advanced of the map makers working for Henry VIII 

was John Rogers, a master mason trained in the stoneyard of Hampton Court in the early 

1530s.1 Roger’s produced the first English drawing made to a consistent numerical scale in 

1541 when drafting a set of plans used by the King and his councillors to re-design the castle 

at Guines.  My contention is that Rogers developed scale drawing in response to the 

pressures imposed by the patronage of Henry VIII in the 1530s and 1540s, but that the skills 

required to construct scale drawings were in regular use by master masons throughout the 

Middle Ages and continued to be taught to masons like Rogers and his contemporary 

Richard Lee well into the sixteenth century.2 Chapters two and three look at the patronage 

of Henry VIII, while chapter one focuses on the techniques used to construct plats in the 

sixteenth century and outlines a history of how these techniques were used in the medieval 

drawing and design practice of the master mason. Given that the technical and conceptual 

skills required to create small scale drawings were in regular use from the late 1100s, this 

chapter concludes by examining why scale drawings of a complete building were not made 

at a date far earlier than 1541. As later chapters will show, Henry’s own influence is 

important to the combination of old graphic techniques in new ways but there is also 

evidence to suggest that prior to the reign of Henry VIII the structure of the medieval 

building site itself discouraged the use of small scale, numerically consistent drawings of the 

complete works.  

 For clarity’s sake the chapter is divided by four subheadings. Section one analyses 

Rogers’ 1541 drawings of Guines and provides an explanation of how they were made. 

Section two gives a history of the types of drawing used to design and construct buildings in 

the middle ages. Part three connects the sixteenth century plats to design drawings made at  

Byland Abbey in the 1190s and at Wells in the 1290s, examining how the techniques used to 

construct the images of Guines were an integral part of medieval drawing and design 

practice. Part four examines the structure of the medieval building site and explains why 

                                                             
1 For further biographical details see Chapter two part i. See also: Lon Shelby, John Rogers, Tudor Military 

Engineer (Oxford: Clarendon, 1967). 
2 For further information on Richard Lee see: J.H. Harvey, English Mediaeval Architects : a Biographical 

Dictionary down to 1550 (Gloucester: Sutton, 1984), p.161-162.  
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scale drawings of complete buildings were not used during the middle ages, despite the 

strong evidence of the requisite graphic skills being routinely used.  

 

i. A Study of the Techniques used to Construct the Scale Drawings of 1541. 

 

Despite the fact that John Rogers’ drawings of Guines are the first examples of English 

drawings made to a numerical scale, these images have not been given sustained critical 

attention and there is, in part, an unfortunate co-incidence of dates to blame for this gap, 

for English masons drawing images for the King developed scale drawing in 1541 at a time 

when Henry VIII was also employing Italian architects. 3 The assumption, prevalent through 

most of the twentieth century, has been that it was these Italian craftsmen who introduced 

scale drawing into England.4 However, there is no evidence that the technique was learned 

in this way, as the foreign engineers who were working in England were not drawing to scale 

at a date early enough to have taught the technique to English masons. Even  Marcus 

Merriman, whose article strongly supports the idea that the Italian engineers introduced 

scale drawing to England is forced to conclude that “We cannot ignore the fact that English 

scale maps were being executed before the work of Scala, Bergamo, Arcano and Rossetti,”5 

the principle Italian engineers in England. The easy reliance on the influence of Italian 

engineers over English cartography has meant that scholarship has largely neglected the 

drawings of Guines, supposing that they were derived from the teachings of an Italian 

craftsman who has left no archival trace of his existence.6 As yet, there has been no attempt 

to examine the Guines drawings as a point of origin for scale drawing independent of Italian 

influence.  

Under conditions where scale drawing has been seen as a complete form rather than a 

series of processes, it has been too easy assume that this total graphic system was taught to 

English masons in its entirety by Italian engineers. However, by foregrounding the 

                                                             
3 The best analysis of these images is made in Lon Shelby (1967), p.5-23; Anthony Gerbino and Stephen 

Johnston, Compass and Rule; Architecture as Mathematical Practice 1500-1750 (New Haven, Conn.: Yale 

University Press, 2009), p.31-44. 
4 See Marcus Merriman, ‘Italian Military Engineers in England in the 1540s’ in English Map making 1500-

1650, ed. By Sarah Tyacke, (London; British Library, 1983), p.63-66.  
5 Merriman (1983), p.65. 
6See: P.D.A. Harvey, ‘The Portsmouth Scale Map and the Origins of Scale Drawing’, in Manors and Maps in 

Rural England from the Tenth Century to the Seventeenth (Farnham: Ashgate Variorum, 2010). 
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techniques which are used to construct a scale drawing,  the form can be reduced to a series 

of practices which use tools, drawing techniques and conventions whose origins and use in 

England can be traced. Looking at scale drawing as a series of processes alters the sense that 

scale drawing is a complete form of indeterminate complexity and probably alien extraction. 

This section focuses on the two kinds of process that must take place for an accurate scale 

drawing: primarily, a survey of the landscape or architectural features using some form of 

measurement and secondarily the use of a set of drawing conventions that can record the 

information produced by this survey in a graphic form on the page. With a more detailed 

idea of what kinds of survey and conventions were used to construct scale images in 1541 it 

ought to be possible to note the extent of foreign influence, or to trace the origins of the 

various techniques used to draw to scale back into English drawings of the medieval period.   

When thinking about what tools, methods and graphic techniques are required to 

construct a scale drawing, there is clearly a difference between the methods behind a 

drawing that records a to-scale form of existing landscape or architectural features and one 

that draws out a set of proposed works on flat ground. A representation of architectural 

works on a site where there are no existing  features can be drawn to scale without the 

need for a survey because the site is a blank design space that is analogous to the blank 

page. In contrast, constructing a scale plat whose design responds to existing landscape 

features is a process which must start by drafting out the shapes of the existing structures 

and obstacles on the page as a set of limiting boundaries, and information about these 

features has to be gathered in a preliminary, measured survey. The first plats drawn to scale 

in Tudor England are architectural designs for fortifications, and it is often difficult to know 

whether they propose an entirely new set of works on a flat surface, whether they are 

based on the shape of existing landscape features, or whether they show a mixture of 

existing and proposed works without clear definition between what is planned or what has 

been built. Considering the type of topographical survey which lies behind early scale 

images - especially where a drawing is the first image we have of a site - involves looking at 

written records to uncover the extent of older works and deciding how far the image 

responds to existing features. Fortunately, at Guines, this history is relatively clear. 

 The first scale drawing of Guines is actually part of a pair of drawings reproduced in 

figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 represents the defensive walls around Guines as they stood c. 
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1540,7 and it charts the parallel curves of the medieval walls and moat that were mentioned 

in English records as early as 1352 when the English captured the castle.8 The walls as drawn 

in 1540 probably retain the shape in which they were laid out in this medieval defensive 

scheme. It also shows the siting of a round building that interrupts the enceinte which it 

labels as ‘The keipe.’ The walls of Guines, which no longer stand, were built on the crest of 

the hill, so the curves and indentations of the walls are probably explained by the profile of 

the landscape on which they were built. The drawing also shows the works constructed and 

maintained throughout the 1400s: two Bulwarks sited to the north-east and north west of 

the circular keep which it names as ‘Pyrtons’ and ‘Whettelis’ bulwarks, structures on which, 

under these names, on-going repairs were carried out right up to the point at which new 

works were commenced in 1539.9 

Figure 2 is a drawing of a new set of bulwarks at Guines, where, building accounts 

confirm, work had been started as part of Henry’s massive re-fortification works in 1539. 

Closer examination of the bulwarks in this drawing, closer than the reproduction allows, 

reveals that they are surrounded and intersected with ruled lines, faint arcs and intersecting 

curves drawn using a compass and bisecting the symmetrical shapes of the bulwarks. These 

construction lines suggest that the bulwarks were constructed geometrically rather than by 

a survey, and there is no evidence to show that such structures were ever completed. The 

irregular oval of the wall on which these Bulwarks are sited has a very similar shape to that 

of the survey of the medieval walls drawn in figure 1. These two points of evidence suggest 

that figure 1 is a working drawing of the existing walls that was constructed using the 

information collected in a preliminary survey of the medieval castle on the hill, and that the 

plan of the new defences in figure 2 are drawn over a copy of figure 1, whose oval 

representation of the shape of the existing walls is used to guide the placement of bulwarks 

at the most effective defensive positions around the irregular shape.  

Ordering the plats in this way raises questions about how the measured survey used 

to construct figure 1 was conducted and how the information gathered in the survey was 

translated into the extant image. There are no contemporary English sources or, indeed, 

                                                             
7 See BL. Royal MS. 7. C. XVI. f 81. The best record of the walls as they stood before 1540 is this letter (Its 

author is unknown as the first section has been lost) to Edmund Knyvet, sergeaunt-porter to Henry VIII, which 

takes the form of  a written survey describing the works at Guines.  
8London, The National Archives, MS E. 101/173/7, records that in 1532 the English dug 221 rods of ditch in 

order to strengthen their position at Guines. see Shelby (1967), p.7-8.   
9 See H.M. Colvin The History of the King’s Works, Vol. I (London, 1963), p.453. 
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modern critical works on English material that might guide an answer to this question, and 

while one has to be sensitive to England’s relative isolation from continental techniques, 

European sources offer a starting point from which to consider possible solutions. 

 The tools and techniques that Leonardo Da Vinci used to construct a map of Imola in 

1502 have been meticulously examined by John Pinto in his article on the development of 

European city plans. He describes Da Vinci’s use of two instruments: firstly a tool for 

measuring distances, a large wheel of set circumference, one braccia, which, on each 

complete revolution, moved a system of gears so that a small cogged wheel within the 

device clicked along one cog-notch with the passage of each mile; secondly a transit, which 

consisted of a circular dial-like surface with its circumference divided into eight parts 

corresponding to the eight winds. At the centre of this disk was a movable sight vane and a 

magnetic compass, from which, in setting up the instrument for surveying, magnetic north 

was taken and lined up with the north (tramontana) engraved on the dial.10 Pinto explains 

the use of these instruments in the following passage: 

 

The essential fieldwork for a plan like that of Imola consisted of two operations: 

establishing the orientation (relative to magnetic north) of each facet of the irregular 

shape being surveyed and then measuring each facet. This process is most easily 

illustrated by one of Leonardo’s drawings relating to the fortifications of Cesara. [...] 

Figure 3 represents almost the entire circuit of the city’s defences, which, due to the 

contours of the site, enclose an irregular, many faceted polygon. At each turn of the 

walls Leonardo moved [the segmented dial of] his transit, aligned it with regard to 

the north [on the compass], and sighted the new stretch to be plotted [by looking 

through the movable sight vane]. The direction of the sight vane relative to north 

was noted, thus establishing the wall’s orientation, and the new stretch was 

measured. The numbers on the inside of the line of defences in figure 3 denote the 

orientation of each segment of wall in degrees of the compass, while those on the 

outside indicate the length of every facet in braccia.  

 

                                                             
10 John Pinto, ‘Origins and Development of the Ichnographic City Plan’, Journal of the Society of Architectural 

Historians, 35 (1976), pp.35-50 (p.40). 
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Da Vinci’s method draws our attention to the two measurements that are needed to 

construct a reasonably accurate ground plan of an architectural shape: a measurement of 

the length of a facet (where the end points of a facet are defined by a significant change in 

direction) and a measurement of the direction in which a facet is facing. This method could 

also be used to survey many landscape features which have a defined shape; the curves of a 

river for instance, or shape of the circumference of a hill, valley trough, or ridge. The tools 

required for such a survey need not be as complex as those designed by Da Vinci. It would in 

essence only need a measuring rod and a compass with a number of degrees dividing the 

circle of its dial. The surveyor could perform a relatively accurate survey without the sighting 

mechanism by either standing with his back parallel to a stretch of wall or river and 

recording the direction in which he is facing to get a rough orientation or, in perhaps the 

simplest method possible, he could walk around the curve of his subject and, keeping as 

close as possible to its circumference, measure both the continuous distance he is walking 

while at the same marking each change of direction.11 It is possible that Da Vinci’s method, 

or a simplified version of it, was used by Rogers at Guines to take the distance and 

orientation of the existing walls and so plot out the measured drawing seen in figure 1. 

 Peter Barber suggests an alternative method, suggesting that the masons who first 

used scale in England were ‘presumably familiar with Albertian principles and the basics of 

triangulation as transmitted by Gemma Frisius and mediated through French and German 

Cartographers at court.’12 However in the absence of any evidence of contact between 

English masons and foreign cartographers and engineers, it is problematic to postulate that 

a series of complex European techniques were used to make English plats. Furthermore it is 

quite possible to see how these, the first scale drawings, could have been constructed very 

simply and almost accidentally, using a method unrelated to both the German and Italian 

techniques.  

There is an unusual feature included in both of these drawings. Though it is only just 

visible on the parchment and invisible in the reproduction, figure 2 has been marked with a 

                                                             
11 There is a surviving map that was probably made in this way. It is a scale plan, drawn in 1542, that shows an 

area near Calais which has recently been drained as part of the planning of a new settlement. It contains precise 

notes of directions beside several roads – ‘est & ii pontes [points] by south’ and so on. See: P.D.A Harvey, 

Maps in Tudor England (London: British Library, 1993), p.31.   
12 Peter Barber, ‘Map Making in England ca.1470-1650’, in The History of Cartography: Cartography in the 

European Renaissance, Vol. 3, Part 2,  ed. by David Woodward (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007), 

pp.1589-1669 (p.1607). 
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gold scale boundary which is the same size as the more visible black scale boundary in figure 

1. In figure 2, the black scale boundary has been drawn out to be only slightly wider than the 

widest points of the circle of walls and at three places the walls almost touch the boundary 

itself. Consequently, the gold scale boundary in figure 2, which is the same size as that in 

figure 1, runs directly through the proposed bulwarks which extend beyond the shape of 

medieval walls. (See fig. 4 for a copy of figure 2 image in which the faint gold scale boundary 

has been emphasised to show how it runs through the proposed fortifications.) 

This boundary has received some critical attention: P.D.A. Harvey notes that ‘a 

continuous scale bar, marked in 20-foot divisions, that almost frames the entire map’ is used 

in a plat of Guines and that this scale bar is ‘evidence of the need to explain the idea of the 

scale-drawing to the map user who would be unfamiliar with it.’13 Likewise, Anthony 

Gerbino and Stephen Johnston, no doubt following Harvey, write that ‘There are two 

unusual features of the plan [of Guines] that suggest that the concept of scale was new to 

the draughtsman or to his audience: a continuous graded ruler ringing the entire town and 

an inscription that records the scale in a roundabout way ‘the Inshe conteyneth L fotte.’’14 It 

does not seem to me to be a particularly ‘roundabout’ phrase, but the explanation of the 

scale bar given by these critics is clear: it was an aid to the viewer who was, in the late 

1530s, likely to be unfamiliar with the basic concept of scale. However, if we accept this 

explanation it is distinctly odd that that the gold scale boundary awkwardly cuts through all 

of the new bulwarks that Rogers had designed, interrupting the proposed fortifications 

which it was, after all, the whole purpose of the drawings to display. It does not seem likely 

that the draftsmen would have drawn figure 2 and then, as an aid to a viewer unfamiliar 

with scale, have drawn in a scale boundary that crossed through all of the newly designed 

fortifications. 

A more likely explanation of why the scale boundary intersects the drawing of the 

fortifications themselves is that John Rogers, the draftsmen of the plats, drew out both the 

curves of the walls and the scale boundary in figure 1 using the information gathered in a 

survey, and from this image traced a light outline of both curves and scale boundary at the 

same time onto a clean sheet of parchment. Then, using the shape of the walls and the scale 

boundary on this new page, he constructed the new bulwarks at the most effective 

                                                             
13 Harvey (1993), p.31. 
14Anthony Gerbino and Stephen Johnston (2009), p.39. 
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positions around the existing enceinte and, preferring not to have to draw a larger scale 

boundary around the newly expanded works, he simply inked in the old scale boundary - the 

boundary he copied from figure 1 - in a bright gold which distinguished it from the newly 

designed bulwarks which, at many points, it interrupts.    

In this explanation the scale boundary is part of the method used by the draftsman 

to construct, on the page, an accurate drawing of the castle at Guines and later used again 

by Rogers to guide his re-design of these walls. The scale boundaries are not simply an aid to 

the viewer, though they might have had that secondary function: they are part of the 

process through which the drawings themselves were constructed on the page. This analysis 

of the internal evidence contained within the drawings in fact suggests an answer to the 

question of how a survey of the real three-dimensional walls was made, for a similar full size 

scale boundary could also have been used as a way of measuring the full-size castle walls on 

the hill-top.  

This possibility is not simply suggested by the fact that we see a scale boundary on 

the page, for the technique of measuring out a ground plan in full scale on the earth using 

stakes and cord had been used by master masons laying out the shape and foundations of 

complex cathedrals since the early twelfth century.15  John Rogers was trained as a master 

mason at Hampton Court and he would undoubtedly have been familiar with the technique. 

There is at least one record within the incomplete financial accounts of the works at 

Hampton Court that records the purchase of cords and stakes to measure out the new great 

hall in relation to the existing architectural features16 and in a letter written in 1547 Rogers 

describes how he has “traced and staked forth” a new design for a fortification within the 

existing walls of the castle of Boulogne using a rope outline on the earth.17  It is likely that 

Rogers and his men used cord to mark out the straight sides of a square of known 

dimensions around the castle.18  

                                                             
15 See Lon R. Shelby, ‘The Role of the Master Mason in Mediaeval English Building’,  Speculum, Vol. 39, No.3 

(July, 1964), pp.387-403 (p.401). 
16 For the example from Hampton court see: H.M. Colvin, The Kings Works Vol IV (London, HMSO: 1983), 

p.135. 
17  For an analysis of this letter see my conclusion below and The National Archives, MS SP 68/13, cited in 

Shelby (1967), p.69. 
18 For the medieval and early modern use of the measured cord box see section iii of this chapter,  subheading 

‘The Use of the Measured Groundplan.’ 
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The use of this box cannot be proved, but the technique was commonplace and it is 

a rectangle measured in feet and staked around the castle wall, it could well have provided 

the reference point from which Rogers drew out a small version of this measured box on the 

page whereby ‘the Inshe conteyneth L fotte’, as a description written onto the map itself 

states. The use of scale to relate the small and full scale boundaries in these circumstances 

may not have been a great conceptual leap, for a form of non-numerical scale drawing was 

used by master masons during the middle ages and was probably taught to Rastell during 

his training as a mason at Hampton Court.19  

With these two proportionally related boxes corded and drawn out it would have 

been a relatively simple matter for Rogers to have stood up on various points around and on 

top of the walls and to have drawn in the curves of the walls by eye, using the box that was 

still corded out on the ground as a visual reference point against which to swing the curves 

of his lines away from the small-scale and proportionally related box on his page. It is worth 

remembering that there is no evidence that it is an accurate representation of the precise 

curvature of the walls because nothing remains of the works at Guines. There is an 

alternative way that the curves could have been drawn into the scale boundary that is, 

admittedly, less likely, but nevertheless worth mentioning. Rogers could have used the fact 

that at three points the walls either touch or nearly touch the box he had corded out and, 

returning to the site, he could have measured along his cord between (see figure 5) point A 

and B, C and D, and E and F. When these distances were plotted back onto his plan he would 

have been looking at an image like figure 6, a drawing with three accurate points from 

which to start drawing his curves. There would, of course, be nothing to stop Rogers using 

the same technique to chart out other points of the wall which run only a small (and 

estimable or measurable) distance away from the corded box. Possible points are shown in 

figure 7 and it is clear that the more points that were plotted the more likely it would have 

been that the drawing of the walls would have an accurate shape when the curves were 

inked in. There is a remote possibility that Rogers could have accurately plotted every point 

along the curvature of the wall at which the curve changed direction by taking co-ordinates 

from what essentially constitute an x and y axis. 

                                                             
19 Detailed explanation of this form of scale drawing is also returned to in detail in section iii of this chapter, 

subheading: ‘The Use of the Concept of Scale in Medieval Drawing.’ 
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I cannot prove that the drawing was constructed in this way. The use of the corded 

box and the simpler variant whereby Roger sketched in the curves of the walls from various 

vantage points does however seem a reasonable explanation of why the scale boundary 

appears on this drawing and how, if not as an aid to the viewer, it was used. It is possible 

that English scale drawing in sixteenthcentury paper maps and plans was first developed by 

Rogers at Guines at the point at which Rogers decided to relate the length of the visual 

guide-lines on his page to the corded lines on the earth. The greatest strength of this 

argument is its simplicity, for what we see in the construction process around the Guines 

images is a form of scale drawing that does not require any new tools, neither the compass, 

nor the technique for using a compass that Da Vinci describes.20 Neither does it require 

Rogers to have worked out the relatively complex method that Da Vinci uses to survey an 

irregular feature, because within the process that I have described, no initial survey of the 

irregular shape of the actual feature need ever actually be made. The concept of scale – in 

which the linear distances on the earth relate in fixed proportion to lines on the page – is 

introduced through the proportional relationship between two sets of straight lines that the 

draftsman draws himself: one set marked out on the earth, one set drawn on the page. With 

these two straight-edged measured boxes in place the actual feature is simply sketched into 

the small rectangle on the page.  

This analysis suggests that in the drawings of Guines we see a proto-form of scale that 

develops the basic concept of a scale relationship between page and subject. This early 

technique will only later develop into the modern form of scale drawing which takes a 

measured survey of the subject itself. For there is a progression between the first stage 

exemplified at Guines, where a rectangular space on the earth is drawn out that relates in 

fixed proportions to a rectangular space on the page and sketching or, perhaps, plotting 

within this carefully measured page space a shape that in-turn will relate to the full size 

feature in a fixed ratio. Then in the second stage, methods of surveying and gathering the 

kinds of information Leonardo collects are worked out: information that will allow the 

                                                             
20  On the tools that were used in the medieval building trade, see: Lon Shelby, ‘Master Mason’s tools: The level 

and the Plumb Rule’, Technology and Culture, Vol. 2, No. 2 (Spring, 1961), p.127-130; Lon Shelby, ‘Master 

Mason’s Tools II: The Compass and the Square’, Technology and Culture, Vol. 6, No. 2 (Spring, 1965), p.236-

248. 
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draftsman to record the curves of abstract shapes directly onto the page and does not 

involve the draftsman sketching in the parts of those shapes by eye.  

 More broadly, the analysis of the Guines drawings breaks down the process of scale 

drawing into three constituent elements, technical and conceptual skills whose history in 

the architectural work of the Middle Ages can now be traced: 

 

1. The use of the measured, cord box as a method for planning and measuring a 

building at a preliminary stage. 

2.  The use of the concept of scale, wherein objects on the page relate in a fixed ratio 

to objects in the real world.  

3. The use of a set of drawing conventions that allow the accurate drafting of a 

proposed work on the page.  

 

The last strand is perhaps the least obvious in the above analysis of the Guines images but it 

is the most important, for beyond the decision to measure out the existing walls and work 

out the numerical scale, Rogers’ familiarity with the plan view, a form of projection that is 

able to represent the walls on the page without the distortions created by perspective, is a 

central part of making an accurate scale representation.  

 

This chapter now turns to look at the history of architectural drawing in the Middle Ages 

before focusing on various aspects of medieval design practice in order to trace the origins 

of the three concepts and techniques that have been identified above. My aim is to show 

how sixteenth century plats develop out of the technical idiom used by master masons in 

the working drawings of the Middle Ages and to begin to surround these sixteenth century 

plats with a contextual background within an intellectual and craft tradition. With an 

explanation of the technical construction of these plats in place it is then possible to see 

how these plats emerge out of a social interaction between Henry and his craftsmen.  

 

ii. The History of Architectural Drawing in the Middle Ages.  
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The medieval working drawings made on earth, plaster and stone surfaces are so 

specialized that they can easily seem to constitute an academic subject or genre of image 

unto themselves and they have been largely ignored or disregarded by map historians.21 

They are drawn at three stages in the construction process. The first type of working drawing 

was the groundplan of a site, which was constructed at full scale on the surface of the earth 

using ropes, string and brightly coloured powder like lime. The second type of working 

drawing was the full scale representation of the parts of a building that required complex 

stones to be carved, often window tracery or roof vaulting. These drawings were made on 

the tracing floor in semi-permanent material like chalk, or scored into its thin plaster surface 

(so that the drawings could be erased with a thin skim of plaster), or incised directly into the 

stonework of any available wall or floor large enough to contain the full-scale 

representation. The full scale image on the floor or wall would have been transferred from 

the surface onto wooden boards and then cut into sections, each of which would have had a 

profile that corresponded to a single stone within the total web of the stonework. These 

templates constitute a third type of architectural drawing. The wooden templates were 

distributed to masons in the stoneyard and were used as blueprints of the size and shape of 

individual stones.  

The following explanation of the different types of technical representation used by 

masons in the Middle Ages attempts to address this lacuna. It looks in more detail at each of 

the three types of technical image without focusing on their influence over the sixteenth 

century paper drawings made by master masons, a comparison which is left to part three of 

this chapter. In order to understand the later comparison a basic understanding of the use of 

drawing in the process of medieval architectural design and construction is pre-requisite. As 

I have suggested, the full-scale drawings of the Middle Ages have been largely neglected by 

map historians and this may, in part, be due to a reluctance to engage too deeply with the 

complex and detailed architectural history which needs to be understood before the these 

                                                             
21See esp. R.A Skelton and P.D.A Harvey, Local Maps and Plans from Medieval England (Oxford: Clarendon 

Press, 1986), p.6-18; Peter Barber, ‘England I: Pageantry, Defense and Government: Maps at Court to 1550’, in 

Monarchs, Ministers and Maps, ed.  by David Buisseret (Chicago : Newberry Library, 1985), pp.26-57 

(p.1595); P.D.A Harvey, ‘The Portsmouth Map of 1545 and the Introduction of Scale Maps into England’, in 

Hampshire Studies, ed. by John Webb, Nigel Yates, and Sarah E. Peacock (Portsmouth: Portsmouth City 

Records Office, 1981), pp.33-49. (p.38); P.D.A. Harvey, Maps in Tudor England (London: British Library, 

1993), p.95-96. 
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drawings can be appreciated. However, this architectural history is of fundamental 

importance for sixteenth century map making because the drawing skills and techniques 

used to construct full scale drawings made on earth, plaster and stone continue to be taught 

to masons and map-makers like Rogers, Lee, Clement and Dickenson well into the sixteenth 

century22 and these medieval techniques constituted the basic graphic training of these 

men.  

With this contextual history in place, it is then possible to focus more closely on 

precise aspects of medieval architectural drawing and design practices and identify the 

origins of the kinds of material and conceptual skills which were used in the paper plats of 

the 1530s and 1540s.  

 

 

The groundplan 

 

Laying out a proposed groundplan at full-scale on the earth using rope and lime to 

mark the boundaries of the building as well as to indicate foundation lines for interior walls 

and pillars was probably the graphic technique with which most medieval building projects 

began.23  In 1547 Rogers described having “traced or staked  forth a little castle” usingrope 

or string,24 and while such groundplans would clearly be destroyed by the building itself, in 

the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries there is some documentary evidence for purchase of 

the materials with which they were constructed. The day books from Hampton Court, for 

example, record that when the King’s great watching chamber was extended, ranging line 

was bought to lay out the new foundations.25 Similarly, in one of the few full works accounts 

to survive from Henry’s 1539 fortification project there is a record of the purchase of new 

line “of lxxx fadam and x for to mete [measure] the wall of the Castell”26 and there is 

                                                             
22 On Rogers training as a mason see the introduction to Chapter two. On the history of Lee, Clement and 

Dickenson see: J.H. Harvey, English Mediaeval Architects : a Biographical Dictionary down to 1550 

(Gloucester: Sutton, 1984).   
23See Lon R. Shelby ‘The Role of the Master Mason in Mediaeval English Building’, Speculum, Vol. 39, No.3 

(July, 1964), pp.387-403 (p.401). Medieval manuscripts often show medieval architects who are often shown 

holding an oversized pair of compasses suitable for the work. Salzman (1952), p.16, discusses the use of full 

size tools. Coldstream (1991) contains multiple images of medieval manuscripts showing masons with full size 

tools. 
24 For a reproduction of the letter see The National Archives, MS SP 68/13, cited in L.R. Shelby (1967),  p.69. 
25 H.M. Colvin, (1982), p.135. 
26 Cited in H.M. Colvin (1982), p.576. 
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evidence of  the purchase of a similar set of materials with a description of their use in the 

accounts of building works at Eton college in 1447 which states that ropes, cords, firpoles 

and lime were bought to measure out the foundations of a building.27  

Despite the fact that medieval groundplans were made using semi-permanent 

materials on the earth and were always destroyed as part of the building process, critical 

work on their use is the subject of extensive contemporary work.28 Architectural historians 

tend to take it for granted that full-scale groundplans were used to actively design medieval 

cathedrals at full-scale on the earth (without the use of intermediary drawings29) and 

contemporary critical work is largely concerned with analysing medieval buildings to uncover 

how the groundplan was generated.30 

 The term used by contemporary critics to describe the process of medieval design is 

“constructive geometry”, a catch-all phrase that refers to a number of medieval design 

processes which all share a common method: a way of generating lengths and shapes 

through the physical manipulation of geometric shapes and without the use of numerical 

calculation.31 Constructive geometry has been used to explain the design process behind 

many features of medieval architecture, including the method through which the patterns of 

window tracery and roof vaulting were generated, but it was also used to design and lay out 

the groundplan of the whole cathedral or church. In simple terms, the process imagined by 

                                                             
27 “diuersis cordis et filis voc’ paklynes whitelynes provisis pro mensuracione fundamenti diciti collegii,”, cited 

in Robert Willis and J.W. Clark, The Architectural History of the University of Cambridge I, (Cambridge, 

1886), pp.396, n.2; see also Douglas Knoop and G.P. Jones, ‘Latlaying the Groundwork’, Miscellanea 

Latomorum, New Series, XXII (1937), pp.29-31. 
28 See, for example, the collection of essays concerning the use of groundplans at various English and 

continental sites contained in: Ad Quadratum, the Practicle Application of Geometry in Medieval Architecture, 

ed. by Nancy Wu (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2002). See also: Eric Fernie, ‘The Groundplan of Norwich and the 

Square Root of Two’, in The Engineering of Medieval Cathedrals, ed. by Lynn Courteney (Aldershot: Ashgate 

Variorum, 1997); John Maddison, Ely Cathedral: Meaning and Design (Ely: Ely Cathedral Publications, 2000); 

Jerry Sampson, Wells Cathedral West Front: Construction, Sculpture and Conservation (Stroud: Sutton, 1998). 
29 See: Pacey (2007), p.64, who writes, “There were systematic procedures for staking out the plan of a new 

building on the site and the layout of stakes, pegs and cords on the ground would constitute a full-size drawing 

that could be discussed and modified before the foundations were dug. In that sense, the process modern 

designers go through when they draw a plan and discuss it with those commissioning the building could be 

followed even without a drawing on parchment. The difference was that this would all be done on site and 

revisions to plans would entail moving stakes and cords on the ground, not erasing lines on a drawing.”    
30 See: Wu (2002) for a number of studies working back from the stone structures of existing cathedrals to work 

out how groundplans were manipulated during the design process.   
31 On constructive geometry see: Lon Shelby, ‘The Geometrical knowledge of the Medieval Master Masons’’, 

Speculum, Vol. 47, No. 3 (July, 1972), pp.395-421; Gothic Design Techniques: The Fifteenth-Century Design 

Booklets of Mathes Roriczer and Hanns Schmuttermayer, ed. by Lon Shelby (Carbondale: Southern Illinois 

U.P., 1977); Stephen Victor, ‘Practical geometry in the High Middle ages’ (Unpublished Phd thesis, Harvard, 

1973);, Paul Kidson, ‘Systems of Measurement and Proportion’ (Unpublished Phd. Thesis, Courtauld Institute, 

1956).  
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architectural historians is of a large square being staked out on the earth using stakes and 

string and the diagonal of this square being measured non-numerically by stretching a 

length of cord between two corners. In numerical terms the length of the diagonal will be in 

a root two proportional relationship to the length of the side of the square, and this length 

was used as a dimension for a related architectural feature. It could also be used as the side 

of a new square which could itself be subdivided to give further proportional dimensions 

and, through a repeated rotation and subdivision, could generate a series of ever decreasing 

and proportionally interrelated lengths.  Root two proportional relationships have been 

found to structure the proportions of many medieval cathedrals. In the design plan of Ely 

Cathedral, for example, modern measurement of the building shows that the various parts 

of the church are related in a series of proportional relationships: the main vessel of the 

building is twice the width of the aisle, which is root 2 the width of the aisle responds which 

is in turn root 2 times the depth of the piers and root 2 times the width of the arcade wall.32 

As the measurements of Ely suggest, dimensions in  medieval architecture are often based 

around irrational numbers and constructive geometry enabled these dimensions to be 

generated non-numerically, using the subdivision of the square. 33   

Within architectural history critics continue to measure and analyse cathedrals in order 

to uncover the precise series of geometrical steps through which shapes laid out at full scale 

were manipulated and subdivided in order to create the groundplan that designed the 

work.134 However, for the purposes of map history, the details of these calculations are less 

relevant than the general point that architectural historians have shown that medieval 

builders developed a way of designing a building without the use of small-scale paper plans. 

As this chapter will come to show, medieval builders may have used graphic and technical 

skills taught to Rogers in the sixteenth century but during the medieval period there was no 

reason to combine these skills to make small scale plans. The full scale method enabled the 

                                                             
32Coldstream (1991), p.39. 
33See Coldstream (1991), p.34. Coldstream writes that “The commonest dimensions in medieval architecture 

were generated either from the diagonal of half a square, which is the Golden Section, or from the diagonal of a 

complete square; where the square stands to the baseline of the new rectangle in a proportion of one to the root 

of two.” For a detailed account of the design of Ely Cathedral see: John Maddison, Ely Cathedral: Meaning and 

Design (Ely: Ely Cathedral Publications, 2000). 
34 In his introduction to a series of case studies of some of the major European cathedrals, Eric Fernie outlines 

the many difficulties faced by historians trying to re-construct these design systems. See: Eric Fernie 

‘Introduction’, in Ad Quadratum, the Practicle Application of Geometry in Medieval Architecture, ed. by Nancy 

Wu (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2002), p.1-11. 
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builder to generate both the design of the whole building and mark the site for the 

fortification to be dug without the use of small scale plans of the kind that would later be 

made in order to communicate design ideas to patrons.  

 Had any groundplans, or any written descriptions of groundplans survived it may have 

been possible to compare the medieval full-scale drawing conventions to Rogers’ own small 

scale drawings of the castle of Guines in the 1540s. This comparison would probably have 

been valuable in so far as one would be comparing one form of groundplan with another. 

In the absence of any such material, Rogers, drawings are set against the medieval drawings 

of parts of the building, full-size drawings of which have survived on walls and floors.  

However, we can gather some idea of how the medieval groundplan and its drawing 

conventions may have held a strong influence over the paper groundplans of the sixteenth 

century. As chapter three will suggest in a discussion of Rogers’ plats, it is likely that the 

standardised conventions for portraying doorways and stairways that appear in on-paper 

groundplans made at different sites by different draftsmen from 1534 onwards are quite so 

consistent because the draftsmen have all been taught a shared set of masonic drawing 

conventions developed through the full-scale groundplans of the Middle Ages.  

 

The use of full scale drawings of parts of a building 

 

Full-scale drawings of complex sections of stonework within the superstructure of a 

building - typically sections like the windows and roof vaults - have a long history in England. 

The first surviving tracing floors were used to lay out full-scale drawings of parts of a building 

in the late twelfth or early thirteenth century and have been found at the abbeys at Byland 

and Gisborough, and convincingly hypothesized at Durham cathedral; they have been 

described in a recent series of articles.35 At most sites where drawings have been found 

there is a single set of drawings which relates to the initial construction of the building,36 but 

                                                             
35 On Byland see: Stuart Harrison and Paul Barker, ‘Byland Abbey, North Yorkshire: The West Front and Rose 

Window Re-constructed’,  Journal of the British Archaeological Association, Vol. 140, No.1 (1987), pp. 134-

151; on Durham see: Jean Bony, ‘The Stonework Planning of the First Durham Master’, in The Engineering of 

Medieval Cathedrals, ed. by Lynn Courteney (Aldershot: Ashgate Variorum,1997), pp.19-34; on Gisborough 

see: D.A., Heslop, ‘Excavations within the Church at the Augustinian Priory of Gisborough Cleveland ’, 

Yorkshire Archaeological Journal, 67 (1995), pp.51-125. 
36For designs at Ely see: John Madison, Ely Cathedral: Design and Meaning (Ely: Ely Cathedral Publications, 

2000); At Christchurch Priory, Hampshire see: John Crook, ‘New Light on the History of St Mary’s Church, 

Old Basing, Hampshire: An Incised Design’, Journal of the British Archaeological Association, 154 (2004), 
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at a large cathedral like York the tracing floor records designs constructed from the 1290s 

through to 152537 and while late drawings are rare, evidence of full scale drawing extends 

well into the sixteenth century and is used to design domestic and ecclesiastical sites.38 As 

Arnold Pacey suggests, the paper architectural drawings of the sixteenth century were of 

real practical value, but they were neither accurate enough nor sufficiently detailed for 

builders to rely on them entirely. Pacey cites a number of examples including those made on 

the York tracing floor in 1525, and on the walls of Acton Court, a private house in 

Gloucestershire built in 1550s,  to argue that it was still usual to make full-size drawings 

where it was important to get detailed stonework right.39 

Many of the technical drawings that were made in the Middle Ages were drawn out 

in tracing houses, two of which survive, at York and Wells. Tracing houses seem to have been 

the medieval equivalent of modern design studios, that is, spaces purpose-built to house the 

unusual demands of design work which, in the Middle Ages, required a very large flat 

surface to contain the full-scale drawings of features like the ribs of roof vaults and window 

tracery. The surviving tracing houses at York and Wells are essentially roofed structures 

designed to cover a large floor spaces that are, to this day, covered in medieval design 

drawings that have been incised into the plaster surface.40 These tracing floors are made up 

of multiple thin layers of plaster, and it is thought that the whole floor was re-surfaced with 

a thin wash when a blank drawing space was needed. Tracing floors were built throughout 

the Middle Ages. For example, a ‘trasour’ is mentioned at Windsor in 1351 and 1397 and at 

Ely in 1360, there is a ‘trasyng hous’ recorded in the accounts of the construction of Exeter 

Cathedral in 1374 and the ‘tracery house’ at Westminster is mentioned as late as 1532. 

There is similarly late evidence of the north transept of Vale Royal Abbey in Cheshire being 

used as a tracing house in 1539.41 Tracing houses were not the only places that full-scale 

                                                             
pp.92-132 (p.127-9); for the most recent work on St Mary’s Church, Ashwell, see: David Sherlock, Medieval 

Drawings and Writings in Ashwell Church, Hertfordshire (Ashwell: Ashwell Parish Church, 1978). 
37See Alexander Holton, ‘The Working Space of the Medieval Master Mason: The Tracing Houses of York 

Minster and Wells Cathedral’ in Proceedings of the Second International Congress on Construction History 

Volume II, (2006), p1579-1597; Sarah Brown, ‘Our Magnificent Fabrick’ York minster: An Architectural 

History. C.1220 - 1500 (Swindon: English Heritage, 2003), esp. p.66-71. 
38On work at the church of St Mary’s, Basing made c.1550 see Crook (2004). On domestic architecture and its 

use of full scale design see: Kirsty Rodwell and Robert Bell, Acton Court, The Evolution of an Early Tudor 

Courtier’s House (London: English Heritage, 2004), esp. p.271-5. 
39 Pacey (2007), p.167. 
40 For more information see: Holton (2006).   
41For an exhaustive survey of the documentary evidence of the types of architectural drawing discussed above 

see Salzman (1952), p.18-22. On Vale Royal Abbey in Cheshire see H. M. Colvin (1963), p.254. 
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drawings were made, and at many sites full-scale work was made on any convenient flat 

surface, as at the example of Byland discussed below, where a drawing of the central 

roundel of the rose window was made on the wall directly below the window at ground 

level. 42 

The tracing floor was used to lay out a full scale drawing of an architectural feature, 

in the vast majority of surviving cases, of window tracery.  As the evidence from the works at 

Byland show, the drawn image of the work at full-size was then divided up at points where 

the joints between stones could most efficiently be placed.43 When divided up in this way, 

what looks like a drawing of the whole actually then contains what are, essentially, a number 

of full size design drawings, each of which models the profile of a single stone. These single-

stone design drawings were copied off the tracing floor onto wooden boards and given as 

working drawings to the masons in the stone yard who each worked to carve one piece of 

the window. (See Coldstream (1991) for MS illustrations of the stoneyard and the cutting 

and placement of the single blocks of stone).  When put back together these stones will, of 

course make a complete window. Unlike in modern building where much of the effort in 

construction takes place in guiding the combinations of fluid concrete and steel as the 

building is being put together, in masonry work, the large proportion of the construction 

work is done in the stoneyard as the stones are shaped. Finding a way of controlling the 

work in the stoneyard is effectively the way in which a master mason was able to construct 

his design. The tracing floor enables a transition of the concept of, for example, a rose 

window, from the mind of the mason into a full scale image, and then, most importantly, 

allows the mason to create a series of design drawings for each individual stone by jointing 

this image at the correct points and transferring these sections onto movable boards. The 

tracing floor is a piece of technology which enables a transition from designing the whole to 

creating design drawings or templates for the parts, parts which when recombined will in 

actuality make the whole window.  

 

The template 

 

                                                             
42 Harrison and Barker (1987), p.142 
43See: Harrison and Barker (1987), p.142-44; also my extensive analysis of their work in Chapter one, section 

iii.  
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As the above explanation suggests, templates were wooden boards used as full-scale 

plans by the masons in the yard to shape rough-hewn stone into the correct three 

dimensional shape. Templates are used by modern masons to this day (figs 8 and 9 show 

some modern examples of templates, and a picture of similar templates seen in the 

background of a sixteenth century painting). While many stones,  those used in the 

construction of large plain section of wall for example, would have been carved using 

standardised templates, in the case of more complex or one-off stones, like the angled stone 

used at the base of an arch, the profiles of templates were taken from the shapes drawn out 

on a tracing floor. The following passage is taken from a sixteenth century account of the 

building of Roslyn Chapel, Midlothian, by the Earl of Orkney in 1446, and describes how 

templates were used as a way of designing the specialist features of a work: 

 

The fundation of this rare worke he causd to be laid in the year of our Lord 1446. And 

to the end the worke might be more rare, first he causd the draughts to be drawn 

upon Eastland boords, and made the carpenters to carve them, according to the 

draughts thereon, and then gave them for patterns to the masons, that they might 

therby cut the like in stone...”44 

 

This passage expresses the point that complex or “rare” work was worked out through the 

use of templates, and that the design drawings made onto boards by the designer were 

given first to the carpenters who cut the drawn shapes out of the boards and then passed on 

to the masons in the stone yard, where they acted as rigid and resistant design drawings 

that could be re-used throughout construction as patterns to carve the stones themselves. 

No templates survive from the Middle Ages but there is extensive documentary evidence 

supporting their use. The first account of their production is in the chronicle of Gervase of 

Canterbury from which we learn that in 1174 William of Sens was appointed architect in 

control of the rebuilding of Canterbury Cathedral. Gervase makes particular mention of the 

fact that on commencing the works William ‘delivered to the carvers who had come 

                                                             
44John Britton, The Architectural Antiquities of Great Britain, Vol. 3 (London, 1835), p.61, quoting a MS in the 

Richard Augustin Hay’s collections in the Advocate Library, Edinburgh, cited in: Lon Shelby ‘Medieval 

Masons’ Templates’,  Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians, Vol. 30, No. 2 (May, 1971), pp.140-

154 (p.143). 
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together the moulds (formas) for shaping the stones.’45The early word for templates, formas 

is here used and it is normally translated as a mold, rather than a template but the words 

“mold,” “formas” and “template” all refer to the same wooden pattern.  The numerous 

references to the use of molds throughout the Middle Ages were exhaustively collated by 

Salzman in his 1952 history of English building. The majority of references are found in the 

financial accounts of the works site and they record the purchase of material for the 

templates themselves. For example, at Woodstock in 1255 four and a half pence was paid 

‘for boards for making moulds.’ At the Tower of London in 1282 Stephen Joignur was paid 

‘for various planks (tabulas) for molds for the work of the masons.’ Boards were also bought 

for making molds at Ely in 1323, at Langley in 1372  ‘2 sawn ryngoldbord bought to make 

moldes for the masons’ and in 1350 there is a record that 16 masons were ’shaping and 

working stones according to moulds given to them by John Leycestre’ the chief mason at the 

Tower. This practice continued into the sixteenth century and in 1540 the word “template” is 

used for the first time in the works at Calais, where white boards were bought for making 

‘templattes and plumrules.’ Elsewhere in the same accounts, ‘weynskottes’ or oaken boards 

were purchased ‘for to make moldes, setting reuelles and squares.’46 

 The Gervase account of how William of Sens began the cathedral at Canterbury by 

delivering, ‘to the carvers who had come together the moulds (formas) for shaping the 

stones’ is of particular interest because it emphasizes the point that templates were 

fundamentally design drawings.  Though each template may only have related to a very 

small part of the whole, making design drawings of single blocks of stone was a central part 

of the master mason’s role as designer, for the stones made from these drawings, when 

recombined, made up the superstructure of the building. We see a similar example in the 

account of the construction of St Stephen’s Chapel in Westminster Palace. The financial 

accounts and payroll of the site record that in 1331, when work resumed on the chapel after 

several years delay, the master mason, Thomas Canterbury, returned to the site three weeks 

before any other masons. During this time, he was engaged “in trasura super moldas 

operanti” that is, working on the molds or templates in the tracing house.47 We can infer 

that during this time he was laying out full-scale working drawings on the floor of the 

                                                             
45 Salzman (1952), p.370. 
46See Salzman Building in England (1952), p.19-22, for further examples and a more detailed commentary on 

these references. 
47Shelby (1971), p.141. 
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“trasura” and using these full scale drawings to make up the templates used to begin carving 

the first stones. Along with the laying out of the groundplan, it is during this period of solo 

work in the tracing house that we can locate the process of medieval design. It is in this 

system of design drawing that John Rogers trained, for as we know from the financial 

accounts of Hampton Court he was regularly, if not continuously, paid for work between 

October 1533 and August 1537, carving under contract both specialist stones like those that 

surrounded the doors and fireplaces of the “Kynges great watchyng chambre” and the more 

routine work produced in the masons lodge and made using a set of standardised 

templates.48 

 

The above explanation of medieval architectural drawing has been extracted part by 

part from an extensive array of architectural sources.49 The history of Romanesque and 

Gothic architecture has been studied in an imposing body of work, and the texts of use to a 

map historian apply a number of different methodologies to further a disparate range of 

interests and arguments. Despite the fact that recent architectural scholarship is becoming 

more interested in the material processes through which buildings were designed, 

architectural history has not traditionally approached its subject through the types of 

drawing that were used to design and construct medieval buildings.50  Architectural history 

has understandably focused on the full range of subjects that help to examine all kinds of 

medieval architecture and, until recently, the process of constructing design drawings 

constituted only a very small part of this study. For a map historian, the drawings made at a 

design stage are an important subject in their own right, and as a limiting principle I would 

suggest that the focus of the map historian ought to be the ways in which drawings were 

constructed and modified in order to be able to communicate and manage the construction 

                                                             
48 See the opening of chapter two for a detailed discussion of Roger’s early career.  
49 Many of these works are cited above, but for a good introduction to medieval architecture with extensive 

suggestions for further reading see: Nicola Coldstream, Medieval Architecture (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 2002). 
50 The most recent example of this trend is Gerbino and Johnston (2009), esp. p.11-13. Older histories concerned 

with the structural engineering of medieval cathedrals or the building processes behind their construction 

include: Jacques Heyman, The Stone Skeleton: Structural Engineering of Masonry Architecture (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1995); R. Mark, Architectural Technology up to the Scientific Revolution; The Art 

and Structure of Large Scale Buildings (Cambridge, Mass.; London: MIT Press, 1993); Gunther Binding, 

Medieval Building Techniques, trans. by Alex Cameron (Stroud: Tempus, 2004). 
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process. This aspect of medieval architecture has not been treated as its own coherent 

subject, but for a history of the map in the sixteenth century it is of central  importance 

because the drawings and the drawing techniques developed in the Middle Ages continue to 

be taught into the sixteenth century. Furthermore, as my introduction suggests, following 

Harley and Woodward’s work on re-defining what constitutes a map, these drawings could 

be re-situated within a history of cartography that focuses on them directly.  

The above explanation of the role of drawing in medieval architecture suggests that 

medieval masons used full-scale drawings of the whole and of parts of a building within a 

system which developed in light of the precise and unusual demands of constructing 

buildings with stone blocks. The implication of this argument is that in the vast majority of 

the works constructed during the medieval period, there was no need for small on-paper 

scale images, or semi-scale images of the total works because masons developed a whole 

system of design drawings based on full-scale work which was deeply and fundamentally 

integrated into the actual processes through which buildings were made.51However, despite 

the fact that small-scale drawings as we understand them were not used by masons, in the 

following section this study moves on to look more closely at the types of image that were 

used as part of the design and construction process in the Middle Ages and argues that all 

the material techniques and graphic skills used at Guines in order to construct the first scale 

drawing can be found as part of the routine design practices of the Middle Ages. This thesis 

will return to the implications of this argument in chapter three, where I will argue that 

under the pressures exerted by Henry VIII in the 1530s and 1540s masons are forced to use 

these old craft skills in new ways and that this new combination of skills produces a set of 

small scale images on paper, of which the Guines drawings are only single examples.  

Understanding how the techniques used at Guines originate in the medieval drawing 

practices is a useful case study for how the medieval skills re-emerge in the sixteenth 

century plats. Part i of this chapter ended with a discussion of the three material and 

conceptual skills that were used in the construction of Guines: firstly, the use of a set of 

drawing conventions that allow the accurate drafting of a proposed work on the page; 

secondly, the use of the measured, cord box as a method for planning and measuring a 

                                                             
51 The caveat to this point is discussed in chapter two, for semi-scale images do begin to be made in the 1400s 

but they are made as part of a contractual agreement with patrons made at the start of the works and they are 

neither drawn to scale, nor used as part of the construction process.   
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building at a preliminary stage and thirdly, the use of the concept of scale, wherein objects 

on the page relate in a fixed ratio to objects in the real world.   

I have suggested that even a basic understanding of medieval drawing involves a 

grasp of the context in which it was used, and with a more general history of the forms of 

medieval drawing in place this chapter now moves on to look at where and how the 

concepts and techniques used in 1540 originated in the design practice of medieval masons. 

I start with by far the longest and most contextually involved of these points, the history of 

the drawing conventions, before looking at the use of the measured plan and the origins of 

the concept of scale. 

 

iii. Finding the Origins of Sixteenth Century Mapping Techniques in Medieval Architectural 

Drawing. 

 

The history of sixteenth century drawing conventions 

 

This history of the drawing conventions used at Guines can be traced right back to the first 

example of a tracing floor found in England, that of Byland Abbey. The history of the tracing 

floor at Byland Abbey relies on the work of Stuart Harrison and Paul Barker, who, through 

extensive photogrammetric survey of the ruined abbey and archaeological excavation of the 

site, have been able to gather enough of the scattered stone fragments of the rose window 

to reconstruct an image of the rose window’s structural features. The content of the 

following argument necessarily draws heavily on their work.52The evidence concerning the 

tracing floor at Byland Abbey is particularly important because the abbey is thought to have 

been complete by the early 1190s, which makes it considerably older than the complete 

tracing floor which survives at York Cathedral.53  The report of the excavations made in 1930 

writes of a slab that was found in the warming house but which came from the fallen floor 

of the room above, and the report assumes that the stone was a single piece of a stone 

tracing floor that was situated above the warming house and was used, in the late 1100s, to 

                                                             
52 Stuart Harrison and Paul Barker, ‘Byland Abbey, North Yorkshire: The West Front and Rose Window Re-

constructed’,  Journal of the British Archaeological Association, Vol. 140, No.1 (1987), pp.134-151. 
53 The more intricate rose windows at Kirkstall Abbey, and Fountains Abbey have been dated to c. 1155-60 and 

they were presumably designed using a similar type of technical drawing, but no evidence of this tracing floor 

survives. See Harrison and Barker (1987) p.149. 
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draw out a full-scale design for the rose window at Byland. Unfortunately, the remaining 

piece of the tracing floor has actually been lost and the principle record of it survives in the 

notes of John Bilson, who made an annotated drawing of the slab which is reproduced in 

figure 10. The slab is inscribed with two concentric circles (see fig. 10, lines a and b). 

Standing on the rim of the outer circle is the outline of a moulded base and part of the shaft 

which it carried (c) with, to its left, traces of a second base (d); within the inner circle was 

inscribed the arc of a smaller circle (e).54  From Harrison and Barker’s reconstruction of the 

window tracery we can see what part of the window was drawn on the stone and its 

position is marked in bold on figure 11 and labelled “a.” From the drawing on this piece of 

the tracing floor it seems reasonable to assume that an image similar to the outline seen in 

figure 11 would once have been laid out in full in an outhouse of the abbey.   

This full-size image on the tracing floor was divided at points where the joints 

between stones could most efficiently be placed. These divisions create what are essentially 

many hundreds of individual design drawings each of which was copied onto a template and 

gave a mason working in the stoneyard a profile with which to shape their work on 

individual blocks.55 We can quite literally see how a full scale image was divided up into a 

series of small design drawings at Byland, for while the complete tracing floor has not 

survived, a full scale drawing of a detail of the rose window tracery that was incised into the 

stonework on an interior face of the Abbey still survives. The detail which was drawn out is a 

ring of six stones which together made up the central circle of the window. It is emphasised 

and marked “b” in figure 11, its location on the wall is shown in figure 12, and a photo of the 

drawing in the stonework itself, in which the incised lines have been emphasised with chalk, 

is seen in figure 13.  

The drawing has been weathered over the past 800 years but it clearly shows how 

the shape of the central ring was divided up to give six identical design drawings of the 

                                                             
54 Harrison and Barker, (1987) p.142. 
55 There is some evidence that in simpler constructions stones were laid directly onto the lines of the incised 

drawing, marked out, and cut to shape. This possibility was raised by the discovery of a window at the Temple 

Church in London which was uncovered during nineteenth century. The architect who found the window saw 

lines scratched on the stones of the outer rim of the wheel which seemed to imply that they had been laid out on 

top of a drawing,  and the curved lines of the tracing transferred straight to the stone blocks. Yet the evidence for 

this practice concerns a simple round window with eight spokes, and it would probably have been inefficient for 

the many parts of the rose window at Byland, where the use of wooden templates(as discussed above) would 

have enabled masons working in the stone yard to carve the shape of a number of stones to be cut at once, 

without constant reference to the tracing floor. See David Lewer and Robert Dark, The Temple Church in 

London (London: London Historical Publications, 1997), p.124. 
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single stones.  One of the stones actually carved with, presumably, reference to this drawing 

has been found. It is photographed in figure 14 and matches the inscribed drawing exactly, 

being one sixth of the feature planned out. Harrison and Barker suggest that the drawing 

might have been used to check the size of these stones before they were hauled up to the 

window itself, the assumption being that, as can be seen in fig. 12, the drawing has been 

constructed directly below the window at the point where scaffolding used to move these 

stones into position would have to have been placed.  

 The drawing on the tracing floor was used as a way of generating a set of templates 

which would guide the carving of the individual stones, but it was also probably used as a 

prototype to model the strengths and weaknesses of a new design concept at a preliminary 

stage. Evidence at Byland is limited, but at York and Wells the topmost surface of the tracing 

floor contains many unused designs and countless others must have been tried and erased 

by the thin skims of plaster which lie under the top surface. At Byland the rose window 

seems to have been an adaptation of an existing design. As Harrison and Barker suggest, the 

techniques of the Byland craftsman are relatively simple: 

 

Confronted with the problem of building a window of radiating spoke and arch 

design, he adapted the methods used in the construction of cloister arcading and, by 

altering the angles of the voussoir faces and the angle at which the arches sat upon 

the capitals, produced arcading of radiating form.56 

 

Harrison and Barker suggest that the draftsman’s approach to constructing a circular 

window was to adapt the column and arch arcading familiar from the covered walks in 

monastic and collegiate cloisters and that the primary function of the drawings was to work 

out how far the jointed surfaces that would be horizontal in a linear arcade would have to 

be angled so the arcading could be sent round in a circle. The drawing at Byland was, in 

other words, made to generate the construction details of the window. In contrast to the 

relatively simple design of the Byland window, the reconstruction of the rose window at 

Kirkstall Abbey, which was built in the 1150s, shows that it used an intricate arrangement of 

intersecting arcs to form an interlacing design, and a similarly dated rose window at 

                                                             
56 Harrison and Barker (1987), p.148. 
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Fountains Abbey used a similar system of interlocking joints.57 It is probable that these more 

complex works were also designed on a tracing floor. The tracing floor was part of a new 

technology that gives these craftsmen a whole new way to explore ideas, for with the 

advent of the plaster tracing floor masons were able to model new ideas rapidly on an semi-

permanent surface, and, moreover, the full size image enables craftsmen to work out a set 

of wooden templates which guide the carving of the stones from which the real three-

dimensional window was made. These drawings were a method of prototype modeling, a 

way of generating the construction details of the window, and a central part of the process 

of actually having the window itself made. 

The drawings made on the tracing floor are being used in a way that is unusual in the 

Middle Ages. For the incised images give visual priority to the physical dimensions of their 

subject, indeed, the lines of the images function solely as guides to the lengths and 

angulation of the surfaces they represent in two dimensions. Unlike the vast majority of 

medieval drawings, the drawings on tracing floors are not concerned with replicating either 

the actual appearance or the moral or symbolic value of their subject. Their intention is not 

to portray their subject as if it were seen from a particular perspective position or to offer a 

moral or symbolic interpretation. They are, in effect, graphic abstractions in which the vast 

majority of a subject’s materiality is cut away to leave a specific type of line, one which 

replicates not mimetically, but by following the outer boundaries of a subject, tracing only 

its physical proportions.  

We will come to look in more detail at some of the technical drawings produced on 

tracing floors in between 1190 and 1530, but my argument is that Rogers will use the same 

type of technical line we see at Byland over three hundred years later at Guines. To 

understand in what sense both the Byland tracing floor and the Rogers drawing use a similar 

mode of graphic abstraction it is helpful to return to the drawing of Guines, and to contrast 

it with a drawing of Hull made by Rogers soon after his work there. The plat of Hull’s waterways provides 

an almost unique contrast with the Guines images because it represents its subject in a confused and confusing way, and the consequent 

complexity enables us to foreground how the drawings from Guines and Byland represent their subject.  

The following extract is a rare example of a letter written from Guines which actually 

talks about the plats produced on-site. While it is not certain that they discuss the Guines 

                                                             
57 Harrison and Barker (1987), p.148. 
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images which are analysed in part A of this chapter, it seems likely given the history of the 

works laid out by Lon Shelby.58  In the spring of 1541 Henry VIII sent the Earl of 

Southampton and John Lord Russell on an inspection tour of the French fortifications. On 

the 8 May they wrote to the King, 

 

We arrived here [yesterday after]noon and incontinent saw your plats w[hich your] 

mason brought hither, and that done that day we viewed afull your castle as you 

re[quested.] And this morning and afternoon we have eftsoons viewed the same 

again, considering t[he] said your plats and them together, and to [be] plain with your 

grace, by the faith, duty, [and] allegiance which we bear unto your Majesty, that had 

you and six of the wisest men within [the] realm had been here a fortnight together, 

y[ou] could have devised your plats no better th[an they] have done. And as far as our 

wits can compass, we cannot invent or find […] how conveniently to add or to d[etract 

any]thing.59 

 

From this report we can infer that Southampton and Russell were sent by Henry to compare 

the castle and the drawings and assess whether the drawings were accurate. So high was 

their commendation of the plats to the king that they wrote that had “you and six of the 

wisest men within [the] realm […] been here a fortnight together, y[ou] could have devised 

your plats no better.” The two men go further than this, writing that “we cannot invent or 

find […] how conveniently to add or to d[etract any]thing.” Southampton and Russell 

suggest that nothing external, nothing that one could “invent” or “find”, could be added to 

the image to make it more realistic, nor could anything be taken away. The drawing wasas 

close to the object as all parts of the object are to itself, so much so that to add oreven to 

detract would be to add in an unwanted external, something invented, or found. 

We do not know what the two men would have made of the plat of the landscape at 

Hull, but it is worth bearing their response to the plat of Guines in mind when we consider 

figure 15, a map which is likely to have been made soon after the Guines images by John 

                                                             
58 See Shelby (1967), p.12-23. 
59 Cited Shelby (1967), p.13. This document is in the State Papers of the National archives, which are available 

to access in Microfilm or online versions only. The original document is badly damaged, and while I have 

largely relied on my own transcriptions throughout my work with Henry’s correspondence this letter was 

illegible in reproduction. Shelby clearly also had some difficulty reading the original, because he speaks of 

using an ultraviolet light on the original page. I have therefore used his transcription.  
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Rogers.60 It is not easy to orientate oneself within the plat; the large highly textured space 

on the left of the image is the Humber; about halfway down the image and branching off to 

the right is the river Hull and at the intersection between Hull River and Humber the town of 

Hull is still just visible, despite the damage. The map is large, 100 x 130 cm, and it is clearly 

meant to depict the landscape around Hull for within this space Hull town, when 

undamaged, could have been no more than a few centimeters across. An extant document 

which records the Royal works to be made at Hull in 1541 (see footnote REF 28) orders the 

clearing of the “suses” and “ditches” which supply water to the town, and it seems likely 

that the map was made either to chart an existing pattern of waterways or plan them anew. 

This pattern of waterways can be seen in the top right hand corner of the plat: the network 

of ditches would, before the plat was damaged, have been far larger, and the outer fringes 

of the works can still be seen at the edge of the Humber. The lines used to mark out these 

ditches are familiar from Guines, they are fine, precisely proportioned and are drawn, we 

must presume, in reference to the scale bar in the lower right of the map. Yet while the 

edges of the Humber river are, we once again assume, a scale representation of the outer 

profile of the river, the draughtsman has filled in the space contained by these scale lines 

with thick black strokes which do not contain meaning by the precision of their proportions 

but by giving a loose impression of the rapidly shifting and repetitious surface of water. 

  For someone looking at the reproduction these marks are not likely to confuse a 

viewer into misinterpreting the plat. Yet they do complicate our interpretation, be it only 

slightly, for the viewer must now move around the picture aware that they may have to 

separate those lines that contain meaning by giving an impressionistic sense of texture from 

the scale lines, those marks which relate with a given ratio to distances in the real world. For 

someone looking at the original, which is over a meter square, the map’s use of scale line 

and texture becomes quickly ambiguous. 

                                                             
60Shelby argues both images were drawn by Rogers and we know Rogers moved between Guines and Hull at 

around the time these plats were likely to have been produced. This plat is likely to have been drawn up in 

response to Henry’s visit to Hull in 1541, for there is an extant document of the 4 October (The National 

Archives, MS SP 1/167 f.69r) which lists the works the King intends to undertake on the fortifications of Hull 

and the surrounding area. Two of the items on this list state, ‘Item it is thought necessary that the town Ditches 

be scoured and made deper and the water to serve the town to be brought thorough the kinge majestis house and 

of the wast water comying from thence conducted to ryse in the town for the furniture of the same Item the suses 

to be vied and newe made that they maye sirve to drown about the town as the cace shall require.’ Although the 

pattern of marks in the top right of figure 15 at first appear to be roads, they are in fact a network of waterways. 

It seems likely that the plat was made, with the other extant images of the Hull fortifications, to show the king 

the works on Hull waterways proposed in late 1541. 
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 In an inversion of the textures we might expect, the surface of the roads are 

represented with markings similar to the surface of the Humber, and while the surface of 

the ditches and waterways are left blank, they are emphasized by a light green wash on the 

banks. In two places the roads and ditches run side by side and the viewer relies on the 

heavy annotations to interpret what they are examining. A more analytic viewer may also 

begin to doubt whether the outer profile of the Hull River, the river coming off the Humber to 

the right hand side, is drawn using scale or impressionistic marks. Are its curves, a viewer 

may ask, not too round and too regular? Are they being used to give the impression that this 

is a river? Or do they represent a to-scale image of its meanders? The draughtsman adds to 

this confusion by drawing what could be impressionistic patterns of some parts of the 

watercourses within the network of the “suses” and “ditches,”an area of marks which we at 

first take to be drawn to scale. Figures 16 and 17 are my own freehand reproductions of two 

of the ambiguous parts of the watercourses, and the areas they magnify are marked in 

figure 15. Like the curves of the Hull River, the lines of the waterway in figure 16 seem 

suspiciously like the impressionistic curves with which one might show that something is a 

river, and we may doubt that they are lines showing the to-scale course of an actual river. 

And the springs in figure 17 are clearly an impressionistic representation of the path of the 

springs, a representation that has an ambiguous relationship to features in the real world, 

especially when placed among the network of scale lines used to represent the 

watercourses themselves. 

 The plat of Hull uses its marks and lines in a completely different way from the 

images of Guines despite the fact that the two plats are likely to have been drawn within a 

year of each other by the same draughtsman. Within the Hull image the draughtsman 

moves ambiguously between the impressionistic and the scale line, and leaves the viewer to 

decide what kind of mark they are looking at. Alongside this he uses the textures so 

inconsistently that the viewer has recourse to the annotations to understand what kind of 

landscape-surface the texture is representing. In contrast, the Guines images suppress the 

patterns of stone and wood on the surfaces of the fortification and isolate the fortifications 

from the texture of the landscapes in which they are situated, to leave a set of lines which 

all relate to distances in the real world by a consistent ratio. 

 I have argued that Southampton and Russell’s words about how they “cannot invent 

or find […] how conveniently to add or to detract any]thing” responds to a sense that the 
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Guines images so closely partake in the substance of the fortification itself that any addition 

or detraction would be to distort the image by grafting on something external. Yet the 

counter-intuitive conclusion of my own analysis is that the Guines plats create this effect by 

abstracting their lines from the reality of a building’s substance, its wood and stone, its 

irregularities, and the texture and shape of the landscape in which it is placed. Yet it is 

paradoxically this abstraction which makes the image seem as though it is a technical, 

neutral and accurate representation, for the image does not get caught up in the ambiguous 

lines of impressionistic representation used to represent the substance of material objects, 

the lines which so confuse the Hull image. 

This is the quality that I intend to invoke when speaking of the drawings at Byland 

and Guines as graphic abstractions, the extent to which both drawings represent their 

subject by tracing the finest borderlines around its profile and cutting away all the qualities 

of its subject that might replicate how it would be perceived in the real world. In one of the 

most extensive analyses of English local maps P.D.A Harvey refers consistently to the 

technical drawings made by Rogers as “views” of their subject61 and as such they are related 

to the viewpoints taken in the perspective drawings of the fine arts. Yet within the context I 

am describing technical drawings are not ‘”views’” in so far as this term suggests that they 

are mimetic representations taken from a position which attempts to replicate the 

experience of human perspective. In one sense, a technical drawing does not represent its 

subject, but only traces the shape of the physical space which it takes up. It is an exploration 

not of subject, but only dimension. At Byland we see that this mode was developed because 

the drawings were in fact first used to lay out the dimensions of the subject, both the total 

shape of the rose window and at the same time the profiles of the individual stones. 

Technical drawing was, from its earliest inception, used to work physical dimensions and 

construction details not to portray some elements of its appearance. In this sense, technical 

drawings that do not contain pictures which represent, but working drawing which were 

used to construct.  

The drawings at Byland were made in the 1190s  and while the tracing floors at York 

and Wells are, respectively, constructed in the 1290s and c.1285, the floor at York is used to 

                                                             
61 P.D.A. Harvey, The History of Topographical Maps, Symbols, Pictures and Surveys (London: Thames and 

Hudson,1980), p. 9-26. 
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draw out images of work that has so far been dated as late as the 1520s.62 They therefore 

provide a way of considering how the drawing conventions and construction techniques 

developed at Byland continue to be taught to successive generations of master masons well 

into the reign of Henry VIII. However, there is a particular methodological problem with the 

analysis of tracing floors. Namely, that there are so many lines on the two surviving tracing 

floors that published reproductions are necessarily highly selective in the lines they choose 

to reproduce (and there have only been two attempts at a necessarily partial reproduction, 

published by John Harvey in 1968 and Arnold Pacey in 2009).63 The problem is that Pacey, 

who produces the only analysis that looks extensively at the floors, understandably 

reproduces the lines that are relevant to the architectural features he wishes to discuss. The 

following sections rely heavily on his analysis because the only available images are 

produced to accompany his argument.  Original analysis would have relied on my own 

survey of the tracing floors, an undertaking involving the cooperation of the cathedral 

authorities and the use of photogrammetric reproduction that proved impossible within the 

limits of this project. My own work is therefore limited to the discussion of the drawings 

that Pacey has painstakingly charted and reproduced.  

The drawings on the tracing floors of York and Wells use a mode of representation 

familiar from the Byland floor. One of the clearest drawings on either floor, a large window 

that represents the tracery in the south choir of York Cathedral, can be seen in figure 18, 

where its apex is labelled with an “a”. It is very unusual for a complete drawing of an 

architectural feature to have been incised into the plaster floors at York and Wells. Often, 

only a few of the principle curves seem to have been permanently scored into the surface 

and the drawings were probably completed in chalk.64 Pacey describes one line on the York 

floor which is studded with the holes made by compass points being repeatedly pressed into 

its surface, but with which no complete drawings can be associated.He suggests that it was 

                                                             
62 A. B. Holton, ‘The Working Space of the Medieval Master Mason: The Tracing Houses of York Minster and 

Wells Cathedral’ in Proceedings of the Second International Congress on Construction History Volume II, 

(2006), p1579-1597, reproduced at <http://www.arct.cam.ac.uk/Downloads/ichs/vol-2-1579-1598-holton.pdf> 

[accessed 10th July 2013] 
63 See: J.H. Harvey, ‘The Tracing Floor of York Minster’, in The Engineering of Medieval Cathedrals, ed. by L. 

T. Courtenay (Aldershot: Ashgate Publishing,1997), p.81-86; Pacey (2007), esp. p.59-73, p.117-133. 
64 It occurs to me that as window tracery is symmetrical until relatively late in the Gothic period it would 

presumably only have been necessary to draw out one half of a design, as the templates carved out from the left 

hand side of  a traced image could be turned over and re-used to carve stones which when put together would 

give a right hand version in mirror image of the left.  
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used repeatedly as a base line for a number of drawings completed in chalk.65 However, one 

set of drawings on the tracing floors of Wells may be singled out because they develop the 

graphic techniques first seen at Byland by combining a plan view and an elevation of their 

subject in the same drawing. The earliest extant evidence of this technique comes from the 

1390s and is found in the wall drawings at St Mary’s Church in Ashwell (see fig 19).66 

However, in the drawing on the Wells tracing floor it is easier to visualise what is being 

represented.67 Figure 20 is a photograph of the drawing and gives some idea of how faint 

the lines on the drawing surface have become. Pacey’s approach to the floor is to first 

isolate a specific set of lines that seem to be related. In this case he relates the parallel 

curves visible on the right of figure 20 to a base line, and this offers an initial premise as to 

the extent of the drawing. The small area selected, with the curves clearly visible and the 

base line marked with the letters x and y, is reproduced in figure 21.  In this case it seems 

that figure 21 is half a symmetrical drawing which, following a survey of the windows of 

Wells Cathedral, was seen to relate to the tracery in the eastern walk of the cloisters, a part 

of the abbey which is datable to the 1420s.68 Figure 22 superimposes a detail from the 

cloister window over the drawing on the tracing floor. Pacey’s reconstruction of the drawing 

isolates a relatively small area centred on a base line and then extends its examination over 

a far wider area of the floor. He writes: 

 

With the drawing of the window re-constructed in this way (Fig 23) what then called 

for explanation was a circle on the base line of the drawing (on the extreme right in 

Figures 21 and 22). This did not make sense as part of the window drawing, but is set 

out as if related in some manner. [that is, it shares the base line Pacey identified] 

                                                             
65 See Pacey, (2007), p.43. Pacey also makes the point that drawings could have been made from this baseline 

straight onto a set of wooden boards, which could then have been cut up to be used as templates.  
66 Figure 19 shows a drawing of a narrow window which is likely to have been drawn in the 1360s when the 

church tower was re-built. The most apparent shape in the drawing is an outline of the elevation of the window, 

that is, a view  of the window as it would appear to a someone standing on a plane horizontal to the ground and 

in front the window. This elevation is combined with a plan view of the window opening, that is, a view of the 

subject as if seen from above, with the oblique line at A representing the external face of the splayed window 

jamb, and the three lines at B, showing variant designs for the inner face. The drawing can be a little hard to 

understand because of the counter-intuitive way sloping surfaces appear in plan view. Essentially the oblique 

lines Pacey labels represent the angled splay which often surrounds medieval windows and which join the 

discrepancies between a thick, loadbearing wall and  the narrower stones used in the window frame, consider for 

example the angles surfaces below the windows at Byland abbey seen in figure 12. see Pacey (2007) p.41 esp. 

the description of fig. 2.6. 
67 See: Pacey (2007), p.65-71 for the discussion of the drawings on the Wells tracing floor.  
68 Pacey (2007), p.68. 
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Moreover, there were lines radiating from the circle extending across the tracing floor 

below the window drawing.  Figure 24 was drawn as an outline plan of the whole 

tracing floor with the window drawing at the top and the lines which radiate from the 

circle on the right.69 

 

What becomes apparent in Pacey’s argument is that the pattern of radiating lines extending 

from the circle constructed on the baseline of the tracery seems to match the pattern of the 

roof vaulting above the window, which is shown in figure 25. The difficulties of Pacey’s 

analysis arise because the lines of this vaulting are only partially drawn in (as figure 24 

shows by dashing the projected lines and filling in the lines which can be seen on the tracing 

floor). But in some areas, each vault rib that can be recognised on the tracing floor seems to 

be shown both by its centre line and with two parallel lines indicating its width.70 

The circle on the base line of the window tracery does in fact relate to a real feature, 

a column that runs vertically next to the window. In the drawing this column is represented 

in plan view which relates it to the plan view of the roof vault. As figure 24 suggests, its 

centre is used as the starting point to lay out the ribs of the roof vault (which do in actuality 

branch out of the top of the column in the real cloister window). This drawing uses two 

different viewpoints within the same image; the column is drawn in plan view (as a circle) in 

order to find a centre point from which the rib vaults can be drawn, and not as a 

rectangle/cylinder which would relate it to the elevation of the window that it is portrayed 

next to it. This is a particularly neat piece of shorthand, for the diameter of the circle 

portrays the proportional relationship between the size of the column and the window 

without having to portray the column in elevation, and allows the draftsman to work out the 

length of the rib vaults from the centre point of the column’s circle. 

 The tracing floor is here being used as a way of constructing a model of the physical 

dimensions of two planes of its subject, both the plan of the roof vault and supporting 

column and the elevation of the window. This combined projection is used at the expense of 

replicating a single coherent viewpoint. Pacey writes that the combined view of elevation 

and plan ‘seems to have been well established and provided an effective way of 

conceptualising a three dimensional design,’ and though it may conceptualize the design it 

                                                             
69 Pacey (2007), p.67-68. 
70 Pacey (2007), p.70-71. 
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does not seek to replicate how the window bay will look, for the vault and tracery are 

connected in a way which has no relation to their final appearance in the cloister. The 

drawing is a highly schematic exploration of physical dimension. Its purpose seems to be to 

lay out the dimensions and construction details of two planes as quickly as possible, and in a 

compact space. It is this schematic quality, the simplification of the image down to a set of 

boundary lines which relates the drawing at Wells to those at Byland and Guines, and 

distinguishes technical drawing from the observational, pictoral images of the Middle Ages.  

Technical drawing skills were in continuous use up to the point at which Rogers was 

working as a stone carver at Hampton Court. John Forman was the warden of the masons at 

Hampton Court in the period immediately preceding Rogers’ own work as a stone carver on 

the site, and he is thought to have been the draftsman of a set of drawings made on the 

York tracing floor in 1525.71 Pacey provides an extensive analysis of the drawings at York, 

which lay out a combined view of the cross-section and elevation of a four centred arch.72 

Four centred arches were made at both Hampton Court and York, and despite the fact that 

Forman himself was transferred by Wolsey from Hampton Court to York before it can be 

proved that Rogers was working on the site, it is almost certain that during his tenure as a 

stone carver in the 1530s Rogers would have been taught to use technical mode to 

construct the kinds of work we see Forman drawing at York. As discussed in detail below, 

Rogers worked in the mason’s lodge on the carving of generic stonework and on specialist 

stones, named particularly as the “hood moulds” or spandrels, the decorative panels at the 

corners of arches and carefully portrayed in Forman’s drawings. 73 

The examples of technical drawings discussed above stretch from the 1190s to the 

1520s and show how a continuing tradition of technical drawing was being refined and 

developed up to the date at which Rogers was training as a master mason. Though made 

over three hundred years apart, the lines and curves of these images contain meaning in 

such a similar way that, laid out alongside one another, the shape and construction details 

of their subjects would be instantly comparable. There is, I would argue, a continuous 

tradition of technical drawing which spans the work of a master mason like Rogers at Guines 

                                                             
71 Pacey (2007), p.130. 
72 See Pacey (2007), p.129-134. 
73See Pacey (2007), p.132-133. For more information on Rogers career see the opening to chapter two, below 

and Shelby (1967). On John Forman, see: John Harvey, English Medieval Architects (Stroud: Alan Sutton, 

1984), p.110. For a discussion of how Forman incorporated the design of spandrels into his drawings of four 

centred arches see Pacey (2007), p.130. 
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and the drawings of his forbears. The continuity between these images is established by the 

consistent use of what I have called the technical idiom, an idiom which was developed 

throughout the Middle Ages in the full scale work made by masons. This chapter continues 

by contextualising the two other conceptual and material skills that I have argued were used 

in the construction of the first English scale drawing at Guines.  

 

The use of the measured groundplan 

 

I began this chapter by arguing that, faced with the problem of representing and 

redesigning the irregular curves of the walls of Guines, Rogers began by marking out a 

measured cord box around the existing enciente on the hill. I went on to argue that the scale 

boundary we can still see on the plat of Guines (see fig 1) is in fact a scaled-down version of 

the measured box which was staked and corded out on the earth. Furthermore, I suggested 

that Rogers uses both the straight edges of the cord box he could see deviating from curves 

of the walls, and the box he has drawn on his page to guide his freehand representation of 

the irregular curves of the walls. This section examines how, given the use of the groundplan 

as the basic design method in medieval architecture, Rogers was familiar with the use of 

cord and stakes, and it would not have been unusual for him to have started the works by 

setting out a measured cord box around the existing walls.  

We know that Rogers used stakes and string as a design method from a letter sent in 

1548 which describes how Rogers has “traced and staked forth” the design of a new 

fortification on the ground, and only latterly made a paper design to send to Lord Paget, the 

recipient of the letter.74 There is however some question as to whether the groundplans 

used in medieval building were in fact measured. As suggested above, there is on-going 

debate about the use of measured numerical dimensions in architectural design as opposed 

to the exclusive use of a non-numerical form of constructive geometry. In a recent collection 

of essays75 which analyses data collected from thirteenth and fourteenth century cathedrals 

and attempts to derive a set of arguments about the various design systems used across a 

range of sites, there is a roughly even split between those who do not find the use of 

measured dimensions in the work they examine and those who argue numerical dimensions 

                                                             
74 See: ‘Conclusion’ below, for a full citation of the relevant passage and Shelby (1967), p.69. 
75 Wu (2002). 
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were used in combination with the techniques of constructive geometry. Two of the essays 

even present the case for two separate units being used within the single building they 

consider. However, while the analysis of medieval buildings and the systems used in their 

design proceeds on a case by case basis, outside the debate over the major English and 

continental works of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries there is strong documentary 

evidence that by the turn of the sixteenth century in England, dimensions were commonly 

used by masons.  

Medieval building contracts are particularly good evidence of the use of dimensions, 

for a large number of the surviving contracts contain numerical descriptions of the lengths 

and widths that had been agreed between patron and builder. As early as 1315 an 

agreement between the representatives of Queen Isabel and four masons for building a wall 

around the edge of the moat surrounding the Queen's manor specifies that according to the 

design of one Master Michael of Canterbury, the wall is to be 5 feet wide at its brim, and 12 

feet high, and that interspersed along its length, at the distance of one perch, buttresses are 

to be built. The contract also specifies exactly what type of perch is to be used, that is, an 18 

foot perch, and that the masons are to be paid by the perch.76 The extensive collection of 

building contracts collected by Salzman show the use of dimensions to specify the size and 

height of buildings throughout the fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Particularly 

noticeable for their early date and for the details of the dimensions that they specify are the 

contracts from the building of Boxley Abbey in Kent in 1373; from the construction of the 

nave at Fotheringay in 1473 and at Eton College, where work took place in the mid-fifteenth 

century and from which a number of contracts survive.77 The 1442 contract from the 

building work at Eton College is particularly interesting. The contract is made between the 

masons working at Eton and the quarry supplying the stone and it specifies that a number of 

worked stones are to be delivered and that 46 feet of this stonework “beryng ful joyntes at 

                                                             
76 Salzman (1952), p.422. 
77 Salzman (1952). For Boxley abbey see: p.448-450, for the contracts from Eton see p.515-516 and p.522-528. 

The contract made by a mason employed to build the Church at Fotheringay in Northhamptonshire is found in 

full on p.505-509. The following section is taken from this contract, it exemplifies how specifications of the 

precise dimensions of the work are used, as well as a clarification of exactly what units are to be used. “The 

same Will. Horwood hath granthid and undretaken, and by thise same has indenthid, graunts, and understke to 

mak up a new body of a kirk [...] in lenght iiijxx fete from the said quere donward wythin the walles, a metyerd 

[measuring-yard] of England accounthid alway from iij fete. [...] and in the west end of the said body shall be a 

stepyll standyng [...] upon three strong and mighty arches vawthid with stoon; the wich steepil shal haf in lenght 

iiijxx fete after the meteyard, three fete to the yard, above the ground table-stones and xx fote square withynthe 

walls, the walles beryng six fote thicknesse abof the said ground table-stones.” 
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the lest iij ynches or more clene appraliied in the forme that is called casshepped according 

to a molde to thym therof deiuered to the by the said William” are to be sent on by such and 

such a date.78 This contract suggests that by the mid fifteenth century standardised 

dimensions for feet and inches allowed masons on site to order pre-shaped stones from a 

quarry with detailed jointing specifications.79 It is this kind of familiarity with units that is the 

background training behind Rogers’ construction of the drawings at Guines, where feet are 

used to measure the walls themselves and inches are used to construct the scale boundary 

on the page.  

 In the journal of William Worcestre there is also some rather more anecdotal 

evidence of how familiar masons were with measured dimensions.  William Worcestre, 

secretary to Sir John Fastolf, decided, on his master’s death in 1459, to travel on foot from 

Norfolk to St Micheals Mont in Cornwall. One of the most noticeable things about this 

account is that he was clearly fascinated by measurements and statistics. Often his 

commentary on many of the buildings he visited is limited to an explanation of their 

principle dimensions. These dimensions are sometimes given in ‘steppys’ where he has 

clearly paced out a building himself, and sometimes in feet or yards. It is possible that he 

borrowed a measuring rod to gather these dimensions but there are a number of instances 

where he spoke to masons working on a building and quoted the dimensions they gave. His 

account gives a strong sense that the masons he met thought of their works in terms of 

numerical dimensions, one mason working at St Mary Redcliffe, explaining to him that the 

spire had been 300ft high, but the top 100ft had been thrown down by lightening.80 The 

building contracts we have examined provide hard evidence of how dimensions were used 

to lay out measured groundplans and specify working dimensions at a building site in 

relation to the supply of stone, but Worcestre’s account gives a sense of easy familiarity with 

the idea of discussing and responding to events and processes using numerical units. Both 

are valuable in suggesting that Rogers would have been familiar with the idea not only of 

setting out a work through the use of cords and stakes that I have stated were the basic 

media of medieval design drawings, but also that he was familiar with the idea of using feet 

to lay out a measured box as well as inches to draw out his scale boundary. Incidentally, a 

                                                             
78 Salzman (1952), p.515. 
79For Salzman’s discussion of this process Salzman (1952), p.123. 
80See John Harvey, William Worcestre's Itineraries (Oxford : Clarendon, 1969). See also: Pacey (2007), p.119-

121. 
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ruler used to lay out small work like the scale boundary has been found on the shipwreck of 

the Mary Rose (sunk 1545). Within the wreck a twelve inch ruler was uncovered, the central 

four inches of which were further subdivided into quarters of an inch using dividers or 

compasses to ensure the divisions were equal. 81It is the first of its kind to be discovered and 

though it was presumably owned by a carpenter rather than a mason, it gives a tangible 

context for the use of small scale measurements and dimensions. Such a ruler was probably 

used to lay out Rogers scale boundary on the plat of Guines. 

 

 

The use of the concept of scale in medieval drawing 

 

So far I have argued that scale drawing was neither used nor, more importantly, 

needed in the process of medieval design and construction. Strictly speaking this is 

trueHowever there are some examples of small-scale images that it has been suggested 

were produced as ways of testing out design ideas in miniature, without, that is, laying out 

the full scale image on a tracing floor.  An example of such a small scale image was found in a 

pile of rubble at St John’s Cambridge, (see fig. 26). Drawings like the one found at St John’s 

were constructed using the system of constructive geometry that is discussed above in 

relation to the drawing of groundplans. Like groundplans, full-scale and small-scale images 

of window tracery are thought to have been constructed, not through numerical 

measurement, but through a sequence of simple geometrical manipulations which used the 

straightedge and compass to construct a set of intersecting arcs from a baseline. We know 

that full-scale drawings of window tracery were constructed using the techniques of 

constructive geometry in the same way that we know groundplans were constructed non-

numerically: because they involve the use of irrational dimensions. Coldstream writes of a 

set of drawings on the tracing floor at York that can be matched line for line with the 

window in the choir of the Cathedral and states that they demonstrate a proportional 

system for setting out according to standard non-numerical ratios, for the radius of the arch 

is 17 feet 10.5 inches, and its width is 12 feet 7 inches, near enough to one of the most 

familiar approximations of 1: root 2.82 Not only does the use of irrational numbers in real, 

                                                             
81Pacey (2007), p.172. 
82Coldstream (2002), p.78. 
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stonework window tracery suggest that much of the work was set out using constructive 

geometry, but the drawings of window tracery on tracing floors (in so far as it survives) often 

bears marks of the geometric manipulations that were used to set out the image. Arnold 

Pacey analyses a number of these drawings and using the evidence of the construction lines 

and compass-point marks is able to follow the steps of the constructive geometry that was 

used to set out many images and their corresponding architectural features.83The drawing 

on the small-scale fragment from St John’s seen in fig 26 has been analysed both by Martin 

Bindle84, and by Johnston and Gerbino, who point out that, 

 

The drawing is particularly useful because it bears evidence of the way it was set out. 

[...] In this case, the mason began by creating a baseline at the springing of the main 

arch, then dividing this line into units of three and eight. The compass marks are still 

apparent where he struck off the intervals. These measurements gave him the width 

of the three subsidiary arches and that of the six window lights. Most of the other 

design features – including the three large circles in the head of the window and the 

three small circles under the intermediate arches, - were derived from these basic 

proportions and the initial curves set out from them. 85 

 

They go on to make the further point that, 

 

What makes this drawing noteworthy, particularly in light of this somewhat rule bound 

process, is its impromptu character. Stone is not a medium that we associate with 

sketching. The mason, however, had internalized the technique of constructing 

geometry to such a degree that he could freely score the slab with the metal point of 

his compass as though it were a piece of paper.86 

 

The argument put forward here is that the process of constructive geometry enabled 

masons to sketch out a design idea of any size using a set of pre-determined geometric 

                                                             
83Pacey (2007), esp. p.59-86. 
84See: Martin Bindle, ‘A Thirteenth Century Sketch from the Hospital of St John the Evangelist, Cambridge’, 

Proceedings of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society, 44 (1961), pp.99-108. 
85Gerbino and Johnston (2009), p.19-20. 
86Gerbino and Johnston (2009), p.20. 
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manipulations and that work started on a small baseline was used to practice the geometric 

steps used latterly in the full scale drawing. Yet though Gerbino and Johnston donot discuss 

the point, it is also necessarily the case that while the overall size of a drawing will depend 

on the length of the baseline on which it is begun, any two images sketched using the same 

set of geometrical steps or manipulations will have exactly the same internal proportions. 

They will, in other words, have a scale relationship to one another.  Johnston and Gerbino’s 

point is that the St John’s image is good evidence of how freely masons used constructive 

geometry to sketch out ideas, but for our purposes the drawing at St John’s shows that 

masons were familiar with the idea of sketching working drawings using proportionally 

related images, in an impromptu way, on any stone surface that happened to be to hand. As 

with Worcestre’s anecdotal evidence about the mason’s use of measured dimensions, it is 

this kind of familiarity that seems to me particularly compelling background to Roger’s 

decision to sketch out a scale representation of the walls of Guines. It would in fact have 

been relatively straightforward for a mason to have worked out a numerical relationship 

between two images, if, for example, one image were started on a baseline of 10 inches 

while the full-scale image was projected out from a baseline of 10 feet, but there is no 

evidence that they used this technique to draft work of a known, numerical, scalar ratio. 

 The St John’s image is not an isolated example of small scale drawing and, as we 

might expect, these small images of window tracery tend to be found at sites where full-

scale drawings have also survived. Arnold Pacey draws an important distinction and argues 

that many of the small sketches of window tracery found in churches and cathedrals seem to 

be casual graffiti and it is not always clear whether a drawing was made by a mason, but he 

suggests that where drawings appear to be serious representations of windows, particularly 

where compasses were used in drawing them, they can be understood as preliminary ideas 

for window designs.87 Of particular note are the small scale designs which survive at Lincoln 

Cathedral, where there are several small mural drawings made with compasses, some of 

which are probably preliminary ideas for the large round window made in the 1220s which is 

known as the Bishop’s Eye.88 In the Galilee porch at Ely Cathedral there are preliminary 

designs for windows inserted into the older walls of the south transept around 1250 as well 

                                                             
87Pacey (2007), p.38. 
88Jennifer Alexander, ‘Masons Marks and Stone Bonding’, in The Archaeology of Cathedrals, ed. by T. Tatton 

Brown and Julian Munby (Oxford: Oxford University Committee for Archaeology, 1996), p. 219-236. 
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as a sketch of an elevation of the cathedral. (See Fig 27 and 28) Of the smaller churches 

there are good drawings at Mary’s Church, Ashwell, Hertfordshire and at St Mary’s church in 

Gamlingay, Cambridgeshire.89 Given the poor survival rate of medieval drawing and the 

amount of small-scale sketches that survive we can only suppose that such work was made 

reasonably regularly.90The surviving images are mostly drawn into stone and much work 

incised into plaster walls and floors has been lost. In one particularly tantalizing reference 

G.C. Coulton writes of an instance at Castle Acre Priory in Norfolk where, in 1881, severe 

frosts peeled a layer of plaster from one of the niches in the south transept and revealed an 

earlier plaster surface, on which ‘an elaborate window had been sketched.’ However, by 

1913 only a few strokes were still visible.91 

 A small scale drawing which was made on parchment has however survived through its 

collation into a book of medieval manuscript drawings preserved among the library of 

Samuel Pepys.  The book contains 24 folios with drawings made by several different people 

and it is thought to have been collated into a binding in around 1380. Three of the drawings 

represent architectural detail, and were apparently drawn by masons. For the rest, which 

includes sheets covered with animals, birds and human figures, the drawing book has been 

interpreted as a ‘model book’ intended to provide patterns or models which makers of 

stained glass windows might copy, or perhaps MS illuminators and embroiderers.92 Two of 

the mason’s drawings in the book show profiles of mouldings (see fig 29) and were perhaps 

small scale sketches of template patterns. The third is a drawing of window tracery whose 

outline has been drawn on the parchment using the point of a dry point scorer. A similar tool 

was used to sketch out the drawing on the St John’s fragment and, indeed, to draw many of 

the surviving masonic drawings into plaster and stone surfaces. Pacey comments on this 

sketch and provides a reproduction because the incised original is too faint to be seen 

photographically ( see Fig. 30 and 31). Pacey also writes of the constructive geometry used 

to make the image but notes that the important section of the parchment was cut off when 

the page was cut to the size of the manuscript book. He writes, 

 

                                                             
89David Sherlock, Ashwell Church: Medieval Drawings and Writings (Ashwell: Ashwell Parish Church, 1978). 
90 For more information on small-scale sketches see: Pacey (2007) p.33-41 and G.G. Coulton, Art and the 

Reformation (Oxford: Basil Blackwell,1928), p.179. 
91 Coulton (1928), pp.178-79. 
92 Pacey (2007) p.125-126; Christa Grossinger, The World Upside Down: English Misericords (London: Harvey 

Miller, 1997), pp.201-8. 
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Almost a third of the window was lost from the drawing when it was cut down. Black 

dots in fig 30 show holes in the parchment where the compass point was placed to draw 

the curves.  If the sheet had not been trimmed so drastically, we would probably have 

seen that the method used in setting out the drawing was the same as may be observed 

on tracing floors and mural drawings. A base line was drawn across the lowest part of 

the tracery. [...] the mason placed his compass point at various locations along this line 

to race out the curves that form the main outline of the design. In this instance, curves 

were first drawn for a taller, more sharply pointed window, and then were abandoned in 

favour of a more rounded shape93 

 

Pacey’s analysis of the image is limited by the lost section of the drawing but we can see that 

like the drawing on the fragment of stone from St John’s, this image was constructed using 

simple geometric steps which could be repeated using a larger baseline in order to construct 

a full scale image. This drawing was clearly used to try out a design using two different types 

of curve in the construction of the main arch, a taller more sharply pointed window and a 

flatter arch. This is a simple example of these sketches being used to model alternative 

design ideas at a preliminary stage. The general point I would emphasise is that there is 

good evidence of masons trying out images which could then be scaled up by the repetition 

of a now familiar set of geometric steps based on a full size baseline. Non-numerical scale 

drawing was likely to have been part of the regular design practice of masons and though 

the survival rate of these drawings offers a less coherent time-frame than that we have for 

the full-scale images, the majority of small-scale work dates from the 1200s so the use of 

small-scale work can date at the least from this period. 94 

In so far as I have been able to discover, the possibility that the concept of scale 

drawing was familiar to medieval masons through the interrelation of small- and full-scale 

images drawn in proportion has not been discussed by architectural historians. It may show 

masons using scale drawing indirectly, almost as a by-product of the process of design using 

constructive geometry, but even with this caveat in mind, the fact that a non-numerical scale 

                                                             
93Pacey (2007), p.125. 
94As Pacey notes, aside from the Pepys sketchbook, 14th century work is poorly represented in the extant 

records. He does however cite two interesting examples: a six sided font at Ewerby, Lincolnshire in which five 

side are decorated with different small scale window designs. And a similar, somewhat earlier, tracery 

‘sketchbook’ on a font at Stamford, also in Lincolnshire. On these fonts see: W.D. Wilson, ‘The work of the 

Heckington lodge of masons, 1315-1345’, Lincolnshire History and Archaeology 15 (1980), pp.21-28. 
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drawing was used in medieval design drawing seems to me to offer an important precedent 

to Rogers’ own connection of the full scale corded box around Guines, to the scale boundary 

on the page in the ratio where “The Inshe conteynyth L fotte.”95 

The origins of scale drawing are of great interest to architectural historians. Arnold 

Pacey, who produces the only comprehensive analysis of extant architectural drawing offers 

an alternative version for the origins of the concept of scale in the Middle Ages: he argues 

that scale drawing arose among masons working on decorative features in churches. My 

own work on the observational drawings made at Southwell Minster which begins chapter 

two can be used to present a similar argument. In this section, I suggest that the carvings of 

leaves made in the various ecclesiastical buildings at Southwell may have been based on 

drawings or on the observation of real leaves, but in either case they are surprisingly 

accurate representations of foliage. A.C. Seward, an early botanist who analysed the leaves 

in an attempt to identify their origins, noted that over the surface of a single column’s 

capital the mason has replicated the distinctive structure of the two main varieties of oak 

which grow in England, not only speckling their surfaces with the small insects known as oak 

galls, but also going so far as to replicate the basal auricle, a small flap which grows low 

down on the base of the stem and is unique to one of the two varieties portrayed. In writing 

of these leaves it comes as some surprise to Nicholas Pevsner that given this biological 

accuracy, the close attention paid to surface detail and the flex and growth structure of the 

leaves that “it never occurred to him to keep to a uniform scale. Hawthorn leaves are no 

smaller than maple leaves.96” Implicit inPevsner’s point is the fact that the masons carving at 

Southwell utterly disregarded the actual size of the leaf, while closely replicating the internal 

proportions between the fingers of say, a hawthorn as opposed to a maple. It is unknown 

whether the mason would have worked from drawings or from real life,97 but it seems that 

the mason had a method of either manually re-working his drawings to enlarge or downsize 

them, or was able to produce such work freehand from his observation of drawings and/or 

real leaves. 

                                                             
95London, The British Library, MS Aug. I. Supp. 14. 
96Nikolaus Pevsner, The Leaves of Southwell (Harmondsworth: Penguin,1945), p.20.  
97See the introduction to chapter two for further discussion of the use of observational drawings.   
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There is some later evidence collected by Arnold Pacey which shows carpenters 

manually enlarging printed continental images of various figures and animals in order to 

work them into decorative wood work, particularly misericords.  He argues that 

 

the experience of craftsmen who enlarged small prints and pictures to the size of the 

item they were carving may have been formative. In many cases, they merely sketched 

out the enlarged drawing, but quite often it seems that measurements were taken and 

the enlargement was then fairly precise. Occasionally a grid of lines would be drawn 

over the picture being enlarged and the contents of each square would be sketched 

into the corresponding square of an enlarged grid.98 

 

Pacey suggests that the printed continental images were often enlarged freehand but 

occasionally a more formal process of enlarging segments would have been used. However 

his evidence for the claim is not particularly extensive. The fact that masons were able to 

enlarge accurately using freehand representation is in fact also implicit in an event narrated 

by William Worcestre at the point where he describes meeting a mason called Benedict 

Crosse at St Stephen’s Church in Bristol in 1480. Worcestre seems to have been particularly 

taken with the “ingengious workmanship” of the molding around the south portal (see fig 32 

and 33) and, uniquely in the journal, he has provided a small sketch of the work (fig 34). 

Gerbino and Johnston’s own analysis of this highly unusual image is particularly apposite for 

the current argument 

 

The sketch is something of an oddity: rather than a view of the portal – as we might 

expect in a tourists journal – it is a technical drawing of its cross-section. That 

circumstance and the lack of any similar drawings in the notebook suggest that it was 

Crosse himself who drew it and who also supplied the names for each of the portal’s 

composite mouldings [...] the drawing was probably based on the template that Crosse 

had been using to cut the stones for the jamb. [...] he appears to have been able to 

replicate the portal jamb quickly and on a reduced size without distorting the 

                                                             
98Pacey (2007), p.172. 
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proportions of its internal mouldings, which suggests that making and using such small 

scale drawings was not unusual  for him.99 

 

Gerbino and Johnston argue that Crosse himself drew the image and that, furthermore, he 

was able to “replicate the portal jamb quickly and on a reduced size without distorting the 

proportions of its internal mouldings.” What theysuggest is that Crosse is able to work 

graphically in a way that would probably have been instrumental in carving the leaves at 

Southwell Minster: enlarging and downsizing an image freehand without distorting its 

internal proportions, and that he was familiar enough with this process to produce an 

accurate sketch in the notebook of a passing layman with an interest in architectural design. 

There is then good evidence to suggest that during the Middle Ages there were two 

sets of drawings, both decorative and technical, which seem to have been scaled up and 

down by medieval masons as a routine part of their work. There are important differences 

between the ways in which the scale proportions are maintained in the technical and the 

observational drawings and carvings: the former uses the manipulations of constructive 

geometry, the latter relies on the mason’s own freehand ability to change the size of the 

subject. Yet the important point is that both techniques suggest that there was a medieval 

craft tradition in which the idea of scalar enlargement and reduction was familiar. The 

evidence furthermore suggests that this craft tradition would regularly have been making 

non-numerical scale drawings.  

 The more general point is that paper scale drawings of a complete building seem not 

to have been used as part of the design or the construction process before 1530s and 1540s. 

However, in the systems of architectural design and construction which were used in the 

medieval design there is good evidence of the three material techniques and conceptual 

skills that I have argued were used to make the Guines plats. Evidence, in other words, of 

the consistent use of the technical idiom and the measured groundplan, as well as evidence 

that master masons were familiar with the concept of scale through a form of scale 

representation that produced scale drawings of both a technical and observational kind, 

even if the numerical ratio that connected the small and large images was unknown.  

 

                                                             
99 Gerbino and Johnston (2010), p.22. 
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iv. Why was Scale Drawing Not Used in the Middle Ages? 

 

The argument put forward in this chapter is that medieval master masons regularly 

used the graphic forms and material skills which I have suggested were passed on to Rogers 

in his training as a mason, and which were used in the drafting of his scale drawings at 

Guines. The extension of this argument is that no external continental influence is required 

to explain the changes we see in the local maps and plans of the sixteenth century, for the 

graphic techniques and material skills used to construct the most technically advanced of 

the sixteenth century plats were in use throughout the Middle Ages. I would argue that to 

understand the local maps of the sixteenth century we must look at the circumstances which 

caused the masons to use old graphic skills in new ways, not search for evidence which 

shows that a whole set of new graphic techniques were introduced from continental Europe. 

The increased influence of patrons in the fifteenth and sixteenth century encouraged 

masons to adapt the design processes used in an earlier period to satisfy the new set of 

demands being made of them, and this in part explains why small-scale design drawings of 

complete buildings start being made during this period. But before proceeding to examine 

the effect of patronage over the forms of medieval design drawings there is an important 

argument to be made which explains why, regardless of patronage, small scale design 

drawings of complete buildings were not made before the 1530s. The following argument 

suggests that these drawings were not used in an earlier period because the processes 

through which Gothic buildings were designed actively discouraged the use of small scale 

drawings.   

 

As I have suggested, in the medieval period technical drawing was the medium 

through which medieval masons were able to manage the most delicate and logistically 

complex form of construction work, that is, the carving of the special and the standard 

stones which when put together formed the superstructure of the work. This idea is counter-

intuitive because for us the idea of design drawing is intimately involved with shaping the 

total image of a building. Modern architects may be more or less involved with the 

construction details of their designs, and the extent of this involvement will vary, but the 

design drawing can still be a space in which to communicate radically new design concepts 

with which to plan and shape the whole aesthetic effect of a building. However, for the 
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medieval mason, control over the total image of the work was exercised through design 

drawings made for the stone-by-stone carving going on by under-masons working in the 

yard. This in part explains why there was no need for scale drawings of a complete building, 

for the architectural drawings of the period were used not to guide the design of the whole 

building but to design the template, and so in turn, the work of masons cutting out the 

single stones of the superstructure. 

 Architectural historians have noted that the medieval mason differed from the 

modern architect in so far as he was trained in the practical techniques through which 

buildings were put together. Nicola Coldstream summarizes this point of view. She criticizes 

those scholars who “see in the emphasis on drawing a trend away from the mason as 

builder towards the architect as designer” and focusing on the French mason Pierre Robin 

who worked on the church of St Maclou in the 1430s, she writes that,   

 

Neither Pierre Robin nor his successful colleagues was an architect in the modern 

sense that this implies. Unlike his modern counterpart, Pierre Robin knew how to 

build. His training on the building site gave him the knowledge of the curvatures that 

would produce strong arches, vault webs, buttresses and towers. Without it he would 

not have been able to design the templates for the stones to be worked. Drawing, 

however sophisticated it became, was the product of practical craft skills, not a 

substitute for them. [...] it is the identification of the design with the structure that 

characterizes the practice of architecture in the medieval period.100 

 

Coldstream argues that design drawing was a derivative of the practical craft skills in which a 

mason was trained and this supports my own argument that drawing was inextricably 

intertwined with the material methods through which a building was made. In the history I 

have outlined each stage of the drawing process sets up the next stage in the construction of 

a building: the full-scale groundplan was used to generate the dimensions for the various 

part of a building and set out the guidelines for the digging of the foundations; the full-scale 

drawings of roof vault and window tracery on the tracing floor were divided into parts and 

used to work out the shape of the wooden templates used in the stoneyard. We know that 

                                                             
100 Coldstream (2002), p.72-3. 
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at no point in this process was a complete image of the work made and this must in part 

have been because drawings were simply not understood in this way. Design drawings were 

used to control the specific set of material tasks needed to continue the building process 

and were not opportunities for working out radical new designs for the complete building.  

The master mason’s job was also not limited to setting out design drawings; he was 

often primarily responsible for a whole range of tasks like the supply of skilled labor and the 

supply of materials, negotiations with the patron and the production and accuracy of the 

financial accounts of the works.101 The master mason was in fact in charge of the total 

construction system, and laying out design drawings constituted one among a number of 

methods used by masons to control the works. This point is implicit in a passage from one of 

the earliest accounts of a mason at work in England written by Gervase of Canterbury, who 

records that once the monks consented to the tearing down of the burnt quire, William of 

Sens, the mason, 

 

addressed himself to the procuring of stone from beyond the sea. He constructed 

ingenious machines for loading and unloading ships, and for lifting masonry and 

stones. He delivered moulds for shaping stones to the sculptors who were assembled 

and diligently prepared other things of the same kind.102 

 

This brief account gives us a partial view of how, in 1174, a mason starting work at a building 

site was visibly involved not only with the design of the building but also with the whole 

process of contriving a complete organizational structure at the works; a structure which 

included the procurement of materials, the equipment for their transport and placement, 

and the delivery of the working drawings of the site.103 Masons were not only responsible 

for the design and manufacture of a building on a stone-by-stone basis, but they were also 

responsible for setting up a system capable of implementing any radical design changes. This 

must have fundamentally altered how masons viewed the process of design, which was 

intimately involved with the process of a concept’s actualization in the real world, not simply 

                                                             
101 See Shelby (1964), pp.387-403 (esp. p.402-3). 
102Salzman (1952), p.370. 
103 Salzman (1952) is a history of building in England that provides an exhaustive survey of the various 

construction processes in which the mason was involved and is still the primary work of reference on the whole 

construction process. 
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the drawing board. It must have discouraged the drafting of completely new concepts and 

encouraged incremental change effected through the processes of construction itself. Such 

changes may have involved working out a new design of rose window and a new set of 

templates for the stonecutters but, equally, innovative structures may have involved the 

design of more effective lifting devices, or different types of stone more efficiently supplied, 

or more reliable and better skilled labor sources.  

This is the context against which to view the use of medieval architectural drawing, 

one in which the total design of the work was always mediated through the process of its 

construction. At no point is a total image of the works particularly relevant for a 

designer/builder materially involved with the continuing processes of construction. This 

contextualizes the lack of scale drawings of the total works in the Middle Ages, but it also 

foregrounds the fact that there was no reason why the elements required to draw to scale 

may not have flourished within this system. The reason scale drawing was not used was not 

because of a lack of knowledge or skill, but because the contemporary circumstances in 

which technical full-scale drawings were made discouraged the movement to small scale 

images of the complete works. Design was intertwined with the methods of construction 

and radical new designs that might have suited the production of scale drawings were 

limited by the fact that all innovations had to be negotiated through the material methods 

that could be used to put this design in place. 

 

This chapter has examined the graphic skills of the master mason in the sixteenth 

century by looking at the medieval architectural tradition in which men like John Rogers 

were trained. As a case study for the connections between a medieval and early modern 

form of technical drawing I have looked at the origins of scale drawing in the graphic 

techniques of the Middle Ages, and suggested that we see all the graphic and material skills 

that were needed to make scale drawings in 1540 in regular usage during the Middle Ages. I 

have suggested a reason why scale drawings were not made in the Middle Ages, despite 

their familiarity with these techniques, and will come to suggest that it is the changing way 

in which plats were used in the sixteenth century that led to old drawing techniques being 

combined in new ways. 

 Over the next two chapters this study looks at how architectural drawing techniques 

are used by sixteenth century masons to make new kinds of architectural and topographical 
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plats under the pressures imposed by Henry VIII. Chapter one has been largely concerned 

with the technical context of sixteenth century maps, both the intellectual techniques of 

manipulating geographical information and the tool-based techniques for surveying a 

feature and constructing an image on the page. This chapter has contributed new research 

to the study of sixteenth century maps by arguing that there is an identifiable body of work 

drawn during the Middle Ages in what I have called the technical idiom, and that this work 

needs to be seen as providing the conceptual skills and practical drawing techniques that lie 

behind the technical plats of the sixteenth century. It has also suggested an entirely new 

argument for the origins of scale drawing in England, while taking this subject as a case 

study of the connections between medieval and early modern techniques. The following 

chapters make it clear that this history is central to an examination of local maps in the 

sixteenth century, for the medieval technical skills that have been described above are used 

by sixteenth century master masons to respond to the changing demands of sixteenth 

century patrons. 
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Chapter Two. Drawings for patrons 1450-1529 
 

This chapter is the first part of a history of how the technical style used in working 

drawings begins to be used in the plats made for patrons. This history is concluded in 

chapters three and four. It is only in the 1530s that the images made for patrons begin to 

incorporate the technical idiom but the developments of the 1530s are a response to the 

existing genre of pictoral images that had been made for patrons since the mid 1400s. 

Understanding sixteenth century developments relies on a knowledge of the early pictoral 

images which are made for patrons before Henry VIII. The body of this chapter examines the 

extant observational drawings of the fifteenth and early sixteenth century and the written 

contracts that these images accompanied.  

This chapter analyses the period between two points of transition. The later point is 

marked by the incorporation of technical drawing into plats for patrons in the 1530s, the 

earlier takes place c.1450 when pictoral plats begin to be made for patrons alongside  the 

written contracts that were the sole form of contractual record in use during an earlier 

period. 1 Up to the mid fifteenth century patrons were probably not provided with any form 

of drawing while, in a separate part of the construction process, the masons continued to 

use stake and cord groundplans; full-size drawings of roof vaulting and window tracery and 

wooden templates to design the building and manage the building process. Chapter two 

examines the transitional period between c.1450 and the 1530s in which some negotiations 

between builders and patrons are recorded in written contracts and pictoral drawings, and 

it establishes a context within which to understand the point of transition in the 1530s when 

the drawings made for patrons begin to be constructed using the technical style that had 

previously been circulated solely among the masons themselves.  

Using a number of examples this chapter shows that before the 1530s there is a 

shifting balance between the amount of technical information shared between written 

contracts and pictoral drawings. In some instances the written contract contains a detailed  

description of the layout, dimensions, building materials, construction methods etc. of a 

                                                             
1 See: L.F., Salzman, Building in England Down to 1540; A Documentary History (Oxford: Clarendon, 1952) 

(1952) Appendix B, p.413-584, for a full list and transcription of medieval contracts. See chapter below for 

more details, but in essence, of the 123 building contracts collected and published by Salzman from their first 

recorded appearance in the archives and up to 1540 at least fifteen documents refer to a plat, while two or three 

of the earliest references refer ambiguously to a document that could be a drawn image but could also be a 

written plan or a set of templates.   
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planned work, while the accompanying plat uses such inconsistent scale and projection that 

it could only have been used as a very rough guide to the final appearance of the work. In 

other instances the drawings accompanying plats seem to have been used to portray how 

much decorative detail was to be cut into the surface of the stones (an important financial 

consideration) while the written contracts described the layout of the internal spaces. 

Fifteenth and sixteenth century contractual agreements use words or images in a way that is 

context specific and the burden of representing the planned work is balanced between plats 

and written descriptions in a way that responds, in each instance, to the precise demands of 

the project and the linguistic and graphic skills of both patron and builder.  

 As suggested above, throughout the period between c.1450 and 1530, technical 

drawings of the kind examined in chapter one continue to be used by masons to 

communicate among themselves as part of the design and construction process. However, 

the technical idiom is not used in plats made for patrons. As chapter three will suggest, 

under pressure from Henry VIII, plats made for patrons do begin to incorporate the 

technical idiom in the 1530s. At this point the plats made for patrons can bear far more 

accurate technical information concerning the dimensions and layout of an architectural 

work, but even at this point the drawings do not contain all the technical information 

needed to record the agreed design and plats are still part of an negotiation that takes place 

through written letters and oral discussions between master masons and the King. There is 

in fact a continual balance between the use of word and image in the representation of both 

landscape and architectural features up to and throughout Henry VIII’s reign and this 

chapter examines the first stages of this process as pictoral plats begin to share some of the 

representational burden with written contracts.  

This chapter focuses on a number of late fifteenth and early sixteenth century 

building works and explores the use of plats and written contracts in the period before the 

1530s. However, before moving onto these specific examples it proposes an argument for 

where the observational drawing skills used to draft pictoral plats for patrons might have 

come from given the craft tradition of the medieval mason which has, so far, solely been 

considered in so far as it taught masons to draw technically.  

i. How Might Masons Have Learnt to Draw Pictorially? 
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The observational drawing skills with which pictoral plats were made can be traced 

back to the craft tradition of the medieval masons. The graphic skills taught to Rogers and to 

masons more generally can be divided into two categories: the observational drawing skills 

used to carve the decorative surfaces stones, and the technical drawing skills used to lay out 

two dimensional working drawings. As the most innovative of Henry’s craftsmen, Rogers’ 

early life stands as a good example of how masons were taught to draw both technically and 

pictorially. Lon Shelby’s biographical work on Rogers complains that the only points of 

reference for Rogers before his sudden appearance as the master mason at Guines are 

some scattered references in the twelve massive but incomplete volumes of works accounts 

for Hampton Court. He writes that  “Unfortunately these references do not tell us a great 

deal about Rogers,”2 but though they may not provide us with colourful biographical facts 

these references do reveal a few important details about how Rogers was trained in these 

early years. It seems that between October 1533 and August 1537, Rogers worked in various 

positions for changing rates of pay: as alternately a ‘lodgeman,’  that is, a stonecutter 

working in the masons’ lodge or workshop, and as a ‘stonesetter,’ working on the placing of 

these cut stones. However, the most intriguing reference tells us that in November 1535 

Rogers was paid 12s. for carving special stones ‘by convention,’ that is, under contract.3 This 

entry quoted in full states,  

 

Also payd to John Roger of London ffremason ffor in taylyng the becates of the dore 

in the Kynges great watchyng chambre wyth the beccattes of the chymney in the 

same chambre, wyth the Kinges badge and the quenys letter by convencyon.4 

 

The ‘becates’ of the door are according to Salzman, the “carved bosses at the end of a hood-

mold, on either side of a door,”5 and on visiting the King’s great Watching Chamber at 

Hampton Court it is relatively easy to work out which stones are here being described, for 

the doorway to the Watching Chamber frames the King’s throne in the great hall, and the 

beckets of this door are some of the most visible carvings in the entire palace. Unfortunately 

they were restored during the Victorian period and the original graphic quality of the work 

                                                             
2 Lon Shelby, John Rogers, Tudor Military Engineer (Oxford: Clarendon, 1967) (1967), p.5. 
3 Shelby (1967), p.6. 
4 Shelby (1967), p.6. (n.2). 
5 Salzman (1952), p.113.  
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has been lost. (See figures grouped 35-38 for an explanation of the site) The only extant 

Tudor carving on a doorway into the Watching Chamber is figure 37, which has however 

suffered the kind of wear which, no doubt, led to the restoration of the beckets on the main 

door, and it is difficult to judge the depth or quality of the relief. It is also not the principle 

door into the Watching Chamber. We can gather a better idea of what the carving on the 

principal door to the watching chamber (the door labelled “a” in fig. 35) might have looked 

like from figure 38, which is a photograph of the door at the other end of the great hall. 

Though worn, it clearly creates depth and texture in its representation of foliage. It is 

unfortunate that Rogers’ work has largely been lost, yet the extant evidence does firmly 

illustrate the point that Rogers was trained and paid as sculptor and lodgeman, paid one 

week to work in the stonemasons’ yard carving out the structural surfaces of stones with 

reference to the technical lines of templates, and the next to sculpt the decorative surfaces 

of the blocks with organic shapes and patterns. The accounts show that having carved the 

beckets of one of the principal doors in the palace, Rogers again returns to, and continues to 

be paid as a ‘stonesetter’, working on the fixing of cut stones into place within the structure 

of the work. Even in the sixteenth century, the mason’s role was clearly fluid, moving 

between working with observational carvings on the surface of the stones (the technical 

work of projecting three dimensional stones from the wooden templates made up on the 

tracing floor) and setting the stones into the fabric of the building.  

 There is clearly some difference between the decorative carving of the surface of 

stonework and the observational drawings of a building made on paper, but these 

differences in medium should not be overemphasised for the decorative carvings probably 

used observational drawings or copied real life subjects and the masons producing drawings 

for patrons in the 1400s would probably have been trained to draw mimetically. 

 The leaves carved into the stonework at Southwell Minster have become the focus 

of an on-going debate about how medieval masons carved with such a high level of mimetic 

accuracy.6  A recent study by Jean Givens argues that the masons (for there is agreed to 

                                                             
6 The principle studies are: Arnold Pacey, Medieval Architectural Drawing; English Craftsmen’s Methods and 

their Later Persistence c.1200-2700 (Stroud: Tempus, 2007), p.13-19; Jean Givens, ‘The Leaves of Southwell 

Re-visited’, in Southwell and Nottinghamshire: Medieval Art, Architecture and Industry (Leeds: British 

Archaeological Association, 1998), pp.44-59; Norman Summers, The Chapter House, Southwell Minster 

(Derby: English life publications, 1984); Lawrence Stone, The Pelican History of Art: Sculpture in Britain: The 

Middle Ages (Hammondsworth: Penguin, 1955) p.140,151,168; Nikolaus Pevsner, The Leaves of Southwell 

(Harmondsworth: Penguin,1945). 
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have been more than one) carved directly onto the stone with reference to the shapes and 

textures observed from a set of real leaves collected from the surrounding countryside but 

she does not comment on whether this process would have involved a set of preliminary 

drawings. The traditional view put forward by Nicholas Pevsner is that the masons copied 

the leaves from a book of drawings, made as a result of “English Masons wandering to 

France, learning at Rheims and the other contemporary cathedrals and churches, and 

returning with their sketchbooks full of notes of what they had seen and helped in.”7 

Professor Pacey argues that, “To anybody personally accustomed to making drawings 

themselves” the view that the masons produced no drawings of the leaves “is not really 

credible.” He continues, writing that the naturalism of the sculpture arises from “an 

intimacy of observation that comes from repeated attempts to sketch or model a particular 

subject, and from the visual thinking stimulated by drawing.8” The variety of these 

arguments emphasises the essential point common to all: that the leaves at Southwell were 

carved by men closely observing either a two or three dimensional subject, and replicating 

the experience of this observation in three dimensional carving and possibly in two 

dimensional, observational drawings.  

Rogers’ own work may have contained such features, for though the financial 

account specifies only that Rogers was commissioned to include both the King’s “badge” 

and the Queen’s “letters,”  at the opposite end of the hall the beckets are carved with 

pomegranate vines, the motif of the badge of Catherine of Aragon and it is possible that 

Rogers’ work included similar sorts of foliate carving. The point here is that medieval 

masons were trained in observational forms of drawing alongside the technical mode, and 

that this training may in different instances have involved either the sketching of real life 

subjects on paper or the translation of drawn examples directly onto the stone. In either 

case, masons were trained in the observation of a subject and its replication in a variety of 

media. The leaves at Southwell are not an isolated example of the observational drawing 

skills of the medieval masons, which occur throughout the Middle Ages.9 One particularly 

intriguing set of observational sculptures is carved into corbels of Westminster Abbey. While 

                                                             
7 Pevsner (1945), p.49. 
8 Pacey (2007), p.18. His emphasis. 
9 See: Paul Williamson, Gothic Sculpture 1140- 1300 (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1995); R. 

Marks and Paul Williamson, Gothic Art for England 1400-1547 (London: V & A, 2003); Nicola Coldstream, 

Masons and Sculptors (London: British Museum Press, 1991).  
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the faces of angels and saints at ground level are relatively expressionless, high up in the 

eaves of the abbey, the masons have carved a set of corbels which on one side of the abbey 

show a whole range of exaggerated expressions of joy, and on the other, of anger. Clearly 

the masons were trained in the mimetic representation of the human face and were able to 

replicate a wide variety of facial positions all dramatically contorted by extremes.10 This 

study now moves on to look at the drawings made for patrons themselves, yet it ought to 

be remembered that these drawings are themselves derived from the observational skills of 

masons that were probably developed in relation to observational carvings alongside the 

technical drawing skills used during the Middle Ages.  

 

ii. The Use of Written contracts and Pictoral Drawings in the Work Made for Patrons 

before 1530.  

 

 None of the earliest pictoral drawings survive, but there is documentary evidence of 

their existence from c.1400 in the building contracts that refer the reader of the contract to 

a plat.11 These written contracts were drafted at the design stage of the work and they 

describe the design of the building being planned, often giving a detailed description of its 

architectural features: the number of floors, windows, doorways, stairs, rooms and sizes etc. 

as well as details about the quality of its construction: the type of foundations to be used, 

the jointing at the principal structural points, the grade of materials of various parts, the 

thickness of supporting beams and so on. Much of this description uses precise dimensions 

to specify what has been agreed. 

Specifying the details of the design and its quality was in the patron’s interest, for, as 

the contracts make clear, a craftsman was usually paid a total sum based on the 

specifications agreed at the start of the work, and there must have been some incentive for 

the mason to build a work as cheaply as possible by diminishing its size ; the quality of its 

construction, or the materials he used. It was therefore in the patrons interest to lay out 

exactly what kind of building had been agreed as precisely as possible and we can imagine 

that builders who had already secured a job were not particularly willing to make a 

                                                             
10 David Carpenter, ‘Westminster Abbey: some Characteristics of its Sculpture. The Workshop of the Censing 

Angels in the South Transept’, Journal of the British Archaeological Association, 35 (1972). 
11See Salzman (1952), p.413-584 
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contractual agreement more specific by providing a drawing at an early stage. This may 

explain the scarcity of the contacts which refer to drawings. For though many contracts 

survive, only a relatively small number of them refer to plats. Of the 123 building contracts 

collected and published by Salzman from their first recorded appearance in the archives up 

to 1540 (the complete corpus of contracts that his research had uncovered by 1952), at least 

fifteen refer to a drawing, while two or three refer ambiguously to a document that could be 

a drawn image but could also be a written plan or a set of templates.12 Of the definite 

references to a plat three of them relate to the same works: the 1507-1515 works at King’s 

College Cambridge, and two more are post 1500. However, the longevity of the use of these 

contractual drawings is only of passing relevance to this study, for there is strong evidence of 

the use of such contractual plats at the point of Henry VIII’s accession to the throne in 1507.  

 There are two clear examples of the type of image that existed more or less 

simultaneously with Henry’s accession to the throne.13 The first of these drawings is of a 

timberframed house and was, consequently, made by a carpenter. This may weaken any 

conclusions however the two trades worked closely together and they probably shared 

techniques for communicating with their patrons. Surviving building contracts are often 

made by masons and carpenters working jointly and even where one of the two trades was 

employed singly, the contracts made by both masons and carpenters use plats to represent 

such similar aspects of the project that it is likely comparable images were made by both 

                                                             
12 The contracts are collected by Salzman (1952) in Appendix B. They are discussed in Salzman (1952), p.13-

20. The references that seem to me ambiguous are that made at Eltham in 1315, where it is unclear exactly how 

the design ideas of Michael of Canterbury were transmitted. (See Salzman (1952), p.422-424.) Similarly, the 

contract referring to the “forme et molde” suppplied to the masons by Henry Yevele could well refer to the use 

templates rather than drawn plans, (p, 472-473) as could the contract from Boxley abbey in Kent. (p.448-450). 
13My discussion here does not consider the earliest pictoral images which have been discovered because its 

primary focus is on the forms of pictoral representation that Henry might have been using in the early part of his 

reign, not on the history of the pictoral images with some architectural content. The four images which could be 

considered relevant are scattered over the time period of the middle ages. They are stylisticaly diverse and 

produced by men who were uncertainly connected to the masons. They are: 

1. The plat of the waterworks at Canterbury. See: William Urry, ‘Canterbury, Kent’, in Local Maps and Plans 

from Medieval England, ed. by R.A. Skelton and P.D.A Harvey (Oxford: Clarendon Press,1986), p.43-58; 

Francis Woodman, ‘The Waterworks Drawings of the Eadwine Psalter’, in The Eadwine Psalter: Text, Image, 

and Monastic Culture in Twelfth-century Canterbury, ed. by Margaret Gibson, T. Heslop and Richard Pfaff 

(London and University park, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1992), pp.168-177. 

2. The plat of the Kitchen at Winchester. See: John Harvey, ‘Winchester, Hampshire’, in Skelton and Harvey 

(1986), p.141-147; P.D.A. Harvey, Maps in Tudor England (London: British Library, 1993), p.95-96; Catherine 

Delano-Smith, and Roger Kain, English Maps: A History (London: British Library, 1999), p.20, 28-29. 

3. The London Plans. See: J.H. Harvey ‘Four Fifteenth Century London plans’ London Topographical Record, 

20 (1952); Harvey (1993), p.95-96. 

4. The Plans of a Charterhouse. See: M.D. Knowles, ‘Clerkenwell and Islington, Middlesex, Mid-15th Century’, 

in Skelton and Harvey (1989), p.221-229; Bruno Barber and Christopher Thomas, The London Charterhouse 

(London and University Press, 1992) p.168-172. 
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trades.14 Given this shared expertise and the lack of any other contractual drawings dated 

before 1500, a carpenter’s work is taken as representative of the drawings made by both 

crafts in the late-fifteenth century.  

The drawing of a timber framed house itself only survived because it had been 

bound into the beginning of the Register of Jerome de Ghinucci, Bishop of Worcester. The 

Bishop died in 1535 and, given that the registers were usually only bound into books after 

the death of their respective prelate, the image could only have been made before 1535.15 

However, the drawing itself shows a house that is characteristic of a style of building 

prevalent in the West Midlands between 1480-1500, so a late fifteenth century date is 

likely.16 Given that the drawing has survived in an environment that does not lead to its 

ready connection to any of the circumstances of its production, drawing simple conclusions 

as to why the image was made and how it was used involves an examination of internal 

evidence. 

 The parchment is drawn on both sides, (see fig 39 and 40); the most striking of these 

two images portrays the elevation of a timber framed building of three stories with shops on 

the ground floor. The section of the page that would have shown the roof was probably cut 

off when the parchment was made into a binding. The reverse side, fig. 40 (see fig 41 for a 

clearer reproduction of the faint lines of fig. 40), is a much rougher drawing of a cross 

section of a two storey building. F.B. Charles argues that the two images: one of a two-

storey, one of a three-storey house, are in fact of the same building. The rougher cross 

section is, he argues, a close-up preliminary study of the first floor and the roof, from which 

the ground floor was omitted.  Having drawn out a study of the technically most difficult 

part of the building, there was, as he suggests, “neither good reason nor space on the 

parchment to repeat the design simply to show what the designer already knew – that his 

building was of three stories.” As such an extract suggests, Charles is convinced that the 

rough sketch of the cross section of the house was produced for the carpenter’s own benefit 

and his further analysis of the rough working drawing is instructive: “the duplicated line, 

trying out variations of shape and proportion; the superimpositions of one detail over 

another; and the lack of finish” are all, he suggests, characteristic of a private sketch, and are 

                                                             
14 For a comprehensive selection of carpenters and masons contracts see Salzman (1952), appendix B.  
15F.D.B Charles, ‘A Sixteenth Century Drawing of a Timber Framed Town House’, Transaction of the 

Worcester Architectural Society, 3rd Series, iii (1970-2), pp.67-69 (p.67). 
16For further information on the dating of the document see Charles (1970-2); Pacey (2007), p.139-147.   
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signs that “the drawing had fulfilled its purpose when each problem had been solved or 

become clear in the designer’s mind.” He goes onto argue that, 

 

There was no need for anything more elaborate even when it came to actual building – 

a salutary contrast with the sheaves of technical documents required today when the 

highly specialised architect has become only the first in a long line of other specialists 

and officials without whom his design cannot be transformed into a building. 17 

 

The internal evidence provided by the drawing suggests to Charles that the rough sketch is 

not a working drawing used as part of the actual building of the house, but that it was, in 

contrast, a private way of thinking through a design problem at an early stage of the 

planning. 

F. B. Charles argues on stylistic grounds that the high-quality elevation of the front of 

the building (fig 39) was the kind of drawing that would be shown to the client for whom the 

carpenter was working. If the house was ever built, it has not survived, so we cannot be sure 

exactly how the drawing relates to its subject. However, Charles attempts to give a 

numerical scale to the image nevertheless. He writes that in the lower left hand corner of 

the drawing the first bay window is drawn to a scale of “about three-quarters of an inch to a 

foot” but he goes on to point out that the drawing is compressed on the right hand side, 

possibly to fit the required number of bays onto the page. He also suggests that while the 

ground storey of the house uses a vertical scale of “about three-quarters of an inch to a foot 

[...]the vertical scale of the drawing is substantially reduced upwards so that the top floor 

scales to not much more than half an inch a foot.”18 Charles describes a drawing that starts 

at the lower left hand end of the page with a scale that is consistent both vertically and 

horizontally but that this consistency lasts only as far as the first bay of the ground floor, 

because, as the draughtsman works from left to right, he incrementally compresses the 

image in order to fit all the bays of the ground floor onto the page. Consequently, the scale 

at one end of the house does not relate to that at the other end. Having drawn the ground-

floor he then moves on to draw the second and third floors and realises that in order to fit 

them in he will have to compress their dimensions so that the top two floors also become 

                                                             
17Charles (1970-2), p.70. 
18Charles (1970-2), p.69. 
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incrementally smaller as the draftsman works up the page. Despite the fact that Charles 

confidently ascribes figures to the “scale” of this drawing, the scale is so inconsistent that it 

is probably wrong to think of these distortions as evidence of the fact that the draughtsman 

has tried and failed to draw to scale. A better way to understand this image is to recognise 

that we are looking at an image that was produced for a purpose that did not require 

anything more than a very approximate proportional representation, a drawing from which 

neither dimensions nor proportions were derived. If the drawing was used to present a 

general image of the works to the patron (as opposed to being used as a working drawing) it 

would explain why the scale is approximate enough to give a general idea of the style of the 

building and a rough idea of how it will look, and also explain why the draughtsmen was not 

overly careful about producing an image which proportionally portrayed its dimensions.  

The precise laying out of dimensions was reserved for the written contracts that 

accompanied these plats. The following contract refers to a plat as a rough guide to the 

placement of general features while itself giving detailed and accurate dimensional 

description. The contract itself is made between the Warden of Winchester College and two 

carpenters to build an inn in Andover, in Hampshire. It concerns a building whose details 

were being worked outin 1444, shortly before the range of dates offered for the 

construction of the timber house near Worcester: 

 

The said John and Richard shal wel and counabili’ make in so moch as to carpentri bi 

longeth that is for to sey A inne [...] conteyning in circuyte 90 fete in the Counte of 

Sutht after a portatur ther of mad or better and acording to the counantis in the 

endentur rehersid Of the which xvijxx fete iiijxxx to be billid north and suth a forestrete 

uppon the same ground wher on shal be sette in the suth parti’ of the foresied ground 

a chamber xxiiij fete widnesse north and suth and in lengh xx fete [...]19 

 

The contract goes on to describe the dimensions of the rooms, the stables and the windows,  

and in the following extract refers back to the “portatur” before going into great detail as to 

the width of various structural beams which have been agreed on:  

 

                                                             
19Salzman (1952), p.518. 
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Also in the ende of the said Inne that is for to sey in the west part of the same inne al 

jbillyd cont’ iiijxx fete and x like to the north and suth parte savyng a chambyr’ over a 

gate in the said parti with a joti wyndowe a cordyng to the portratur. Also the 

groundsell of the same inne a fote brode and ix inches thikk. The postes of the same j 

fote brede and x inches think. The somers acordyng to the same werk. The joistes in 

wards vij inches of brede vj thikk and by twyne every joiste viij inches space [...] 20 

 

The contrast here between the presentational drawing with no dimensional accuracy and 

the written contract specifying the dimensions and structural details of the house in detail 

helps to understand how these pictoral drawings  were used in the late Middle Ages. For a 

written contract like this would clearly have been of far more use in the construction of the 

works than an image like that of the Worcester house, where the representation of the 

building fails to maintain any kind of internal proportional consistency, distorting lengths 

arbitrarily and unpredictably in both orientations. The drawing acts as a guide to the general 

layout of a building, as in the example above where the contract refers to the “portratur” in 

order to clarify where the window it describes is placed in relation to the room over the 

gate, but the pictoral drawing is not used as anything other than the loosest form of 

reference point, and the precise details of the work are all described linguistically. The 

contractual drawings were probably not drawn with an emphasis on dimensional accuracy 

because that accuracy was contained in the written contracts that were the traditional 

medieval form of drafting an agreement between patron and builder. In no extant examples 

of the pictoral plats are numerical dimensions used, despite the fact that numerical lengths 

are consistently cited in the written contracts. This is understandable: the observational 

drawing was a very late addition to the written contract and in its early forms it clearly did 

not take much of the burden of representing the work away from the text of the contract 

itself. Drawings were used to provide a rough idea of what the two parties have agreed the 

house will look like when complete while the text contained precise numerical and 

descriptive details that could be accurately used during construction. Yet as the following 

examples of contracts and drawings suggest, the burden of accurate representation varies 

with each new contractual settlement made between builder and patron, some early 

                                                             
20Salzman (1952), p.518. 
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sixteenth century plats taking more of a responsibility for representing their subject than 

others. However, as a general principle, unlike in the technical drawings of the Middle Ages, 

the plats made for patrons before Henry VIII tend to replicate the experience of human 

perspective from an oblique position, portraying a general sense of how something looks 

without paying too much attention to precise linear proportions.21 

Moving chronologically onwards, during the last years of Henry VII’s reign and the 

first years of the new King’s rule, a period where Henry VIII showed little interest in building, 

a similar type of patron-builder relationship was maintained and similar types of images 

were used.22  A number of the building contracts that were produced to regulate the works 

at King’s College Chapel Cambridge mention that a work should be made according to a plat. 

In fact, three of the four contracts which survive from the site use images, which is good 

evidence that the practice had become commonplace by the early sixteenth century. The 

chapel at King’s was begun in 1448 and it was worked on by a succession of English kings 

whose reigns were cut short by civil war. By the turn of the sixteenth century it was in 

varying stages of incompletion. In 1507 Henry VII provided the funds to complete the works 

and as his death approached he gave increasingly large sums of money to the college, 

stipulating that his executors should continue to finance the building until it was complete.23 

The surviving contracts from the work at King’s College record that in Henry VII’s final 

years and following his death, drawings were supplied to a set of executors who released the 

funds allocated by Henry VII on the understanding that the works would continue according 

to the plats they had seen. Two later contracts, from 1512 and 1513 both suggest that work 

on the chapel should be carried on “accordyng to a platt therof made and signed with the 

handes of the lordes executors unto the kyng of most famous memorye Herry the vij whose 

sowle god pardon.” 24 It is unlikely that the King’s executors had any design input into either 

the roof vaults or the “Batelmentes of all the seid porches and chapelles” to which these 

two contracts refer. The drawings were probably used as contractual records that were 

valuable because they could be sent to the executors in LondonHaving been signed and 

authenticated they could be returned to the site and stored at King’s college as a lasting 

                                                             
21 See John Pinto, ‘Origins and Development of the Ichnographic City Plan’, Journal of the Society of 

Architectural Historians, 35 (1976), pp.35-50. 
22 For evidence of Henry’s lack of interest in building in the early part of his reign see the opening section of 

chapter three.  
23 H.M. Colvin, The History of the King’s Works, Vol III (London: HMSO, 1975), p.187-188. 
24See Salzman (1952), p.567 (Contract number 110). 
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graphic record of what had been authorised. We know that the drawings signed by the 

King’s executors were returned to the site and stored because a later contract makes clear 

that a new plat which, perhaps, altered the older set of drawings should be put “with all the 

other plattes afore reherced in the kepyng of the seid Surveyor signed with the handes of 

the lordes the kynges executors.”25 What we see at Kings is the beginning of a system 

developed in the 1540s with Whitehall as its administrative center, a system in which the 

plat would become both design drawing and administrative record, where from a single, 

central site drawings could be sent back and forth across the country to shape and change 

works being constructed while also allowing the collection of a graphic archive recording 

what designs had been authorised. The process is in its early stages during the work at Kings 

College for the plats here were probably not used to engage with the design of the works. It 

is unlikely that Henry VII’s executors would have done so in any case, but we nevertheless 

see the innate quality of the paper plat being exploited by an administrative system at a very 

early date in Henry’s reign. This is an important example of a theme to which we will later 

return. 

 The contracts from King’s College are also useful because they give some idea of 

what was contained in the plats. The first mention of plats is in relation to the finials of the 

chapel, that is, the small conical protuberances, often highly worked, that were used to 

emphasise the apex of the gables used in Gothic architecture. The contract states that, 

 

the fynyalles to be wele and workmanly wrought, made and sett upp after the best 

handelyng and fourme of good workmanship acordyng to the plattes conceyved and 

made for the same26 

 

The contract goes on to state that “All the seid fynsshyng” that is all the decorative features, 

including the 

  

                                                             
25 Salzman (1952), p.569 (Contract number)111.  
26Salzman (1952), p.565 (Contract number 108). 
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 Fynyalles, ryfant, gablettes, BAtelmentes, orbys, or Crosse quaters, and euery other 

thyng belongyng to the same to be wele and workmanly wrought, made and sett upp, 

acordyng to a platt therof made, remaynyng in the kepyng of the seid Surveyour.27 

 

The plats are used as a way of qualifying the repeated assertion that the surface of the 

building is “to be wele and workmanly wrought, made and sett upp” a phrase which of itself 

was clearly thought to be insufficiently able to capture the level of workmanship expected. 

The later contracts use plats in a similar way. The first describes a roof vault and states that 

the two master masons, 

 

the said John Wastell and Herry Smerk shall make and sett upp or cawse to be made 

and sett upp at their costes and charges a good suer and sufficient vawte for the grete 

churche ther to be workmanly wrought made and sett upp after the best handlyng and 

fourme of good workmanship accordyng to a platt therof made.28 

 

Once again the plat is used to illustrate what seems to be a formulaic written description 

that the vault should be “workmanly wrought, made and sett upp after the best handlyng 

and fourme of good workmanship.” The last surviving contract from the works states that in 

contrast to the highly worked vaults of the “great churche” that is, its nave, the “vawtes of 

vij Chapelles in the body of the same Church with Weldon ston to be made of a more course 

worke, as apperith by a platte for the same to be made.”29 Here the written description of 

the work in the chapels is defined relatively; in contrast with the existing stonework in the 

nave it is to be of “more course worke.” Yet while existing work could be taken as a model, 

how “course” the new stonework was to be is left unclear by the written description, and as 

is the case with all the contracts from King’s, the burden of the information about the 

decorative surfaces of the stonework clearly lay within the “platte” made to accompany the 

contract. 

 The plats were probably not used as a way of negotiating either the structural or the 

decorative surface of the church, but were, in contrast, a passive record of the level of detail 

                                                             
27Salzman (1952), p.565 (Contract no. 108). 
28Salzman (1952), p.567 (Contract no. 109). 
29 Salzman (1952), p.569 (Contract no. 111). 
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and decoration which had been authorised. Keeping an accurate record of how much 

decorative stonework was authorised at the planning stage had financial implications for 

both parties and these plats were clearly made to fulfil a precise and important function. 

However, these images would not have facilitated the active engagement with the structural 

design of the works of which there is good evidence later in Henry’s reign.  

The contemporary drawings made by William Vertue probably give a good idea of the 

kinds of drawing that were used as part of the King’s College plats. Vertue specialised in the 

construction of fan vaulting and was responsible for the design of the vaults in the Henry VII 

Chapel at Westminster, at Bath Abbey and at St George’s Chapel in Windsor.30 During the 

period in which King’s College Chapel was being completed Vertue was working on the roof 

vault of the chapel at WindsorHowever, he visited the works at King’s Cambridge at least 

four times between 1507-1512 and was present at a discussion in 1507 after which work 

was begun so it is likely that he had some influence over the design of King’s and may even 

have drafted some of the earliest plats mentioned in later contracts.31 A surviving contract 

from St George’s  Chapel also shows that Vertue used plats in a similar way to the examples 

at King’s. The relevant part of the contract from St George’s states,  

 

 The said William Vertue covenanteth and granteth by these presents to cause or doo 

to be vauted with freestone the roof of our Ladie Chapel within the Collegiate churche 

of Windsor aforesaid according to a platte designed and drawn for that purpose the 

counterpaine whereof is and remayneth in the hands of the said Dean and 

Channons.32  

 

Like the contracts made at King’s College, Vertue’s contract uses a plat to record the level of 

work that has been agreed for, in this instance, the vault of the Lady Chapel, which is to be 

made “according to a platte designed and drawn for that purpose.” The extant drawings that 

have been attributed to Vertue cannot, unfortunately, be connected to the contract cited 

above but they do clearly emphasise the decorative details of the stone surfaces of their 

                                                             
30On Virtue’s life see: John H. Harvey and Arthur Oswald, English Medieval Architects: A biographical 

dictionary down to 1550, 2nd edn. (Gloucester: Alan Sutton, 1987). 
31Colvin (1975), p.188; see also Salzman (1952), p.569 (Contract number)111. For the reference to a set of 

earlier contracts.  
32 Salzman (1952), p.562 (Contract no. 106). 
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subject, and the style of their drawing could have allowed plats to be used in the way the 

contract suggests. It is therefore likely that Vertue would have used a similar style to create 

the plats that accompanied the contract from St George’s Chapel. Throughout this period 

there are problems surrounding the lack of surviving drawings. However, given the 

similarities between how the St George’s and King’s College contracts use plats as an integral 

part of the written agreement, and Vertue’s involvement with the works at King’s college, it 

is likely that the extant drawings attributed to Vertue provide some insight into the kinds of 

plats that were made for the works at King’s Cambridge.  

There are four surviving Gothic elevations produced during this period, one is actually 

of King’s College Cambridge but is thought to have been made after the work was 

complete33 and the other three have all been variously attributed to Vertue; two on 

relatively firm historical grounds and the third stylistically. The three drawings34 are: 

 

Fig 42.A bay of Bishop Fox’s chantry in Winchester Cathedral, erected sometime 

between 1513 and 151835 

 

Fig 43.A pedestal for sculpture surmounted by an elaborate free-standing canopy with 

unknown subject or origins. This image is particularly interesting in that it is the only 

English example of a Gothic architectural drawing which contains both the elevation 

and plan of its subject.36 

 

Fig 44.A proposal for a sepulchral monument to Henry VI, presumably made for Henry 

VII, who had planned to erect a shrine over his Uncles relics at Westminster abbey.37 

 

                                                             
33Colvin (1975), p.195. 
34On all three drawings see: Richard Marks and Paul Williamson (2003); Anthony Gerbino and Stephen 

Johnston, Compass and Rule; Architecture as Mathematical Practice 1500-1750 (New Haven, Conn.: Yale 

University Press, 2009), p.28-30. 
35Philip Lindley, ‘The Sculptural Programme of Bishop Fox’s Chantry chapel’, in Gothic to the Renaissance: 

Essays on sculpture in England (Stamford: Paul Watkins, 1995), p.207-212. 
36On the use of elevation and plan see: Wolfgang Lefevre, ‘The Emergence of Combined Orthographic 

Projections’, in Picturing Machines 1400-1700, ed. by Wolfgang Lefevre (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2004), 

p.209-244; Gothic Design Techniques: The Fifteenth Century Design Booklets of Mathes Roriczer and Hanns 

Schuttermayer, ed. by Lon Shelby (Carbondale, IL: Southern Illinois UP, 1977). 
37Philip Lindley, ‘“The Singular Medieacions and Praiers of Al the Holie Companie of Heven” Sculptural 

Functions and Forms in Henry VII’s Chapel’, in Westminster Abbey: The Lady Chapel of Henry VII, ed. Tim 

Tatton-Brown and Richard Mortimer (Woodbridge: Boydell Press, 2003), pp.259-93.  
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Like the drawing of the timber framed house found in Worcester, these images are pictoral 

representations. Two of the subjects portrayed in these drawings have not survived, or were 

never made, however the chantry in Winchester cathedral was built between 1513 and 

151838 and as Mark Girouard notes there are extensive proportional differences between 

the drawing and the executed building.39 As is likely to be the case for all three drawings, the 

portrayal of the chantry gives a good impression of the extent and complexity of the surface 

mouldings of the chantry, but it  does not portray the dimensions of its subject using a fixed 

numerical ratio. Moreover, the efforts towards scale drawing are undermined by the use of 

more than one perspective position. In fig 42 this effect is noticable where we see both the 

floors of the lower niches but also look up into their canopy. Arnold Pacey describes this 

distorting effect in relation to the timber frame house, but the passage applies well to the 

range of pictoral work from this period. He writes that 

 

to make a scale drawing, a draughtsman not only needs a clear idea that everything in 

the drawing is reduced in the same proportion, but also requires an awareness that 

any protruding parts of an elevation, and any surfaces seen obliquely, cannot be 

shown as they ordinarily appear. Instead, a convention known as orthogonal projection 

needs to be used in which everything is drawn as if seen from exactly right angles to 

the plane of the picture. This has the effect of compressing the third dimension of the 

object being drawn, which preserved dimensional accuracy where perspective distorts 

it.40 

 

 Pacey draws our attention to the fact that, in order to be used as a working drawing, 

technical images need to avoid replicating the perspective effects of seeing receding 

surfaces in the real world because the experience of perspective distorts dimensional 

accuracy. The working drawings used by masons to lay out groundplans, or draw the full 

scale images on tracing floors, do take up a consistent plan view of their subject, but the 

pictoral work produced for patrons in this period does not use the technical idiom because, 

presumably, they were intended as a way of replicating how work will look for an untrained 

                                                             
38 Angela Smith, ‘The Chantry Chapel of Bishop Fox’, Winchester Cathedral Record, 57 (1988), p.27-32. 
39 Mark Girouard, ‘Three Gothic drawings in the Smithson Collection’, Journal of the Royal Institute of British 

Architects, 64, no.I (1956), p.56-7. 
40Pacey (2007), p.29. 
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patron. We see a similar use of perspective view in the joints between the superstructure 

and the octagonal buttress-posts in the representation of the tomb, (fig 44) where the 

draughtsman has improvised a perspective view and inset it into a flat elevation. However, 

though it is important to clarify the differences between the mason's technical and the 

pictoral modes of representation, we should not look at these early drawings for patrons as 

unsuccessful attempts at technical drawing. Pictoral images made for patrons fulfilled their 

function perfectly by portraying, in the case of King’s College, the decorative detail which the 

clerks wereforced to standardise into conventional written descriptions, notably that the 

surface decoration be “wele and workmanly wrought.”  

When looking at early pictoral drawings we should not think about them as failed 

attempts to represent their subject within a technical idiom, but as images that responded 

to contemporary needs which, in the above examples, concerned the level of carving work 

that was to be put into the surface of the stones. In Mathew Paris’ account of the building of 

the abbey at St Albans in the Gesta Abbatum we can see the importance of agreeing the 

extent of decoration prior to work being begun. The extract describes the building work 

made in 1195: 

 

It came about by the treacherous advice of the said Hugh that the carved work was 

added; and before the middle of the work had risen as high as the water table the 

abbot was tired of it [...] and the work languished. And as the walls were left 

uncovered during the rainy season the stones, which were very soft, broke into little 

bits, and the wall, like the fallen and ruinous stonework, with its columns, cases and 

capitals, slipped and fell by its own weight; so that the wreck of images and flowers 

was a cause of smiles and laughter to those that saw it.41 

 

This passage foregrounds how, in an age of Gothic architecture, the crucial points in the 

design and planning process may have been utterly different to our own. Adding detailed 

“carved work” of “images and flowers” was not simply a decorative extra but something that 

could govern the success of a project. The level of work put into the stone surfaces is exactly 

                                                             
41 Extract from Mathew Paris, Gesta Abbatum Monasterii Sancti Albani, trans. by Henry Riley (London : 

Longmans, Green, Reader, and Dyer, 1867-1869), p.219.  Large sections of the text are reproduced by Salzman 

(1952), Appendix A, p.376. 
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what the plats from King’s College and St George’s Windsor aimed to clarify and while the 

dimensions and groundplan of a site were important, and continued to be important, the 

level of superficial detail agreed between the patron and the builder was clearly a critical 

early design issue for which a clarity of communication and record was needed. By the late 

fifteenth century it seems that masons drawing up contracts had standardised the written 

descriptions of decorative detail and instead used plats to depict the agreed level of work, so 

avoiding the kinds of difficulties described by Paris in a period in which there is no evidence 

that preliminary drawings were made for patrons. 

 One further late example of the process of negotiating the design of a works is useful 

in so far as it shows how negotiating a design was context specific, depending on both the 

graphic and written knowledge of both patron and builder. Written in 1494 it is sent from 

the Prior of Canterbury to the Archbishop. The Prior writes, 

 

... I have communed with John Wastell your mason, berer hereof, to perceyve of hym 

what forme and shappe he will kepe in reysyng up of the pynaclys of your new towre 

here. He drew unto us ij patrons of hem. The on was with doble fineall withoute 

croketts, and the other was with croketts and single fineall. Thys ij patrons please yt 

your gode Grauce to commaunde the seyd Jo. Wastell to draw and shew hem unto 

you, and uppon the sycht your good Grace shew hym your advise and pleasure whyche 

of them ij, or of any other to be divised, shall contente your gode Lordshyp to be 

appoynted. 42 

 

It is significant that the Prior asks the Archbishop to make Wastell “draw and shew” him the 

images, or perhaps more accurately, to redraw and show him how the finial will look. 

Presumably the drawing first made for the Prior could not simply be taken to the Archbishop 

because the expense of paper or parchment meant that the drawings were sketched on 

something like a wall or the floor, not in any case, a mobile surface. This might well explain 

the scarcity of pictoral drawings made for patrons. Nevertheless, the superficial design of 

something as seemingly minor as a finial was clearly of some importance to the two men 

financing the work, and the untrained Prior and the Archbishop are able to communicate the 

                                                             
42Cited in Shelby (1967), p.390. 
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designs using technical descriptive language: note for example the comparison of the “doble 

fineall withoute croketts” and the other with “croketts and single fineall.” As in the other 

examplescost was probably a decisive factor in carefully examining the extent of the worked 

detail agreed for the superstructure of a building.  

More generally, we can see how the balance between words and image is carefully 

and uniquely poised in each encounter between patron and builder, or one patron and 

another, in order to capture the design quality or complexity of a work. Unlike in the 

contracts from King’s where description of the details of the decorative surface are 

described with very limited vocabulary, in this case, two patrons, the Prior and the 

Archbishop are able to communicate the essential features of a design linguistically and 

compare two designs through their written descriptors. However, the Prior is nevertheless 

insistent on the use of having Wastell re-draw out and so “shew” the prelate how the two 

fineals will look. The extant evidence suggests that the drawings made for patrons were 

pictoral, but these images were of varying types and the burden of representing the work at 

a preliminary stage was shared between written and graphic descriptions in ways that 

clearly depended on the technical expertise of both the master mason and the patron. The 

plat was a method of communicating a design between two parties and it varied according 

to the graphic skills of both sides of the relationship.  

 

At the point of Henry’s accession in 1507 there were a number of different forms of 

architectural drawing in regular use among master masons. There were the technical 

groundplans which were used to explore the proportions of the whole building in full-scale 

on the ground, and the full-scale images used to control the making of parts of the building 

that were incised into the tracing floor. There were also small-scale drawings made either as 

rough sketches or more formally, using the non-numerical techniques of constructive 

geometry. This chapter has added to this list, arguing that separate from this tradition were 

the pictoral drawings and carvings used to decorate the surface of stonework, and the 

pictoral images drawn as part of a contract with a patron. These drawings used inconsistent 

scales but acted as a visual record of the agreed level of detail put into the surface of stones 

as well as providing patrons with a view of the general appearance of a building. These two 

traditions seem to have been largely separate. I am not suggesting that patrons were never 

shown working drawings laid out on the earth or the tracing floor, and likewise, drawings for 
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patrons may have acted as the loosest kinds of guide in the construction of a worksBut these 

two traditions use importantly different graphic styles which reflect the fact that they were 

both used for precise functions and were drawn out in ways that would best fulfil the 

function for which they were intended. The next chapter will develop this argument in 

suggesting that the older tradition of technical drawing is incorporated gradually into 

drawings for patrons in the 1530s. 

Over the course of Henry VIII’s reign there is an increasing use of drawings in the 

process of designing domestic and military architecture and calculating how to place these 

buildings within their surrounding landscapeBut even at the end of Henry’s reign the use of 

drawings was only part of the process through whicha design was finalised. Sending 

drawings of landscape or architecture to the King often involved sending the mason who had 

drawn them to Henry, and these masons were used to explain the plat as well as used to 

draft any changes. The discussions themselves were often further guided by letters written 

by the local military commander and sent with the mason and the plats. On his return the 

mason and the Kings letters again accompanied any changes to the original plats or any new 

work which had been drafted in consultation with the King. (See chapter four for more 

detail) Over the course of Henry's reign, the balance between word and image shifts its 

weight, it does not fall decisively one way or another. 
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Chapter Three.  Henry’s patronage 1509-1539. 

 

 The following two chapters examine the relationship between the way in which 

maps were used, and the changing forms of graphic representation within the maps 

themselves. They argue that under pressure from particularly Henry VIII, the plats made for 

the King begin to incorporate the technical idiom which had previously been used in full 

scale working drawings rather than the paper plans made for patrons. Chapters three and 

four divide Henry’s reign into two periods. Chapter three looks at the King’s use of plats 

from his accession in 1509 to the point at which the King authorises a national re-

fortification programme in 1539.1 The period between the re-fortification programme of 

1539 and Henry’s death is discussed in chapter four. This division is structured around the 

changing extent of the archival evidence available (which is far greater after 1539) rather 

than being used to suggest that the history of local maps is discontinuous over the two 

periods. After 1539 the King’s involvement with a variety of maps and plans is well recorded 

in the letters sent between London and the military building works across the south coast of 

England and the territories in the pale of Calais. Alongside the letters which record these 

often technically detailed conversations, some of the plats which were sent back and forth 

between the King and his workmen have themselves survived. These letters and plats 

provide evidence which shows the King altering and amending the plats sent to him for 

approval and clearly demonstrates that by the 1540s the King is regularly using plats to 

control the process of both architectural work and, in some instances, landscape mapping.2 

The use of maps and plans after 1539 has been examined by historians within architectural 

and cartographic history, and some critics have focused on Henry VIII’s role within this 

nationwide scheme.3 Given the extensive evidence that exists from 1539 onwards, the 

critical works that look at Henry’s influence tend to assume that the demands of the 

                                                             
1 On the national refortification program see: Peter Barber, ‘Map Making in England ca.1470-1650’, in The 

History of Cartography: Cartography in the European Renaissance, Vol. 3, Part 2,  ed. by David Woodward 

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007), pp.1589-1669 (p.1601-1607); J.R. Hale, ‘Tudor Fortifications: 

The Defense of the Realm 1485- 1558’, in The History of the King’s Works Vol. IV 1485- 1660 Part II, ed. by 

H.M. Colvin (HMSO: London, 1982), pp.367-401. 
2 See: Chapter four.  
3 See: Barber (2007), p.1601-1607; Hale (1982), pp.367-401; Anthony Gerbino and Stephen Johnston Compass 

and Rule; Architecture as Mathematical Practice 1500-1750 (New Haven, Conn.; London: Yale University 

Press, 2009), p.31-44; Man and Monarch, ed. by Susan Doran and David Starkey (London: The British Library, 

2009), p.209-257. 
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fortification programme and the use of foreign engineers caused the kinds of changes 

associated with this period, notably the introduction of scale, and the inclusion of the King 

within the process of designing the royal works.4 

However, chapter three argues that local maps incorporated the technical idiom 

during the design of Henry’s domestic palaces in the early 1530s, nearly ten years before the 

fortification programme was begun. Rather than focusing on the demands of the 

fortification programme and its influence over the local map, my own work looks at the 

graphic skills of the master masons and the personal and political demands of Henry VIII and 

suggests that the interaction between the King and his master masons leads to the use of 

technical drawings within the negotiations between patron and builder over domestic 

works. A two way process is described: on the one hand, Henry’s demands for increasingly 

intricate and extensive privy apartments in the early 1530s were enabled by the small-scale, 

technical drawings being made for the King. On the other, the King’s demands themselves 

encouraged masons to incorporate the technical idiom into small-scale plans as a way of 

satisfying the King and working through his increasingly complex architectural demands. 

 This argument connects my work to a critical tradition that focused around the work 

of David Starkey that has, up to now, been separated out from cartographic studies of the 

period. Starkey’s argument suggests that Henry had personal and political reasons to control 

the design of his domestic apartments in the 1530s. He has argued that the rooms around 

the King were used to establish a hierarchy of political power by regulating access to and 

intimacy with the King.5 By emphasising that political power focused around access to Henry 

VIII himself, Starkey invites closer attention to the physical rooms and chambers of the royal 

apartments and these architectural features become part of a complex history of how 

                                                             
4 See esp. Gerbino and Johnson (2009), p.31-44; See: Barber (2007), p.1607; Marcus Merriman, ‘Italian 

Military Engineers in England in the 1540s’ in English Map making 1500-1650, ed. By Sarah Tyacke, (London; 

British Library, 1983); R.A. Skelton, ‘The Military Surveyors Contribution to British Cartography in the 16th 

Century’, Imago Mundi, XXIV (1970), pp.77-83; P.D.A. Harvey, ‘The Portsmouth Map of 1545 and the 

Introduction of Scale Maps into England’, in Hampshire Studies, ed. by John Webb, Nigel Yates, and Sarah E. 

Peacock (Portsmouth: Portsmouth City Records Office, 1981), pp.33-49. 

 

 
5 Starkey's articles on the subject are extensive but see esp. David Starkey, ‘Introduction: Court History in 

Perspective’, in The English Court: from the Wars of the Roses to the Civil War, ed. by David Starkey (London, 

1987), pp.1-24; ‘Intimacy and Innovation: the Rise of the Privy Chamber, 1485-1547’ in Starkey (1987), pp.71-

118; ‘Court and Government’, in Revolution Reassessed: Revisions in the History of Tudor Government and 

Administration, ed. Christopher Coleman and David Starkey (Oxford, 1986), pp.29-58; see also: Simon Thurley 

The Royal Palaces of Tudor England : Architecture and Court Life, 1460-1547 (New Haven, Conn.: Yale 

University Press, 1993), p.36-39. 
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political power was given to those allowed beyond certain key doorways and removed from 

others by keeping their access limited to outer chambers.6 Yet given how important the 

layout and design of the King’s apartments are to Starkey’s argument, it is perhaps 

surprising that he does not openly confront the issue of whether or not Henry designed his 

own privy chambers or was personally responsible for the continual expansion and re-

working of these rooms in light of the changing political circumstances of his reign. That 

Henry had some influence over the works is implicit in much of Starkey’s writing, yet the 

precise nature of his involvement is never clarified, as in the following passage from his 

introduction to a collection of essays on the English court. In this passage Starkey responds 

to Geoffrey Elton’s argument that there was a separation between the royal court and the 

process of national government that Elton describes as both “institutional and 

geographical.”7 Starkey disagrees with Elton’s argument writing that,   

 

 The king’s court was the government: the king’s palace – Whitehall –was the seat of 

government. [...]. For not only had Henry VIII acquired and rebuilt the palace; he had 

remodelled both Council and Chamber. And all at more or less the same time, 

between 1526 and 1540. This is the true ‘Tudor revolution in government’ it did not 

depersonalize government, as Elton thought. Instead it focused if more directly on the 

King’s person and his palace.8  

 

Starkey here connects the act of rebuilding the palace with the remodelling of the 

institutions that it would house, but it is unclear how much agency Starkey would actually 

give the King. Despite his assertion that “Henry VIII acquired and rebuilt the palace” and that 

“he had remodelled both Council and Chamber,” Starkey could be suggesting that the King 

                                                             
6 In a characteristic passage Starkey explains the relationship between the Privy Chamber (the group of 

nobleman who waited on the King in his day to day life within his most intimate rooms, including the 

bedchamber) and the Privy Council (the nobles who formed the principal decision making body in England, and 

who were often also members of the Privy chamber) through looking at the layout of the rooms at Whitehall. He 

writes: “The doors of the Council Chamber and Bedchamber were thus separated by only a few yards of the 

width of the Gallery. This proximity explains, almost by itself, the close links of the Privy Chamber and the 

Privy Council. They co-habited the same exclusive area of the palace to which, moreover, only they had access. 

[...] they were specialist but overlapping bodies that both drew their power from their proximity to the 

monarch.” Starkey (1987), p.16. Starkey’s approach consistently emphasises the point contained in the above 

passage: that understanding how Tudor institutions separated and overlapped relies on a knowledge of the rooms 

which structured the political hierarchy. 
7 Starkey (1987), p.17. 
8 Starkey (1987), p.17. 
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himself re-designed both palace and institutions or could be using “Henry VIII” as a 

synecdoche to suggest that Henry and all of his councillors, masons, workmen etc. were 

responsible. Yet if Starkey’s work neglects the archival details that might help us to re-

construct how far Henry’s own influence can be felt behind the design of his palaces, his 

work is important in so far as it offers a clear motivation for why Henry might have become 

involved with the work of his masons during the extensive building and re-building of his 

palaces in the 1530s. For as Starkey convincingly argues, the design of the King’s palaces had 

personal and political importance to Henry. In a system where designing the spatial 

organisation of the King’s palaces was a way for the King to control the various institutions 

and men housed within them, control over architectural design was in effect a method of 

manipulating the governing bodies in England. Starkey’s arguments invite a materialist 

examination that does not simply assume that design control over architectural works was 

possible, but looks at the forms of representation being used and questions how far any lay 

patron could have shaped the work of master masons. This chapter looks at evidence that 

shows the technical idiom being incorporated into the drawings made for the King.  It 

suggests that the kinds of personal and political motivations that Starkey describes led to 

increasing pressure on master masons to abandon the pictoral works made for patrons 

during an earlier period and make drawings that would more accurately represent their 

subject within a set of standardised drawing conventions and allow Henry an increasingly 

active part in designing his buildings.  

Simon Thurley’s work on Tudor palaces also provides a useful context to this chapter.  

Thurley argues that between 1529 and 1531 there was a fundamental shift in royal interest in 

the King’s works and in the style of the architecture being made. Examining the buildings at 

Hampton Court, he argues that up to 1529 Henry continued to live in works built under the 

supervision of Cardinal Wolsey and that, even after Wolsey’s downfall, Henry extended the 

royal apartments in the style of Wolsey and Henry VII, that is, by building upwards and 

creating a tower, known as a donjon, where the most private apartments were reached by 

going higher up the structure.9 However, Thurley argues that between 1529 and 1531 the 

King began to exercise his influence over the design of his works, evidence for which can, he 

suggests, be seen in the abandonment of this medieval style of royal apartment. For by April 

                                                             
9 Simon Thurley, The Royal Palaces of Tudor England : Architecture and Court life, 1460-1547 (New Haven, 

Conn.: Yale University Press, 1993), p.52. 
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1531 the foundations for Whitehall were being dug and the new style of palace seen at this 

site extended not upwards, where space was limited, but outward, on a single level, in a 

network of privy chambers, galleries, courtyards and gardens to which access could be 

limited to the men of the Privy Chamber by guarding a few principal entry points.10 Thurley 

incorporates Starkey’s arguments into his own architectural research, arguing that “The 

revolutionary change in the design of Henry VIII’s innermost lodgings between 1529 and 

1531 is linked directly with changes in the organisation of [...] the King’s Privy Chamber.”11 

As Starkey suggests “rebuilding” Whitehall Palace was a way of “remodelling” the Privy 

Council and Chamber, architectural re-design being part of the way in which the King shaped 

political institutions. Yet if Thurley provides a chronology that focuses attention on the 

architectural work of the early 1530s, his research does not explain how the King might have 

been able to implement design changes within the politically important spaces he inhabited. 

My own work looks at documentary and graphic sources and evaluates the material 

evidence of Henry’s involvement with his works as well as considering whether the drawings 

being made would have allowed Henry the kind of design control described by both Starkey 

and Thurley.  

Despite the confidence of both Thurley and Starkey that it was possible for Henry 

VIII, or indeed any patron, to exercise control over the design process in the early 1530s, the 

documentary evidence of Henry’s involvement is limited and architectural drawings from the 

period are scarce. From the early 1530s, the financial accounts of the King’s works begin to 

record both the purchase of materials to make plats for the King and the travelling expenses 

of masons travelling back to Henry with these drawings.  Though these references are 

important in showing the King’s early involvement they are accounting documents made up 

to record financial expenditure and in so far as they provide narrative descriptions of events 

they do so solely to explain how various sums of money were spent. Consequently these 

works accounts offer limited details about how exactly the King used his plats. As I have 

suggested above, this situation changes after 1539 because the King’s military fortification 

programme is well recorded in letters that provide extensive and detailed descriptions of 

Henry’s plat use. Similarly, plats seem to have been collated and stored in Whitehall after 

                                                             
10Simon Thurley, Whitehall Palace : an Architectural History of the Royal Apartments, 1240-1698 (New Haven: 

Yale University Press, 1999); Thurley (1993), esp. p.55. 
11Thurley (1993), p.135/136. 
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1539 in a way that they were not in an earlier period and only one of the plats drawn by a 

master craftsman between 1529-1539 survives. We know that plats were made in the early 

1530s from the financial accounts that record the purchase of their material and their use by 

the King, but for some reason these images were not stored in the same way as the plats of 

military works made after 1539. The limited number of pre-1539 drawings that are available 

to a modern historian do not therefore reflect historical reality and, apart from one select 

example, the drawings discussed in textual sources have been lost. 

Chapter three begins by examining the documentary evidence of Henry’s 

involvement with his domestic works. Having looked at this documentary evidence of plat 

use during the early 1530s and having attempted to evaluate Henry’s involvement with the 

design process my work then turns to examine what kinds of drawing were being used. Only 

one drawing of the King’s domestic building work has survived from this period. Made in 

1534, this parchment plan of royal apartments in Calais was drawn in the technical mode 

which was, I have argued, characteristic of masonic working drawings made between the 

1190s and the 1550s.  It provides unique evidence that the graphic techniques used in 

medieval working drawings were incorporated into small-scale paper plats used by patrons 

to examine the design of architectural works. Unfortunately the drawing cannot be 

connected to the named masons that we know were regularly making drawings for the King 

throughout the 1530s and it cannot therefore be taken as an example of the graphic work of 

the King’s favourites, notably William Clement and Christopher Dickenson at Hampton Court 

and John Moulton and John Russel in Whitehall.12  

Though the early graphic work of these craftsmen has not survived, some of their 

work on military sites made immediately after 1539 has been found and these plats are 

analysed to  give us some idea of the kinds of plats that were being made for the crown 

during an earlier period. Despite the limited evidence available this chapter concludes that 

Henry was using architectural plats during the early 1530s and suggests that the technical 

idiom was being used in plats from at least 1534 and probably earlier. My argument suggests 

that the pictoral drawings which were made for patrons in the late fifteenth and early 

sixteenth century were unable to portray the increasingly complex architectural demands of 

Henry VIII in the 1530s and, under pressure from the King, masons began to make technical 

                                                             
12 See part i of this chapter for more details about the work of these men.. 
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working drawings on paper and at small scale for the first time. The work of Starkey and 

Thurley draws our attention to the fact that Henry may have wished to control the layout of 

his palaces because these domestic spaces were intimately involved with the management 

of England’s most powerful political institutions.  

i. The Documentary Evidence of Henry’s Architectural Involvement During the 1530s 

 

 In the early years of Henry VIII’s reign the King seems to have taken relatively little 

interest in the domestic building works financed by the crown. Thomas Wolsey managed 

this aspect of royal expenditure, and there is evidence of the King’s influence at only one of 

the five sites at which royal works were begun before Wolsey’s downfall in 1529. The largest 

of the King’s works were made at Bridewell and Beaulieu and at both these sites the 

principal master craftsmen were chosen from Wolsey’s own works staff at Hampton Court 

or other personal building projects, and the financial records show that Wolsey seems to 

have largely negotiated the on-site details.13 At Eltham, the conversion works undertaken 

from 1519to 1522 were managed by the King’s comptroller, but the few extant paper 

records surviving from the site suggest that Wolsey once again managed the details.14 Henry 

himself draws negative attention to Wolsey’s control of the King’s works. During Wolsey’s 

disgrace and downfall a list of Wolsey’s prodigal and wasteful expenses was drawn up and 

with particular reference to the temporary palace made for the Field of Cloth of Gold, which 

was one of the major architectural works of the King’s early reign, the Cardinal was accused 

of ‘prodigal dispending of the king’s treasure. ’15 Only at Greenwich can the King’s early 

works not be connected to Wolsey’s supervision in so far as the design of two towers joined 

by a double storey gallery which ran around the tiltyard (and allowed maximum viewing 

space) probably reflected the King’s personal interest in tilting, hunting and revelling.16 

The extant documentary evidence for the King’s involvement after 1529 is framed by 

some scattered anecdotal references to his interest in the design of his works. In 1531 the 

Milanese ambassador, reporting the purchase of the lands for Whitehall Palace stated ‘his 

majesty is now staying at Greenwich, and often comes to Westminster, having designed 

                                                             
13Thurley (1993) , p.40-45. 
14 Thurley (1993), p.45-46. 
15 Thurley (1993), p.48. 
16 Thurley (1993), p.48. 
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[designato] new lodgings there.’17 The King’s early interest in his works is similarly implicit in 

an anecdotal detail mentioned in 1532 by the French envoy Du Bellay who, writing to Francis 

I, stated that that whenever they came to any house of the King’s ‘he shows it to me and 

tells me what he has done, and what he is going to do.’ The details about the King’ s 

involvement contained in the financial records of the works accounts compliment these 

descriptions. His two largest-scale building projects during this period were at Whitehall and 

Hampton Court. At Whitehall, the accounts from 1531, the commencement of the King’s 

works there, show that William Bayly, a London stationer, was paid for ‘iij skunnes of 

vealomne delyvered at the kinge’s manor to the handes of the maister mason there for 

plattis to be drawn upon the concernyng the saide buyldings.’ Similarly, ‘Paper Royall’ was 

purchased for use by the master mason, the master carpenter and others and on 8th 

September and on the 4thOctober paper was again delivered to the master mason for ‘for 

drawing in his Tracerye howse.’18 The accounts of the purchase of paper at Whitehall do not 

record whether these plats were shown to the King, perhaps because unlike the works made 

further afield, the plats at Whitehall were made in such close proximity to the King that his 

involvement was not recorded, and travelling costs incurred through taking plats to the King 

were not claimed. The plats made further from Whitehall, at Hampton Court give more 

detailed evidence of the King ordering and using plats. As early as the summer of 1529 the 

financial accounts from Hampton Court record that joiners were, 

 

 ‘working by the king’s devyese in his prevey closett over the warderobe uppon all 

suche prevey conceyts wiche wer devysed ther by his grace.’19 

 

This entry suggests two possibilities: either the craftsmen were working with the King in his 

privy closet on a set of designs  or “conceyts” for the building site as a whole, or they were 

working “by the kings devyese” on the actual construction of the closet using the designs 

which were “devysed ther by his grace.” Both possibilities suggest that before 1529 Henry 

had been involved in working on a plan that could be followed by his joiners during the 

construction process. Henry was also involved with the design of the new great hall whose 

                                                             
17Thurley (1993) p.39. 
18Colvin (1975), p.40, n.13. 
19Colvin (1982), p.5. 
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foundations were laid in 1532. The design of this building was prefaced by the purchase of 

six skins of parchment and four of vellum ‘to draw sundry plots upon at the King’s grace’s 

commandment.’ In May 1531 the Master Mason and Master Carpenter of the works: 

William Clement and Christopher Dickenson, were again being paid to work in their “tracing 

howses,” and during this period paper was bought using a similar explanation: for “sundry 

plattes drawyn at the Kynges commandment.”20 It is possible that Henry developed a 

personal relationship with Clement and Dickenson during the period in which they were 

drawing plats of Hampton Court “at the Kynges commandment” for the two men were 

transferred as a pair from Hampton Court to design the King’s brand new palaces at 

Oatlands and Nonsuch and regularly travelled to the King with plats of these works. 

Unfortunately none of the plats made by these craftsmen survive, however there are 

numerous references to their drawings. In 1537, Dickenson claimed ‘for hyes rydyng costes 

to the Kynges grace with sondry plats” of Oatlands as well as “to Knoll Otforde and other 

sondry places for provisyon of stone and workmen’’21 and  this entry marks the start of what 

seems to have been a circuit between Hampton Court, Oatlands and Nonsuch which 

provided the King with a series of updated plats of the works and organised the provision of 

materials from the surrounding countryside. In 1538 the first indication of the works at 

Nonsuch begin with the purchase of a ream ‘of paper royal of the largest sort’  and a large 

quantity of parchment for Clement and Dickenson to draw ‘platts.’  The following month 

riding expenses are claimed for Clement and Dickenson who rode to the king at Greenwich 

with ‘platts’ while using the return journey to visit various sites for the provision of 

materials. 22 Similarly, in the next pay, after the start of works at Nonsuch, the two men again 

charge for riding to the king at Greenwich with ‘platts’ and also to Oatlands ‘at sundry times 

to set out work to the workmen’ and each month thereafter Clement and Dickinson were 

paid their riding charges of 12d. a day each for the ten days or so they spent travelling  on 

Nonsuch business.23  

These documentary references suggest that Henry certainly had regular involvement 

with plats during the design of Nonsuch and Oatlands. Furthermore, Clement and 

Dickenson, the craftsmen making the drawings at these sites, were also employed to make 

                                                             
20Colvin (1982), p.133. 
21Colvin (1982), p.208. 
22Colvin (1982), p.181. 
23Colvin (1982), p.181. 
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plats of the works at Hampton Court “at the Kynges commandment” from as early as May 

1531. While we know that plats were made of Whitehall, the financial accounts do not 

record that they were made on the orders of the King, or that they were shown to Henry. 

However, given Thurley’s argument that Whitehall marked a radical design change in the 

style of royal apartments, alongside a remodelling of the Privy Chamber, it is possible that 

the plats were shown to the King but that the scribe drawing up the works accounts 

recorded the purchase of the paper, not its use, as seems to have occurred in the more 

certain references to the King’s involvement at Hampton Court. Given these difficulties in 

the source material, (and it should probably be noted that only sections of the works 

accounts from both Hampton Court and Whitehall have survived), the documentary 

references do show the Kings involvement with drawings from at least May 1531. 

Unfortunately, the short descriptions used within the accounting books to explain various 

amounts of expenditure do not leave a clear impression of how plats were being used by the 

King. In answer to this question, and in response to Starkey and Thurley’s conviction that 

patrons were able to control the design of their works, this chapter now moves on to 

examine what kinds of drawings were being made for the King during this period and 

questions what the incorporation of the technical idiom into small scale work for patrons 

can tell us about how plats were being used by Henry and his craftsmen.  

 

ii. The Drawings Made for Henry between 1529 and 1539.  

  

The documentary evidence suggests that two men in particular, William Clement and 

Christopher Dickenson worked on a monthly circuit around the honour of Hampton Court 

taking plats to the king, helping with the setting out of new work at various sites, and 

organising the supply of materials. None of the plats they made of the King’s domestic works 

survive. However, when Henry starts a nationwide fortification programme in 1539, Clement 

and Dickenson are placed in charge of a series of three forts to be newly built on the Kent 

Coast at Walmer, Sandown and Deal from which sites three drawings have survived. Not only 

Clement and Dickenson but the whole works team is drawn from Hampton Court to run the 

construction of the new fortifications: the paymaster Richard Lorde, the Surveyor Richard 
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Benese and the Comptroller David Marten.24  Despite there being no evidence that these 

men had any military experience, or, indeed any experience of military architecture, the use 

of craftsmen trained to construct domestic architecture in the 1539 fortification programme 

was not unusual. 25 The plats made by Clement and Dickenson of the castles at Deal, 

Sandown and Walmer were likely to have been made between Feburary 1539 (when the 

device which began the re-fortification programme and first named the castles was drawn 

up) and April 1539, when work on the castles was begun. Only a few months before this 

date, we know that Clement and Dickenson were involved in making a series of plats of 

Nonsuch and Oatlands, and the drawings of the castles on the Kent coast therefore gives us 

some of the best evidence of the kinds of image being shown to the King by Clement and 

Dickenson in the 1530s. 

Two of the drawings, Fig 45 and Fig 46, are roughly similar in style. Fig 45 is a bird’s 

eye view of either of the two identical castles at Walmer and Sandown. It is a coloured 

drawing that uses dark browns and blacks to represent its woodwork and the firing canon, 

and the draughtsman has surrounded the fortification in a deep green landscape which is 

carefully lightened as it approaches the walls to help emphasise the central image. This 

choice of dark pigmentation balances the representation of the fortification itself which uses 

heavy shading to emphasise the three dimensional shapes of the circular bastions and helps 

to set the fortification solidly into a landscape. This effect of the colouring of the image is 

largely dramatic, portraying a powerful and decidedly threatening structure. The 

draughtsman is clearly not particularly concerned about the accurate representation of the 

proportions of his subject, for the actual castles of Walmer and Sandown were built using 

four circular bastions of the same size (see the plan from 1725, fig. 47), but the perspective 

view chosen by the draughtsmen leads to odd distortions of the bastions. Unlike the bastion 

at the front of the image and the rear bastion partly hidden behind the central keep, the two 

side bastions have not been elongated in accordance with the receding perspective.  To our 

                                                             
24 Colvin (1982), p.455. The issue of the design of these works is slightly  confused by the presence on site of a 

German artist, cartographer and engineer called Stephen von Haschenperg, described as ‘surveyor of the four 

bulwarks upon the Downs otherwise called Devysorof the Woorkes ther.’ However Colvin convincingly argues 

that the “four Bulwarks” for which von Haschenperg seems to have been responsible were four earthen 

Bulwarks which, from later accounts, we know were constructed between the stone works as a way of 

connecting the three large forts in a single defensive line along the coast. See Colvin (1982), p.457, for more 

details. 
25See Colvin (1975), p.42. 
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eyes, which are used to a consistent perspective in drawing, this effect suggests that the two 

side bastions are smaller or of a different shape to the ones at the front and rear but the 

1725 plan (fig 47) makes it clear that the bastions were in fact all the same size. We need not 

necessarily put this down to a misunderstanding of perspective, which is skilfully rendered 

for the front and rear bastions. Nor is this simply a failed attempt at technical drawing. As 

with the Vertue drawings of Gothic elevations, it is important bear in mind that this drawing 

probably successfully fulfilled the function for which it was created. We can sense that the 

effort behind the drawing has gone towards exciting the dramatic interest of the viewer and 

to encourage them to grasp the solidity and power of its subject and it seems reasonable to 

assume that it was used for just this purpose, being shown to Henry VIII as only a rough 

guide to the proportions of the work being planned. It could not have been used to 

construct the works in any but the loosest sense, for it distorts dimensions and curvatures of 

its subject inconsistently and would, of itself, offer a confusing guide to either the 

dimensions or shape of a work.   

For a contemporary at the planning stage of the works, understanding this image 

would have relied on the draughtsman carefully explaining the shapes and sizes of its parts, 

and so weird and unique is this drawing’s method of representing its subject that the 

drawing could not easily have been adapted or altered in a way that would have made it 

useful in the discussion of alternative designs. It is not only the inconsistent sizes of the 

drawing’s various parts which create this effect, but also the rich colouring and dramatic 

detail of the work. There is too much material in the drawing, too much colour, shading and 

action (the firing canon etc.), for the drawing to be used to discuss anything other than the 

representation of the design it portrays. As with the drawing of the waterways around Hull 

considered in chapter one the viewer is forced to move around the image distinguishing 

different kinds of line because the relationship between the image and its subject is not 

consistent across the page. 

 Technical drawings made on the medieval tracing floor (or at Guines) use an idiom 

that does not crowd the image with matter than needs local explanation, nor does the 

technical idiom require the guidance of the draughtsmen to allow the viewer to fit the parts 

together into a meaningful whole. In technical drawing the subject is reduced to a set of 

single lines which follow its outer edgesthis leaves the drawing open to alteration, addition 

or re-drafting, as in the illustrative example of the corrected angle of the arch which tops the 
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drawing of window tracery contained in the Pepys manuscript (see fig 30) or the designs for 

a range of multi centred arches made on the tracing floor at York in 1525.26 In contrast, the 

drawing of Walmer is an image which allows the discussion of a design concept in much the 

way that the Vertue drawings allow the discussion of decorative detail: they enable both 

parties to come to an agreement that is either represented in the drawing or it is not. If a 

new design idea is required or a different level of detail agreed upon, then a whole new 

drawing must be drawn. These drawings are a passive record of what had been verbally 

agreed or proposed and they could not easily be used as a way of probing an idea through 

alteration and discussion based around manipulation on the page. The drawing itself 

therefore postulates a specific type of usage, one that does not fit easily with the image of 

the King actively designing and re-designing his domestic rooms using the work produced by 

Clement and Dickenson. This pictoral work would have limited the King’s capacity to engage 

with the complex suites of carefully proportioned rooms that we know were built at 

Whitehall or the complete re-organisation of the privy chambers at Hampton Court or the 

privy suites at a newly designed palace like Nonsuch. If this were the only example of 

Clement and Dickenson’s work, Starkey and Thurley’s argument that Henry was able to re-

design the prevailing style of royal apartments alongside his newly organised and enlarged 

Privy Chamber would have to be seriously questioned.  

Figure 46 portrays Deal Castle, the third and largest of the three castles in the downs 

and it is a similar kind of drawing. Like the drawing of Walmer, it includes a number of local 

details: there are figures and flags; precisely detailed wickerwork baskets; neatly stacked 

cannonballs and a struggling man carrying a sack. Furthermore there are local distortions of 

sizes and proportions: windows, doors, cannons and baskets are subject to shrinkage and 

enlargement which imprecisely relates to their size in the real world and this confuses our 

appreciation of the relative sizes of the parapets and the bastions. Yet the effect of the 

whole drawing is reasonably clear: it promises a tall fortification ringed with circular bastions 

that will be constructed to contain large numbers of cannons. However, the precise 

dimensions, proportions and construction details are unclear. 

These two drawings are, we must remember, made by Clement and Dickenson, and 

as such they represent the work of draughtsmen supplying plats to Henry throughout the 

                                                             
26 See Pacey (2007), p.129-134. 
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1530s. We cannot however assume that these pictoral drawings represent the kinds of work 

produced during their earlier positions on Henry’s domestic building projects at sites like 

Hampton Court, Oatlands or Nonsuch. For alongside the drawing of Walmer and Deal 

portrayed in Figures 45 and 46 can be placed a drawing of the castle of Deal which uses the 

technical idiom.  Fig 48 is a plan view of the castle of Deal which is also portrayed in Figure 

46. Both images go to some effort to portray baskets of rubble used to protect the cannons, 

a feature that was replaced by stone crenulations on the actual castle, and given this 

unusual and characteristic feature it is likely that the two drawings were drawn by the same 

designer at a preliminary stage of the works and that they were made to be used side by 

side. Figure 48 does use pictoral features: the baskets of rubble are carefully portrayed 

mimetically, as are the cannons that sit between them, and the draughtsman has inked in 

little lines intended to represent the explosion of the cannon ball. However, aside from the 

military features which are represented pictorially, it is clear that the draughtsman is able to 

draw in a technical mode familiar from the construction drawings used in medieval domestic 

architecture. The body of this drawing, the part which is concerned with the stone structure 

of the fortification itself, is drawn in a way that clearly privileges the proportions of its 

subject at the expense of representing its appearance in reality. Much of the detail of the 

stonework building has been cut away and the lines of the drawing represent the boundaries 

of the walls, laying out, in the process, the relative size and placement of internal features 

without trying to represent their appearance mimetically. It is, in effect, this technique of 

abstracting an image from its appearance in reality and representing it in a way that 

privileges its proportions that characterises the technical idiom at use in the representation 

in fig 48 and which differentiates it from the pictoral plans of Deal and Walmer. 

Though the masonic working drawings of the Middle Ages and the paper plat 

reproduced in fig 48 use a similar technical mode, fig 48 has taken technical drawing one 

step further. For while the lines on the Byland and Wells tracing floors represent the edges 

of blocks of stone, or the joints between stonework, the lines of the drawing of Deal 

incorporate elements like doorways and staircases into the technical representation of the 

groundplan without distorting the representation: in fig 48, the central spiral stair is 

represented by lines radiating out of an arc, and the doorways by a small indentation on 

either side of an opening.  While either Clement or Dickenson may have drawn out the 

unfamiliar military features pictorially – the baskets and cannons - in terms of domestic 
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features, he has clearly learnt to reduce all the elements into a consistent format using a set 

of pre-defined graphic conventions. These conventions do not disturb the total visual effect 

of the work, nor do they distort its internal portions or break the consistency of the 

viewpoint. Doorways are represented by their absence and a slight indentation at the point 

at which a door is set into a wall, and stairways follow the lines of each individual stair 

without trying to represent the vertical drop of the open space. There is a mixture of 

convention and representation in the portrayal of these features, but we can see an effort 

towards insetting these features, structurally different from the boundary walls but 

nevertheless an important part of the superstructure, and minimising the effect of 

disruption by keeping, as far as possible, a consistent type of line throughout the image. This 

line reliably follows the furthest edges of a subject and consistently rejects the kinds of 

mimetic texturing or perspective effects that we see in the pictoral images of Deal and 

Walmer. Moreover, architectural features are reduced into the whole in a way that allows 

their rough proportions to be understood: a door is as wide as the gap between the two 

indentations (indentations which also neatly represent its placement within the wall and the 

direction in which the door will open) and a staircase is as large as the space it takes up on 

the plan. 

 In the plan of Deal, the technical idiom is incorporated into the paper plats made for 

patrons, plats which had previously used the pictoral style. The few pictoral features added 

into the image portray the military aspects of a work that would have been unfamiliar to 

Clement and Dickenson trained, as they were, in the representation of domestic buildings. It 

is also possible to probe the origins of the graphic conventions used to represent doorways 

and staircases in this image, for it is possible that the plan drawing of Deal could have been 

made using conventions that were developed in the full-scale groundplans laid out in string 

and cords on the surface of the earth, rather than developed for the first time on the paper 

page. Medieval groundplans have all been destroyed by the buildings themselves but it is 

likely that craftsmen far earlier than Clement and Dickenson had realised the use of reducing 

external features into their work using representational conventions that did not disrupt the 

proportions of the full-scale image. We know from the accounts detailing the purchase of 

materials that laying out a groundplan used a mixture of rope, cords and brightly coloured 
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powder like lime, and the powder could well have been used to mark in such features.27 In 

modern architectural histories full-scale drawings on the earth are often seen as something 

indistinct, something that is not quite drawing and certainly not a graphic medium in which 

important on-paper drawing techniques were developed.28 However, I am suggesting that 

the full-scale drawings made using stakes, cord and powder were in fact the direct 

antecedents of small scale paper drawings and that these full-scale images drawn on the earth 

were in fact the medium through which the use of a consistent technical line was appreciated 

and a series of graphic conventions was developed. What we see in this image is an 

adaptation of medieval craft skills in order to provide a patron of the sixteenth century with 

a working drawing that explores the dimensions and shape of its subject.  

From the evidence already cited above, we know for certain that Henry was provided 

with drawings of Hampton Court, Oatlands and Nonsuch by Clement and Dickenson at 

preliminary stages of the works from as early as 1531. The technical drawing of Deal 

suggests that these men could have been supplying the King with the kinds of images that 

would have allowed Henry to engage with the design process and actively re-work the 

structure of his privy suites in line with the changing political demands of his reign. Though 

we cannot be sure at what point the drawings taken to the King began to represent his 

works in this way, it is possible that the lost drawings from these earlier sites were made in 

the technical mode by craftsmen whose first extant work shows a good grasp of the 

technique.  

 

 The team of Paymaster, Surveyor, Master Mason and Master Carpenter who had 

been organising the King’s works at Whitehall, and who we know bought large quantities of 

paper for making plats in the early 1530s, were also given the task of supervising and 

inspecting several forts and it is possible that they were commissioned to review all the 

                                                             
27 See Chapter one, part ii, subheading ‘The Groundplan’ for more discussion and a number of examples of the 

use of these materials in drawing out a groundplan.   
28See For example Robert Branner, Villard de Honnecourt Reims and the origin of Gothic Drawing’, Gazette de 

Beaux Arts, March (1963), pp.129-46 (p.130). This article relies on the assumption that full-scale groundplans 

do not constitute a form of drawing, and that images constructed at full scale using stakes and string are separate 

from other types of representation. As in the following passage “no matter how subtle or complex, the schemes 

could be worked out and the building erected from them without the intermediary of drawings.[...] Stakes, cords 

and simple instruments served in the layout of the plan, measuring rods were probably used for the elevation, 

and simple “rules of thumb” based on long masonic experience provided solutions to whatever stereotomical 

problems may have arisen.”  
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south coast defences in 1539.29 At Cowes, John Moulton, John Russell and Thomas Canner, 

the Mason, Carpenter and Paymaster of Whitehall, compiled a report of the state of the 

defences around the Isle of Wight but no drawings can be directly connected to their survey. 

The extant work on this area is more likely to have been made by Thomas Bertie,30 who 

seems to have been left in permanent control of a number of works around Southampton 

Water and was eventually made the Captain of Calshot Castle. Two dramatic pictoral plans 

for a castle on the distinctive spit at Calshot have survived, but there is not enough evidence 

to connect these drawings to Moulton and Russell. This is unfortunate because this pairing 

of Master Mason and Master Carpenter formed the London equivalent, dealing largely with 

Whitehall, of the more peripatetic Clement and Dickenson, and all these men are likely to 

have shaped the King’s use of plats in the 1530s.31 

 

The single surviving drawing of Henry’s domestic buildings between 1529 and 1539 is 

a floor plan which portrays the conversion of the internal space of the Exchequer in Calais 

into three separate suites of rooms for the French King, for Henry VIII and for his Queen (See 

fig 49 and 50). The dating of this plan is uncertainIt has been associated with the meetings 

around The Field of Cloth of Gold in 1520, and with negotiations in 1532. However, Colvin 

convincingly argues that only in the meeting planned for the summer of 1534 were Francis, 

Henry and his Queen all going to be present, and he suggests that the plan was made at 

some point during the spring of 1534.32 This places the plan squarely in the middle of the 

period we are examining and it is an example of a drawing made in a technical idiom familiar 

from the full-scale work of Middle Ages, without any of the pictoral features used to 

represent the military features in the 1539 plan of Deal, or the distortions of internal 

proportions and perspective associated with drawings for patrons in the late medieval 

period. The plan uses the same conventions that we see on the plan view of Deal: doors are 

                                                             
29Colvin (1982), p.357. 
30Colvin (1982), p.357. Thomas Bertie was an accomplished mason in his own right, re-designing a house at 

Titchfield for Thomas Wriothesely. 
31On the administrators and the works at Calshot, East and West Cowes and Hurst castle, where the King’s 

master masons, Thomas Bertie, the Earl of Southampton and Lord St John Russell seem to have shared 

organisational and design responsibility see: Colvin (1982), p.527-530, 535-544. For more information on 

William Clement and Christopher Dickenson and their London equivalents, John Molton and John Russel see 

Colvin (1975) ‘The Craftsmen’ p.25-45; John H. Harvey and Arthur Oswald, English Medieval Architects: A 

biographical dictionary down to 1550  (Gloucester: Alan Sutton, 1987), p.59(Clement), p.85(Dickenson), 

p.231-232(Russel), p.186-188(Moulton). 
32 Colvin (1975), p.349. 
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marked by slight indentations into walls and spiral stairs indicated by lines radiating out from 

a central circle. In the plan of the Exchequer, spiral stairs are also distinguished from parallel 

stairs, which are marked by a series of parallel lines enclosed within a box.  The drawing is a 

semi-scale representation; it cites dimensions at many points but the sizes of the rooms it 

portrays do not accurately correspond in fixed ratio to these dimensions. However, the 

deviation is not large and on the whole the plan gives an accurate idea of the relative sizes of 

the chambers and courtyards. 

There are no documentary references to this plan. However, it was clearly used to 

work out how the internal total space of the Exchequer building could be divided up to 

accommodate three royals within separate sets of privy chambers. This is a complex 

undertaking; the plan is well over a meter square and the space is split into over sixty rooms 

which provide each of the three royals with, at the least, a great (or watching) chamber, 

dining chamber, raying chamber, bedchamber, inner (or withdrawing) chamber, stool 

chamber or jakes, private closet or oratory, and access to a pew in the gallery of the 

common chapel.33 Colvin points out that the bedrooms of the English king and his Queen 

are, moreover, in close proximity, so that here, as elsewhere, the duality of the households 

(though it may facilitate infidelity) is not necessarily an impediment to normal married life.34 

This arrangement is further complicated by the fact that the rooms have to be arranged 

around a series of internal courtyards and are clearly bounded by the external walls of the 

existing building’s walls, themselves irregularly shaped by the outsidestreets.  

Given the expense of producing this large drawing, and the whole emphasis on 

setting out the requisite form of royal chambers and balancing the demands of the royal 

patrons, it is likely that it was made to show to Henry VIII. This drawing is the first surviving 

example of two graphic traditions crossing over: work made for patrons here uses a mode of 

representation which had been developed during the medieval period in the full-scale 

ground plan, the tracing floor drawing, and the template. Up to 1534 at the latest, there 

have been two separate forms of architectural drawing:  firstly, the work produced alongside 

written contracts that recorded the style, quality, and size of a building and secondly, the 

technical work made by masons as a way of controlling the construction of a building on site. 

The 1534 drawing is likely to be the first extant example of a long tradition of architectural 

                                                             
33Colvin (1982), p.14. 
34Colvin (1982), p.14. 
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drawing that uses the technical idiom to construct the drawings made to show to patrons. 

However, as the drawings from Deal and Walmer show, pictoral drawings do continue to be 

produced.  

Unlike the pictoral images made for patrons the technical plan view made in 1534 

would have allowed a very precise mode of interaction between the King and his craftsmen, 

for these plan views do not replicate the kinds of distortion we see in the pictoral images, 

nor do they crowd the representation with external effects and so shape a particular 

emotive or intellectual response. The drawing of the Exchequer would have allowed the 

viewer to use the image in a completely different way from the pictoral drawings presented 

to patrons in the past. By replicating its subject using a consistent perspective position and a 

set of standardised drawing conventions, images could be altered on the page or re-drafted 

on a separate but comparable image and a design concept explored through a number of 

different designs. This kind of drawing would have allowed Henry to alter existing proposals 

and design internal rooms that better suited his precise demands.  

 

iii. Why Might Master Masons Have Chosen to Draw in the Technical Mode in the 1530s? 

 

The two earliest examples of technical drawings made on paper, the plat of Deal and 

the drawing of the Exchequer, share a set of standardised conventions despite being made 

at geographically diverse places and times and this strongly suggests that there was a 

medieval craft tradition that taught both these men to draw in this way. The most likely 

source of these conventions is the architectural drawings of the Middle Ages, and more 

precisely, the full-scale groundplan laid out on the earth which was adapted in order to 

provide patrons with a working drawing of the site. Looking at these images as marking a 

point of transition invites the question of why craftsmen should begin to represent their 

work technically, on paper and at small scale. There seem to be two possible reasons: either 

the draughtsman begin to represent their designs of a complete building on paper because 

the complexity of the royal interiors demanded that they use small scale work, or because 

they are being asked by the King to produce groundplans so that he can examine and 

perhaps plan or alter the domestic organisation of his suite of rooms. In this instance form 

follows function as much as function follows form and it is difficult to distinguish cause and 
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effect. The work itself is likely to have become complex through the increasingly difficult 

demands of Henry VIII and yet, at the same time, the King was presumably planning and 

explaining the long and complex networks of rooms that he wanted through the use of 

drawn plans. It is likely that the King’s domestic apartments developed in size and intricacy 

alongside the technical plans which were made to represent them and that the King was 

able to make demands of his builders for the kinds of vast single-level privy apartments that 

we see at Whitehall precisely because the small-scale groundplans that were provided by his 

craftsmen allowed him to demand and design ever more intricate internal domestic 

arrangements. 

The interrelation between form and function invites a re-examination of Simon 

Thurley’s argument, which tends to over-emphasise the influence of how domestic spaces 

were used and fails to consider how the form of the design drawings themselves may have 

shaped the building produced. Thurley argues that Henry begins to personally intervene in 

the design of his works between 1529 and 1531 on the grounds that the model of royal 

apartments favoured by both Wolsey and Henry VII (the donjon or tower wherein the most 

private apartments were reached by going higher up the structure) are abandoned in favour 

of expansive single level apartments. Thurley argues that these design changes show the 

King’s personal intervention in the design of his palaces at a point when, succeeding Wolsey, 

Henry begins to take design control of the royal works. This argument needs to be 

complicated for changes to the ancient design of the stacked tower of the donjon take place 

between 1529 and 1531, at exactly the time when references to drawings being made for 

the King begin to appear in the financial accounts of the works at Whitehall and Hampton 

Court. This strongly suggests that the drawings themselves had a formative influence over 

the designs being made, and it is likely that the King’s personal desire for increased privy 

space was given a material referent  by the drawings in which his craftsmen were able to 

realise the King’s wishes.  A paper groundplan like that of the Exchequer can portray large 

single-storey works in great detail but has some difficulty in representing the 

interrelationship between different levels. This plan would have encouraged both parties to 

think not vertically but in terms of single level palaces that could extend horizontally and still 

have allowed the king and his craftsman to maintain the enclosure of the suites by carefully 

limiting the points of entry. The extreme architecture of a palace like Whitehall seems to 

replicate the bias towards single-storey architecture within the plans themselves, 
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highlighting the effect of the design drawing in shaping the generic demands of the King for 

increased privy space. 

 It is not, therefore, exclusively either the difficulty of the work designed by masons 

in the 1530s, nor the demands of the King that cause the incorporation of technical drawing 

into the work made for patrons. A staged process being described here, the initial demands 

of the King are for increasingly extensive privy space (following a late medieval royal trend 

which is exaggerated by Henry VII) and in response to these demands new design concepts 

for complex and intricate suites of privy rooms are conceived by Henry VIII and his craftsmen 

at the same time as these ideas are materially realised on the page using the technical 

groundplan. As the above passage suggests, it is possible that the groundplans themselves 

encouraged both masons and the King to design buildings that expanded horizontally, rather 

than vertically. 

  

iv. Conclusion 

 

I have not been able to prove that the large quantities of paper bought to make the 

plans of Whitehall and Hampton Court in the early 1530swere used to make technical 

groundplans of a type seen in the surviving plan of the Exchequer dated from 1534. Unless 

the drawings themselves still survive to be found, it is unlikely that we will ever know for 

certain exactly what kinds of drawing were used to design these early palaces, but it does 

not seem unreasonable to suggest that the technical groundplan was made for the first time 

three or four years before the first extant example. 

 The evidence cited above explores the fact that the palace which was built at 

Whitehall following the 1531 plans seems to follow the bias within the technical groundplan 

itself towards single-level, horizontal expansion and this may suggest that a drawing style 

very like that seen in the plan of the Exchequer was being used at the earlier date. 

Furthermore, we know that Clement and Dickenson were able to draw technically by 1539, 

and it is possible that these craftsmen were using the technical mode in the drawings made 

for the King of the works at Hampton Court. An oblique view of the outside of  Hampton 
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Court (of the kind produced in the pictoral plans of Deal and Walmer35) would not have been 

able to represent the arrangement of the internal rooms, privy galleries and gardens, 

features that Starkey and Thurley suggest were the central concern in Henry’s domestic 

building programme. In contrast, the plan view of Deal is able to represent internal room 

partitions, doorways and staircases with great facility, and given that the arrangement of the 

privy chambers were of great importance to Henry, it is likely that the drawings with which 

he was provided focused on the portrayal of these features. It is therefore possible that 

Clement and Dickenson began to incorporate graphic conventions used in full scale 

groundplans into small-scale work in order to redesign internal rooms from the early 1530s, 

starting with the work on the King’s privy chambers in Hampton Court. In any case, it is a 

matter of when the technical mode began to be used in drawings made for the King, not 

whether it was used at all, for the plan of the Exchequer shows that from at least 1534 the 

King was being provided with technical groundplans.  

Unfortunately the gap between 1530 and 1534 has some wider importance, for it 

cannot be known for certain whether Henry was being provided with technical, working 

drawings during the period when the first stage of works on the King’s privy suites at 

Whitehall and Hampton Court were being designed. Firm evidence that Henry could have 

used technical drawings to influence the design of his privy chambers at these sites cannot 

therefore be provided.  

If it could be shown that technical plans were being used by Clement and Dickenson 

in the early 1530s, there are also some important consequences in terms of material 

historical connections between people: John Rogers was trained as a stone mason at 

Hampton Court between 1533 and 1537 before being appointed as Master Mason at 

Guines, and he would have learnt his drafting techniques and the technical idiom not only, 

as has been previously suggested, from training in the use of working drawings, but also 

from the paper plans of Hampton Court, Nonsuch and Oatlands which we know from 

financial records were made by Clement and Dickenson throughout the 1530s and taken to 

                                                             
35 The oblique view does however represent an important design feature of the fortifications, portraying the 

numerous cannons and various entrance points within the external walls.  It is possible that Clement and 

Dickenson used the pictoral mode as a way of representing the fortifications, a form of building of which they 

had no previous experience, and that this work is not representative of the drawings that they use to portray 

domestic  buildings. The groundplan of Deal castle in fact shows that they had great facility with representing 

domestic features, notably with the portrayal of doorways and staircases without disrupting the boundary lines 

of the technical idiom.   
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the King. Rogers would, in other words, have been around men who were making technical 

images on paper for the King between 1533 and 1537 and this would probably have 

informed his construction of the technical, scale drawings of Guines and the Calais pale in 

the 1540s. 

 

Regardless of the precise date of its introduction, we know that the technical 

groundplan was being used by 1534, and it seems to me likely that the transition between 

pictoral and technical representation in the plats made for the King probably took place over 

the course of the 1530s and was well established by the end of the decade. This transition 

occurs against the context of the arguments Starkey and Thurley provide, for their work 

suggests that Henry had good reason to pressure his craftsmen to produce images that 

allowed him direct control over the design of his works, for shaping the architectural spaces 

that surrounded the King allowed Henry to control privy councillors and the privy chamber 

by limiting their access to the King’s person.  

Locating the transition from pictoral to technical work around a starting point in 1534 

also provides an explanation of why the extant drawings made after 1539 suddenly and 

otherwise inexplicably appear in the archive apparently fully formed, with a set of shared 

graphic conventions and a well-developed technical style. In the current critical work on the 

history of the map during this period, the plats of Guines and the technical work which 

follows them are isolated examples, unconnected to the history of the English craft skills 

which were used to produce them, hence the reliance on an as yet undiscovered continental 

source to explain the sudden appearance of scale drawings in the English archives. My own 

work argues that the technical idiom was incorporated into the plats made for the King from 

at least 1534, and that the skills used to make these drawings can be found in the graphic 

techniques used in medieval architectural design drawing.  

Likewise, the actions of Henry VIII after 1539 are difficult to understand without the 

history of technical drawing outlined above. For as the history of this period stands, it can 

seem that following the 1539 device, Henry is suddenly and inexplicably experienced in the 

use of maps and plans to control the various fortification works he finances. I am suggesting 

that what we see in 1539 is actually the expansion of a programme of royal building from 

the domestic to the military, and that Henry and his craftsmen have been working with 

technical plans during the 1530s as a way to lay out complex architectural designs.  
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The evidence of Henry’s graphic literacy after 1539 ought to work to retrospectively 

support the thesis that he has been using technical drawing throughout the 1530s, for the 

wealth of information about the King’s use of maps immediately after the 1539 fortification 

programme strongly suggests that Henry had extensive experience of using plats before this 

date within the patron-builder relationship that I have outlined. The next chapter goes onto 

look at the correspondence sent between Henry and the master masons working on the 

King’s fortifications at sites across the south of England and the French territories. The 

negotiations between the King and his craftsmen rely on technical drawings to communicate 

the shapes of local landscapes and fortifications and to structure the planning and design of 

new works. The abundance of evidence for this later period should not obscure the fact that 

this mode of communication was probably shaped by Henry’s interaction with his craftsmen 

during the 1530s as the relationship between craftsmen and patron evolved over plans of 

domestic architecture and through the King's own demands for increasing privy space. 
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Chapter Four. Henry’s patronage 1539-1546 

 

The second half of this chapter completes the chronological sequence begun in 

chapter two, examining the changing forms of the map and connecting these graphic 

innovations with the changing forms of map in use up to the point of the King’s death in 

1547. It examines the evidence for Henry VIII’s use of the drawings provided by his masons 

and considers how this shapes the form of the local map.  In this period there is relatively 

extensive evidence of how the King used plats to control the design of his works. However 

this evidence ought not to cloud the argument that technical drawing was probably 

introduced into small semi-scale work made for patrons during the 1530s. This chapter is 

divided into four subsections, each of which contains a case study of the letters and/or the 

plats made for individual sites at Hull, Boulogne, Ambleteuse, and Camp.  

The first section of this chapter examines three plats which portray John Rogers’ 

proposed renovations to the King’s manor house in Hull and examines the extent of Henry’s 

intervention in the design of the works. It argues that the King and Rogers met at Whitehall 

in the Christmas of 1541 and used the technical groundplans which Rogers had made at Hull 

to draw out a third design which allowed the King more extensive privy chambers by dividing 

the medieval hall into two floors. Hull is a good example of how drawings made in the 

technical mode can be re-drafted in a way that allows a range of images to be compared and 

design ideas evaluated. This section also suggests that it is possible that similar drawings 

were used by Henry to divide great halls at works made earlier in his reign, notably The 

More in 1534. This section also briefly examines the drawings made of the fortifications at 

Hull. These drawings are comprised of landscape and architectural maps and it seems that 

before designing his fortifications Rogers made drawings of the existing environmental 

features, features which were then copied onto new sheets of paper as a limiting framework 

within which to design future architectural proposals. The Hull drawings are an early 

instance of a master mason making landscape maps at a preliminary stage of his 

architectural designs, a technique later used at Guines and Ambleteuse and discussed more 

fully later in the chapter. 

The second section of this chapter examines the works at Boulogne. It considers the 

letters which were sent between Whitehall and the English territories in France in October 

1544, the period immediately after the fortified town had been captured. Henry leaves 
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Boulogne on the 4th October and the following weeks are marked by a breakdown in the 

established chain of command as the marshal gentry and master masons left in command of 

the defence of the works began to made decisions independently. The letters sent during 

this period clearly show Henry re-asserting his military and architectural control over the 

council at Boulogne. Threats and reminders of his own architectural expertise are followed 

by letters which show that the King was using design drawings to control the architectural 

works proceeding on site. This section also returns to an earlier argument to suggest that, 

despite the technical mode allowing the King a detailed engagement with military design of 

his works through a set of drawn plans, the negotiations between patron and builder are still 

made through a combination of written and graphic instructions.  

The plats and letters that surrounded the making of the fortifications at Ambleteuse, 

a site located on the coast between Boulogne and Calais, show that by 1546 at the latest, 

Henry was using maps of the local landscape sent to him by his master masons to draft his 

own fortification designs in Whitehall without ever having seen the site in question. Section 

three looks at the letters and plats associated with the works at Ambleteuse. Beyond 

providing evidence of Henry’s familiarity with both architectural design and landscape 

mapping this section also considers the development of a form of landscape mapping which 

began to represent similar aspects of the local environment across a range of maps and 

moved away from a medieval tradition in which local landscape had been represented in a 

variety of different ways according to the individual demands of the maker. This section 

recognises that it is unusual for local maps to treat the accurate representation of distance 

and direction of local environmental features as the most important part of a map and 

suggests that this approach arises not out of a trans-historical tendency to see landscape as 

an object of empiricist investigation, but out of precise contextual reasons. My argument 

states that a mason like Rogers tends to prioritise the accurate representation of the 

proportions of a landscape, not because this is in any way a normative approach but 

because, trained as a mason, Rogers represents landscape in much the same way masons 

represented architectural features: by producing images that above all else aim to accurately 

represent the dimensions of their subject.  

Section four of this chapter considers the letters which were sent between the King 

in Whitehall and his diplomats in Boulogne in order to negotiate the details of the treaty of 

Camp, a 1546 peace settlement with the French that hinged around the precise placement 
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of the boundary between English and French territories in the Boulonnais. This 

correspondence shows Henry’s master masons, including John Rogers and Richard Lee, were 

used to make landscape maps of the local area. These maps were used to show Henry the 

precise layout of the area surrounding his captured fortifications and to draw an outer 

boundary that favoured his own position. This section argues that the negotiations around 

the treaty of Camp show that in the final years of Henry’s reign the types of maps being 

made by masons are adapted: landscape maps that had once been used to provide a survey 

of an area prior to the design of fortifications are now being made to chart the landscape as 

an important end in itself. The correspondence suggests that Henry orders his masons to 

adapt their graphic skills in order to create landscape maps that would allow him to define a 

favourable boundary line between the French and English territories.  

 

This chapter uses four separate case studies but aims to show that there are 

consistent themes to the way in which maps were used during the 1540s. Throughout the 

period, and continuing a trend established in the 1530s, Henry’s negotiations with his 

masons were conducted using design drawings that were made in the technical mode and 

which allowed a process of comparison, alteration and re-drafting that enabled the King to 

take part in the design process. Alongside this description of map use, this chapter also 

considers the changes within maps themselves. During this period there are enough 

surviving drawings to suggest that the images made by masons for their royal patron begin 

to represent an increasingly wide range of subject matter. From the early 1530s masons 

provided architectural groundplans which were probably small-scale replicas of the full-scale 

groundplans which had, during an earlier period, been laid out on the earth, examples of 

which are the drawings of the Exchequer in 1534 and the plats of Hull Manor in 1541. Plans 

provided for patrons begin to alter as masons start to produce surveys of local landscape 

prior to the design of fortifications. Examples are the plan of the landscape at Hull in 1541, 

and Ambleteuse in 1546. The treaty of Camp provides an end point to this transition in so far 

as it is a representation of landscape that is made in order to represent the local 

environment without a directly architectural purpose. By the end of Henry’s reign all three 

types of image are being produced for patrons simultaneously. The details of the transition 

between scale drawings of architecture and landscape relies on the analysis of the letters 
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and plats that constitute the body of this chapter, but given the modern critical work being 

made on landscape, my use of the term can usefully be clarified.  

The word “landscape” was introduced into the English language from the Dutch 

vernacular in the early seventeenth century and as Alexandra Walsham explains, 

 

Originally it meant not a physical tract of land with its distinguishing features and 

characteristics, but rather an artistic depiction of this, as seen from a particular 

perspective and through the lens of an individual spectator. Only gradually did it come 

to be used to denote actual places rather than the subjective simulacra of them that 

artists produced on canvas and paper.1   

 

Walsham here describes how the word “landscape” originally referred to the subjective 

views of the local surroundings produced by artists and only gradually began to be used to 

refer to the actual, three-dimensional space that surrounds a person. However, modern 

critical work has challenged the idea that the physical space that surrounds a human subject 

is an “actual place” and suggested that, like a painting, the landscape is a “cultural image” 

that has been contrived by centuries of human intervention and/or human representation.2 

As Denis Cosgrove suggests, all “actual places” are interwoven with written and artistic 

representations, and to understand a landscape “it is usually necessary to understand 

written and verbal representation of it, not as ‘illustrations’, images standing outside it, but 

as constituent images of its meaning or meanings.3” Walsham’s study of landscape in the 

early modern period suggests that it was in fact commonplace to view the landscape 

through a filter of historical and religious texts and graphic representations and that there 

was a widespread tendency to see the local landscape as a “dense and complex system of 

signs and symbols that can be decoded and deciphered.”4 Given her work on the 

Reformation and its effects over the contemporary perceptions of landscape, she 

                                                             
1 Alexandra Walsham, The Reformation of the Landscape: Religion, Identity, and Memory in Early Modern 

Britain and Ireland (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2011),  p.2. On the etymology of “landscape” see also: 

John Brinckerhoff Jackson, Discovering the Vernacular Landscape (New Haven, 1984), p.3-8. 
2 Denis Cosgrove, ‘Introduction: Iconography and Landscape’, in The Iconography of Landscape: Essays on the 

Symbolic Representation, Design and Use of Past Environments, ed. by Denis Cosgrove and Stephen Daniels 

(Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1988) pp.1-10 (p.1). 
3 Cosgrove (1988), p.1.  
4 Walsham (2011), p.6. 
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particularly emphasises the point that early modern people “from all sections of the social 

spectrum,” confused human structures and the natural, geologically created features of 

landscape and 

 

conceived of the physical environment they occupied as the work of the deity, as a 

sculpture designed by the Lord, which bore the marks of His intervention, as well as 

the desperate efforts of the devil and his band of demons to lead men and women to 

spiritual damnation. Steeped in the theology of Creation and providence, they did not 

share our aptitude to polarize the raw matter of nature and the products of human 

culture.5  

 

Walsham’s work combines modern theory and a history of the period to argue that the early 

modern subject did not have a clear idea of “actual place,” perceiving the built and natural 

environment as, primarily, an expression of God’s work. She cites numerous sources that 

demonstrate the prevalence of this worldview, and my own work does not seek to question 

her thesis. However, within the discussions between Henry VIII, his privy councillors and his 

craftsmen, within, that is to say, a limited and possibly contained coterie of noblemen and 

technically trained craftsmen, there was a concern with the accurate portrayal of a select 

group of landscape features of the type that would affect the shape or placement of a 

fortification (coastlines, forests, hilly terrain etc.). Within this circle of correspondence 

landscape was not used as a coded text or symbolic image which could be analysed to 

uncover religious or historical meaning.  

Despite critical dissatisfaction with the branch of human geography that, in its, 

“interpretation of landscape and culture has a tendency to reify landscape as an object of 

empiricist investigation,6” it is difficult to avoid the fact that Henry VIII and his craftsmen 

were concerned with the landscape as an object with distance and direction that could 

valuably be recorded in the map. However, there are precise contextual circumstances that 

lead to the historically specific and historically contained period in which empirical 

investigation was the central concern of England’s most prolific map makers and users and I 

am not suggesting that this concern is trans-historically applicable to local map makers. 

                                                             
5 Walsham (2011), p.5. 
6 Cosgrove (1988), p.1.  
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As this section will suggest, during the 1530s local maps were made by masons who 

had been trained to represent domestic architectural features within the technical mode. 

When these men were forced to confront the landscape features into which their military 

designs were inset, and moreover, to design works that responded to the natural advantages 

of a site, it seems that a master mason like Rogers approached the representation of the 

landscape as if it were itself an architectural feature, drawing out shapes that above all else 

aimed to accurately represent the dimensions of their subject. It is exactly this tendency that 

Henry and his councillors exploit, using the scale drawings of local landscapes to design 

fortifications without having seen the ground itself, or putting these masons to work making 

landscape maps around which peace treaties could be drawn up. The use and making of 

local maps in this period is conditional on contextual circumstances: the skills of the master 

masons and the demands of the King. In a later period it is the professional surveyor rather 

than the master mason drawing maps, Henry is no longer the patron being supplied with 

images and the context for making maps changes. However, in the 1530s and 1540s the 

development of the map is shaped by the working relationship between Henry and his 

master masons, a relationship that relies on a limited set of masonic craft skills and which 

uses maps in precise ways, prioritising the accurate representation of architectural and 

landscape features. 

 In the following chapter I use the word “landscape” and my own usage is concerned 

with describing how Henry and his craftsmen move from using maps made of architectural 

features to maps of the local environment. The landscape I describe is not the “actual place” 

but it is the local environment as Henry and his craftsmen choose to represent it, with their 

emphasis on the accurate portrayal of a range of large features both man-made and natural. 

Unfortunately, Henry and his masons own approach to the local environment is close to 

those modern critics who attempt to “reify landscape as an object of empirical investigation” 

but in the case of the sixteenth century map there are contextual reasons why the map 

explores distance and direction that are unrelated to twentieth century attempts to uncover 

the “actual place.” Understanding the early sixteenth century local map forces us to confront 

the fact that map makers were increasingly concerned with the accurate representation of 

landscape features, and that this shaped the development of the map over this period.  

The analysis of Henrician letters and plats put forward in this chapter does not 

conflict with Walsham’s work on the appreciation of landscape in the period and the use of 
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the Henrician landscape map among Henry and his close circle of masons and councillors is 

unlikely, even for the men themselves, to have set up any tensions with the early modern 

approach to landscape that Walsham describes. It would be anachronistic to suggest that 

the maps made for Henry during the 1530s and 1540s would have seemed to Henry and his 

courtiers to be cutting though a landscape enriched with historical and religious significance 

to get to the “actual place,” for as Walsham argues, the idea that maps can represent the 

territory itself is a decidedly modern idea. Maps that emphasised the accurate portrayal of 

man-made and natural features probably existed alongside a worldview that understood the 

natural world as a text or image through which both national history and God’s hand could 

be uncovered. Walsham’s work and my own examine two aspects of early modern culture 

that both shaped the perception of the man-made and natural landscape, but the conflict 

that we as modern critics may identify between the epistemology of an empirical 

exploration of landscape and a religious or symbolic approach to the interpretation of the 

local environment probably held little sway over early modern subjects. My own work on 

Henry VIII and the small group of gentry and craftsmen in correspondance with the King 

provides a close analysis of a set of prolific map makers and users, but this group of men are 

so contextually specific that my argument should not be used to challenge either Walsham’s 

broad analysis of the early modern appreciation of landscape or modern critical work which 

seeks to move away from studies which focus on the landscape as an object of empirical 

investigation.  

 

i. The King’s Works on The Manor House and Fortifications at Hull.   

 

In October 1541, Henry and his advisers arrived at Hull and personally inspected the 

walls of the fortified town. The result of this royal inspection was a list of proposed works.7 

This device lists a number of proposed changes to the military fortifications which, the 

device specifies, are to be built “according to the kinges divise” and others, “as it please the 

kinges majestie to devise the same.”8 The king’s personal interest in the works at Hull 

extended to the redesign of the manor itself, and the device records that, 

                                                             
7 See: Lon Shelby, John Rogers, Tudor Military Engineer (Oxford: Clarendon, 1967), p.24-27. 
8London, The National Archives, MS SP 1/167 f.69r. 
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Item the kinge majesties house to be made to serve as a Citidell and special kepe of 

the hole town in suche forme as it shall please the kinges majestie to divise and 

appoint the same.9 

 

Soon after the King’s visit Henry transferred John Rogers from the building project at Guines 

to supervise the works at Hull, and we know that he was in discussion with the Kingfrom the 

start of these works, for by the Christmas of 1541, he was in London presenting the expense 

accounts of the works to the King.10 However, the extant correspondence between Hull and 

the King does not mention the three surviving plans of Hull Manor (see Fig 51 a,b,c hereafter 

Plats A, B and C).The plats themselves suggest that they were used by the King and Rogers to 

explore the design possibilities of the internal space of the manor house. Plat A is a drawing 

of the ground-floor of the house and the structure of the rooms it portrays is similar to that 

described in a survey of the manor which was taken in 1538. Plat B is a groundplan of the 

first floor of the house and makes some changes to the structure of the rooms: bay 

windows, fireplaces, and external stairs are added to the existing structure. These are 

relatively small details which, Lon Shelby points out, would have made the rooms brighter, 

warmer, and generally more comfortable for the royal presence.11 Structurally, the internal 

walls are left largely intact but the addition of stairs and the sealing up of a number of 

interconnected doorways creates five privately accessed apartments. By far the largest of 

these is a suite of rooms around the north court which are unlabeled but which were 

probably intended as a set of privy chambers for the king. Plat B shows moderate changes to 

the manor house which could well have drawn on Rogers’ experience of the layout of the 

King’s apartments at Hampton Court. The third drawing, Plat C, is definitively distinguished 

from the earlier two by being labeled with an inscription which reads: “‘A new plat made by 

the same Rogers, of the King his hyghnis mannor of Hulle.”12 This inscription suggests both 

that this “new” image implicitly responded to an old as well as confirming that both images 

have been drawn by the “same” Rogers. Yet even without this subscription it would be clear 

                                                             
9The National Archives, MS SP 1/167 f.69r. 
10See Shelby (1967),  p.28 for a good description of the interrelation between the plats, on which my own 

analysis relies. 
11 Shelby (1967), p.39. 
12London, The British Library, Cotton Augustus I.i.84. 
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that Plat C is intended to be viewed next to, and in comparison with Plat B and that they 

were all composed by the same hand. For Plats B and C do everything possible to facilitate a 

comparison. The overall size of the external shell of the building is almost identical, the 

graphic conventions in the representation of walls, windows and stairs are consistent and 

the scale of the images is the same. The combination of these effects foregrounds the 

differences in the layout of the internal rooms. We can understand why the plats may have 

been made to facilitate a side-by-side comparison in that Plat C extensively re-works the 

rooms portrayed in Plat B, and the changes proposed in the new plancan be understood and 

evaluated through a comparison with the earlier drawing.  

Plat C portrays the effect of dividing the great hall (the single largest space in Plats A 

and B) to give an upper first floor chamber accessed by a processional stair rising from the 

north court and leading to an extensive suite of privy rooms, to which Shelby has ascribed a 

number of likely functions.13 The design changes proposed in Plat C can be precisely 

associated with the architectural tastes of Henry VIII, for apart from Hampton Court (which 

was begun at the very earliest point of Henry’s involvement with the Royal Works), the King 

either did not build a new great hall, as at sites like Nonsuch Palace where the palace was 

started on clear land, or he converted the existing great hall in just the way we see at Hull: 

by dividing it to create two storeys, the upper of which formed the first in a suite of privy 

rooms accessed by a processional stair. Simon Thurley writes extensively about the declining 

use of the great hall in the Middle Ages, a trend that reached its most radical expression 

under Henry VIII who “systematically removed” the great hall from his lesser houses, notably 

from The More in Hertfordshire, inherited from Wolsey and converted in 1535 and at 

Rochester, where conversion started in 1541.14In light of this wider context we can begin to 

postulate a history of how these plats were used and why they were made. Plats A and B 

were drawn by Rogers on site and used a survey of the external walls of the house to lay out 

some moderate changes in line with what Rogers knew of the King’s apartments at Hampton 

Court. Given the evidence that Rogers travelled from London to Hull in the Christmas of 

1541,15 it is probable that he took these plats to the King, who, unhappy with the layout of 

his apartments in Plat B, then proposed a design which had worked well at other sites and 

                                                             
13 Shelby (1967), p.42. 
14 Thurley (1994), p.36-37, p.113-116. 
15 See Shelby (1967), p.28. 
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divided the great hall into two storeys. Consequently, Rogers and the King drew Plat C, the 

“new plat,” in conjunction, using the shape and dimensions of the external walls of the 

house that is portrayed in Plat B as a starting point. This series of events would also explain 

two oddities of the maps. Firstly, Plat B is trimmed very neatly around its external walls, 

while Plat C is portrayed with a large border. This would make sense if plat C was made at 

Whitehall rather than at Hull, and so relied on using Plat B as a template from which the 

shape of the external walls could be traced. Trimming the edges would have made the 

external walls of Plat B easier to follow when placed underneath the “new plat.” Secondly, 

this series of events would also explain why Plats A and B are labelled using extensive 

dimensions while plat C is not, that is, because Plat C was made not from a survey of the site 

but from a traced outline taken from Plat B.  

If we accept that these images were used by the King to challenge Rogers’ proposal 

and portray his own ideas, albeit through Rogers’ draughtsmanship, then this point has 

connotations for the earlier sites at which we can see the King’s design principles being 

realised. For we know that paper was bought to make plats and that these were taken to the 

King in the 1530s and, furthermore, the Hull evidence from 1542 suggests that these plats 

were used by the King to alter proposals so that they better suited the domestic 

arrangements he personally favoured.At sites like The More, where we can see Henry’s 

personal bias towards certain kinds of design being exercised, it is at least possible that plats 

were used by the king as a way of working out the layout of his domestic space. It is 

important to remember that in 1542 we may be seeing late evidence of the use of a style of 

technical drawing that had first been used by the King during the early 1530s. 

How this process occurred cannot be known for certain, given the same lack of 

evidence that forces extrapolation back from one period into another. However, it likely that 

through a series of promotions and dismissals over the course of the 1530s, Henry would 

have been able to gather around him a group of craftsmen who drew in a way that allowed 

him to most efficiently control the design of his palaces from wherever he happened to be. 

We know that in the 1540s the King favoured two master masons, and John Rogers and 

Richard Lee appear repeatedly in the king’s correspondence as they travel between the King 

at Whitehall and the King’s fortifications from Boulogne to the Scottish border. In the 1530s 

it seems that two pairs of craftsmen, Clement and Dickenson and Russel and Molton were 

similarly favoured by the King and the works across London and the Thames Valley were 
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divided between them. I would suggest these men were favoured precisely because they 

drew in a way that allowed the king to design and re-design his domestic apartments, a 

process for which there is firm evidence for the first time at Hull in 1541/2. 

The above argument looks at the plans of Hull Manor, but the drawings of the 

fortifications at Hull are an important example of how maps of the local landscape features 

were made before appropriate fortifications were designed. Three very large scale drawings 

of these works survive. Like Plat A of Hull Manor the process of drawing the new fortification 

began with an initial survey of the existing site, which has survived,and the landscape survey 

was probably used as a basis from which to construct the drawing shown in fig 52. A third 

drawing of the fortifications is also likely to have used the initial landscape survey. All three 

of these drawing use the same characteristically shaped and very large pieces of parchment 

and the fortifications and landscape they portray are all drawn at the same enlarged 

scale.16From a starting drawing of the landscapethe shape of the river bank was probably 

traced onto new pieces of paper and used as a starting point to plan out the works in fig 52, 

potentially with the King, at Whitehall. A similar process is used at Guines where a survey of 

the existing walls of the castle is produced and the new works projected over this initial 

image, and this chapter will come to consider the same progression between landscape and 

architectural drawing at Ambleteuse, where we know more certainly that Henry used an 

initial landscape drawing to design a set of works from his seat at Whitehall without visiting 

the French territory. 

ii. The Works at Boulogne. 

 

 In contrast to the domestic and military drawings made at Hull - drawings which 

contain internal evidence that suggests that they were made as part of a discussion with the 

King but about which there is little epistolary evidence - the letters that surround the 

fortifications of Boulogne provide us with evidence about exactly how the King used his 

plats.  In early 1544 Henry VIII, in alliance with Charles V, invaded French territory south of 

Calais. After laying siege to Boulogne for nearly two months, Henry VIII entered the fortified 

town on the 18th September.17 The process of the siege itself, which involved the successive 

                                                             
16 See British Library, MS Cotton Augustus I.ii.49; Aug. I. Supp. 3; Aug. I. Supp. 4.   
17 Shelby (1967), p.53-61. 
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breach of the town’s various rings of defence, must have given Henry a good grasp of its 

potential weaknesses. A letter from the Privy Councildated the 4th October is written four 

days after the King’s departure and responds to the news that Boulogne had been 

abandoned. It reminds the council at Boulogne that Henry had made detailed plans for how 

the town was to be re-fortified and that had they begun “making your bastilion as his 

majesty had appoynted [...] and thes things fynissed wich wold (as he sayeth) have byn don 

in short tyme you shuld have come in all safty to the rescue of Calaye.”18 The Privy Council is 

careful to remind the recipients that his majesty devised the fortifications that should have 

protected the town, and that the King, even from the remove of Whitehall, is still very much 

aware of what can and cannot be done. The neat interpolation of the phrase, “(as he 

sayeth)” makes it clear that it is Henry’s voice which underlies their own collective assurance 

of how long it should have taken to construct the defences the King devised.  Yet the ability 

to establish the King’s command from across the channel seems to have been precisely the 

problem at issue, for problems at Boulogne seem to have begun almost as soon as the King 

left the site and his own defensive works were re-considered by his craftsmen in light of the 

King's removal to Whitehall. In a letter dated the 5th, the Council at Boulogne led by Edward 

Seymour, the Earl of Hertford,writes 

 

Pleaseth it your most excellent maestie to understande that yesterdaye in the morning 

we assembled our selfs upon the grounde without the towne called the old man 

wheare your maijestie had devised to have a bastillion and there with the advise of sir 

Richard Lee and [John] Rogers and [Richard] Candishe consulted upon the same where 

everie man sayed frely and franckely his opinion, and was finally concluded by all our 

agreemete that neither in that place ne eny other about the towne, by eni woorke that 

can be made this winter, neither basse bologne or the haven may be so fortifyed, 19 

 

The letter continues to describe an account of a skirmish with some French troops near 

Boulogne before concluding that, given the reports that the French were moving north, and 

 

                                                             
18London, The National Archives, MS SP 1/ 193 f.22v. 
19The National Archives, MS SP 1/193 f. 28v. 
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having before resolved, by the advice of Sir Richard Lee, Cavendishe and Rogers, that 

such a bastilion could not be made this winter to satisfy your Majesties purpose as the 

same desireth, we resolved that morning to depart with the army to Calais20 

 

Following the essential abandonment of Boulogne on the 4th October, the King is facing what 

is little less than a crisis: his capacity to control the design of the fortification works and the 

movements of the army with which they are interconnected has clearly slipped away in the 

face of a council held “upon the grounde without the towne.” It must have seemed in 

Whitehall that confusion reigned in both the works teams and the army as a consequence of 

these independent decisions. A letter on the 5th shows that the King at first responded by 

sending Richard Lee21 back to the town with further instructions.22 On the 8th October, the 

King writes a letter that, after the usual salutations, addresses itself directly to the 

Councillors and states,  

 

lyke as there is none more willing in all just occasion to take in good parte the good 

doings and probable grounds of his Counsellers forexcuse, though sumtme they fayle 

in their well doings and executing his comanndments, yet is ther none agayn that 

hardly can bere bolstering and unaparant reasons specally when they enclude a fayned 

necessetie to cloke and mayntayn their faulte, to moche apparent to indifferent 

[e]yes.23 

                                                             
20The National Archives, MS SP 1/193 f. 28v. 
21 On Lee’s life see John Harvey and Arthur Oswald, English Medieval Architects: A biographical dictionary 

down to 1550 (Gloucester: Alan Sutton, 1987), p.161-162. Lee is likely to have been the son and grandson of 

master masons.  For his appointment at Calais in 1536 see Colvin (1973), p.352 On Roger’s training at Hampton 

court see chapter two, above and Shelby. John Rogers (1967), p.5-6; Lee’s own early training seems to have left 

him with a less than full grasp of the technical idiom and he can be connected to a number of pictoral if highly 

detailed pictoral views of the King’s works at Dover, Calais and Edinburgh. See: Peter Barber, ‘England II: 

Monarchs Ministers and Maps’, in David Buisseret, Monarchs, Ministers and Maps: The Emergence of 

Cartography as a Tool of Government in Early Modern Europe (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992), 

p49, n. 60. However, Rogers and Lee often worked together and it is not always possible to attribute the 

technical plats to Lee or Roger’s definitively. We know that by 1545, Lee, working alone, produced a fine 

example of technical drawing of the town of Portsmouth. See: P. D. A., Harvey, ‘The Portsmouth Map of 1545 

and the Introduction of Scale Maps into England,’ inHampshire Studies, ed. by John Webb, Nigel Yates, and 

Sarah E. Peacock (Portsmouth: Portsmouth City Records Office, 1981), pp.33-49. 
22 A letter from the Privy council dated the 5th October shows that the councillors in London and the King 

hastily scrambled a response to Norfolk’s report cited above by sending a brief note with “this berar Sir Richard 

Lee whom his majestie half instructed all and long shall advice you att lenghte, his highnes pleasure is yow shall 

give full creadence accordingly.”  Yet this written response, translated through Richard Lee, one of his master 

masons is only the first wave of correspondence mustered by King and his administration at Whitehall. See the 

letter from the Privy council dated 5 October 1544, The National Archives, MS SP 1/ 193 f.28v. 
23The National Archives, MS SP 1/ 193 f.69r. 
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How exactly the Duke of Norfolk and the marshal gentry at Boulogne would have read this 

passage is not recorded, but the passage’s description of how the King has seen through the 

“fayned necessetie” which his Councilors have used to cloak and cover the true goings on at 

Boulogne must have had alarming overtones of a set of conspirators being discovered. The 

letter continues by asking the Councilors if they themselves think it is likely that their 

decision to leave Boulogne undefended was “well to be taken of us” the King, a decision 

which he points out was “so clene discrepant from our commandment” and the letter goes 

into some detail on the failings of the commanders before turning its invective on John 

Rogers and Richard Lee, stating, 

 

To the fifth as touching the making of the bastiolion though lee and Rogers might 

happen to say that they thought it was hard in a short tyme to make a bastilion to 

withstand an armey yet nevertheles we know them not to be men of suche 

experience that therfore the making of suche a one was utterly to be relinquisshed, 

for that knowlege that they have they have lerned only at our hand / And therfore it 

had ben more mete for you, ere you had utterly relinquisshed the doing of it, to have 

knowen what we could have sayd to it and then we doubt not but you shul have 

beyn well satisfied and not have byn hable to have sayd [anything] but that ther 

might suche a bastilion have byn made.24 

 

The King here frankly re-asserts his own authority over his master masons by stating 

that all of the “knowledge that they have, they have lerned only at our hand” and this might 

well have been more like a reminder than an empty assertion of authority, for Rogers and 

Lee had been working since 1540 and 1536 respectively on the King’s fortified sites but they 

were appointed by the King to their military posts and were by training domestic 

architects.25 What becomes clear is that by 1544 Rogers and Lee had overreached 

themselves by cutting Whitehall out of the decisionmaking process in favour of their own 

                                                             
24The National Archives, MS SP 1/ 193 f.69r. 
25For the use of domestic architects on the King’s works see Colvin (1982), p.378-381. On the mediation 

between the King, the marshal gentry and the master masons in the design of fortifications. See Colvin (1982) 

esp. p.379-380 which argues that there is a precise Henrician style unrelated to advances in fortification on the 

continent and which probably came from King, craftsmen and gentry.  
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expertise andconclusions, given the conditions on site. In response, the king writes that he 

expects his military designers and his marshal gentry to maintain his position at the head of 

the chain of command, even in his absence. As the later correspondence suggests, plats and 

written accounts were used to make Whitehall the centre of the decision-making process at 

Boulogne. However, during this, the first wave of the King's response, Henry re-asserts his 

own Royal precedence as a King as well as writing out the terms of his own technical 

authority in very clear terms, as he states, had the commanders referred to him rather than 

the craftsmen who merely enact the realisation of his ideas, they would not have “byn hable 

to have sayd [anything] but that ther might suche a bastilion have byn made.” 

 By the 11th November Henry had re-established his control over the works at 

Boulogne, and his position as the commander of the army, and decisions were once again 

passed through Whitehall via an exchange of letters and plats. The following letter, sent by 

the Privy Council to Boulogne lays out in some detail the process of deviating from the plats 

which represent the King’s designs: 

 

the kings majestie sendeth unto you by this berer the forme of the plat wich you sent 

to his hieghnis for the fortificacion to be made beside the old Man, whereunto his 

majestie hath added some thinge, and some thinge his majestie hath altered as 

youmaye perceyve by the same, and his grace pleasure is that in cace you shall thinke 

that this sayd fortifcation to be made by the sayd plat being thus altered by his 

hieghnes shalbe as strong as thother and as hable to be kept, his majestie taking it to 

be of no less forte then thother, and a thing that would be don moche soner, you shall 

then precede with the making of the same [...], and if you shall thinke any thing there 

mete to be altered then, preceding in the mean tyme to the doing of suche parte 

therof as shall make no alteracions so as there be no tyme Lost, you shall advertise his 

majestie of your oppinion therin with suche reasons as made you in the same with all 

dilligence26 

 

This letter accompanies a plat which is being sent back to the works at Boulogne with 

alterations made by the King, who we are told, has “added some thinge,” and “hath altered” 

                                                             
26The National Archives, MS SP 1 / 195 f.61r. 
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others. The letter continues to describe the process through which the works team at 

Boulogne may themselves alter the new design: all alterations are to be returned to the King 

and in the meantime work is to begin on the undisputed sections of the design. The King is 

clearly being particularly cautious in light of the recent chaos that ensued on his departure 

from Boulogne, establishing a complex and time consuming alteration and approval process 

that sets his own chamber at Whitehall at the center of the design process. This letter is 

important because it explains the process of using plats as a way of monitoring the works at 

remote sites, and it is clear the technical drawings are being used as more than simple 

records of the works: images are being altered and re-drawn by the King before being sent 

back to a site and then, possibly returned to Whitehall with further reasons for emendation. 

This is evidence of the kind of system that we can only suppose was also used to design 

palaces like Nonsuch, sites where we know that Clement and Dickenson were part of a 

similar circulation of plats between the site and the King. The system of continual alteration 

and comparison also relies on exactly the kind of technical idiom which we see being used to 

design and alter works in full-scale in the Middle Ages and which survives on paper for the 

first time in the plats of Deal Castle and the Calais Exchequer.  

The letters surrounding the re-fortification of Boulogne are particularly useful in that 

they are a rare example of a system of correspondence being explained. Letters tend to be 

written between people who have already understood the terms of their epistolary 

relationship, and it is often difficult for us to understand the rules which structure the 

exchange. However, in 1544, the system through which Whitehall and the French territories 

communicated had clearly collapsed in the wake of the French campaign and the capture of 

Boulogne. In consequence, Henry VIII has to re-establish the terms of a system of 

correspondence, a system in which Whitehall was the central hub of any design or 

construction decisions. The crisis at Boulogne was probably not the first instance of plats 

being used in this way, but it is the first surviving explanation of the system through which 

plats were used by King and craftsmen. 

Once the system through which the plats and letters are circulated between London 

and the Boulonnais had been re-established, Henry was able to take a direct part in the 

overall design of the works through the use of plats, but design drawings were not the 

exclusive form through which centralised control was exercised. Letters often specify that 

the bearer of the plat has beeninstructed to explain the image (the bearer often being the 
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draughtsman of the plat itself27) and the text of the letter often gives a further set of design 

details. The letter from the Privy Council to Boulogne cited below gives very precise 

construction details for a temporary work to be constructed using earth and timber. The 

letter is written as if from the Privy Council, but the Council makes clear that it is writing on 

behalf of the King, 

 

And if youshall stande in any doubt touching the making of the corners of the 

Bulwerke which cover the flanke his highnes thinketh that with stakes and rodds 

wounde together with other tymbre you maye kepe them upp aswell as if they were 

made with turge or any other Kynde of earthe, And for the galeryes which be 

appointed from the inner braye and so to rune about the  Mountes and which must be 

twelve fote wyde within, his majesties pleasur is you shall make them of tymber and 

bourde them on the out side with bourde of two ynches thick, and  make it so full of 

holes as a greate nomber maye stand and shute out of them at one tyme and to cover 

the rofe of the same with bourde, which his  majestie doth not only take for a 

wounderfull force but also a greate comoditie and strenght ffor tholding upp of your 

mountes if speciall regarde be had in the making of them so as you fasten the tymbre 

of your galeryes wth long tymbre into your mountes.28 

 

This passage is reminiscent of the medieval contracts that gave detailed dimensions and 

jointing instructions. Here the King specifies, among much else, that stakes and rods of 

timber bound up in a timber frame should be used to support the corners of the bulwark, 

and that the board surrounding the earthwork should be at least “two ynches thick.” In 1544 

there is stillthe kind of balance between word and image that we saw in an earlier period. 

The design images of the 1540s are very different from the pictoral plats made to 

accompany written contracts at the turn of the sixteenth century, but the late design 

drawings still do not contain a complete set of instructions for a works. On the other hand, 

in this instance, written instructions were not sent in place of a plat, for the opening of the 

letter which contains the passage above makes it clear that a plat of the works is also being 

                                                             
27For examples see below, in the letters that surround the treaty of Camp, or above in the example at Boulogne, 

where Lee is sent back to France with the King’s instructions.  
28The National Archives, MS SP 1 / 195 f.61r. 
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included. Whitehall, it seems, balances its control of its fortification works through the use 

of a number of media, the spoken instructions given to the bearer of the letter, the plat and 

the written description of the letter itself. 

 

 

 

iii. The Works at Ambleteuse. 

 

Though design concepts continued to be communicated using a range of media 

throughout the sixteenth century, the correspondence and plats surrounding the works at 

Ambleteuse make it clear that by 1546 design drawings allowed the King to dictate the 

shape and size of his works using plats alone. There are three important plats of Ambleteuse 

see fig 53 a,b,c (hereafter Plat A, Plat B and Plat C). The history of these worksbegins in late 

March 1546, when Rogers and Sir Thomas Wyatt, (son of the poet) were sent to sound the 

sea depth of a stretch of coast near the village of Ambleteuse, and evaluate its use as a site 

for a fortified haven.29 Edward Seymour, the Earl of Hertford writes to the Privy Council on 

27th March 1546 stating that the results of this survey “shall appeyar unto you by theyre 

[Rogers and Wyatt’s] letters, to me addressed, which I send you herewith.” Part of this 

survey, and the letters sent to Whitehall in late March may have been Plat A, which shows an 

outline of the coast, the location of the town, the course of the river, and the extent of the 

tidal range surrounding the inlet. This preliminary survey of the landscape was almost 

certainly made by Rogers. 30 Plat A was also re-drawn and used by Rogers as a starting point 

from which to draft out a shape of a new fortification in light of the existing landscape. We 

know this because the image itself has survived. Plat B was clearly drawn over a copy of Plat 

A; not only is the representation of the landscape drawn from the same perspective 

position, it is also the same size and uses an identical way of representing landscape features 

(the representation of odd roofless houses is particularly characteristic). Moreover, the 

village of Ambleteuse we see in the initial landscape drawing has also been copied from the 

                                                             
29 Shelby (1967), p.75-6. 
30See Shelby (1967),  p.77. on the attribution to Rogers. One of the plats, plat B, contains Roger’s monograph, 

and plat A is attributed to him on the grounds of stylistic similarity.  
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earlier survey onto Plat B and then partially rubbed out to make way for the new 

fortification, evidence of which is very clear on the original. This use of the landscape image 

as a starting point from which is to draft the shape of new works is particularly intriguing 

because it is likely that Plat C used Plat A in a similar way. However, Plat C was probably 

drawn by the King in Whitehall, and it seems likely that Plat A, which survived through its 

preservation at Whitehall, was used to chart out the shape of a fortification at a remote site 

by a King who had never seen the haven at Guines. This is a probable course of events given 

that the design of the fortification proposed by Plat C fits with the description of the King's 

design given in the letter cited below and not with the designs proposed by any of the 

gentry or masons on site. Furthermore Plat C sets its fortification into a landscape much like 

that portrayed by Plat A, a landscape seen from the same perspective position and which 

uses the same conventions for landscape features. A letter, sent on the 1st April, five days 

after Rogers’ initial survey of the haven, tells us that the King sent his own plat to his 

craftsmen at Ambleteuse, and in it Lisle reports back to the King on how his plat, a design 

with five bulwarks of the kind we see in Plat C has been received: 

 

I came to therle of hertford to hable Estue, [Ambleteuse] this his lordshippp beyng 

there viewyng of the ground by the Campe, and [...]I toke occation to shewe unto the 

same, your majesties plat, with the newe addition therof beyng present, Mr Seymour, 

Sir Richard Legh [Richard Lee] and [John] Rogers, which by them all was very well 

comended, nevertheles, they could make no expresse resolution unto the same, for 

that it seamed they were in doubt whethur the place wold sirve to make the fort with 

v: bulwerke or with foure, And sithens uppon furder vieu, I do perceave  that my lord 

with the rest afforsaied, do fynd the lien more propice to fortife with foure bulwarke 

then with fyve, wherof his lordshipp, i doubt not, wold veray sone more amplye 

signifye unto your maiestie by platt31 

 

The design of the fortification with four bulwarks promised by the company to the King 

could be Plat B, for there are four bulwarks, if one adds a small V-shaped protuberance 

extending out of the sea wall and providing covering fire across the haven. However, we do 

                                                             
31The National Archives, MS SP 1/ 216 f.74r. 
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not know if the King received and rejected this design or whether he sent a letter once again 

reminding his craftsmen and commanders of his own technical expertise and forcing the 

master masons to work with his plan, for the King’s letters to Ambleteuse during an 

important eight day period have not survived. What we do know is that by 3rd April, Hertford 

writes to Henry to explain that having “taken downe thold walles of the howses in the towne 

and made the ground playne, that we might the better see howe to set firthe your majesties 

devise for the forte to be made here” the council do in fact decide that it “sirveth rightwell 

to your highnes devise [...] so that if your majestie had seen the grounde yt could not have 

been set furth to better purpose.”32 Hertford’s phrase is not accidental, for there must have 

been some novelty to being able to design a fortification which fits as neatly into the 

contours of the “grounde” without ever having seen the site. Ambleteuse is probably the 

first surviving example of the King using an initial survey like Plat A to view and analyse the 

innate complexities of a landscape and fit his own projected design concept within this 

organic environment. This remote design process relies on the plats using a standardised 

mode of representation so that Plat A, the drawing of the landscape, can become the basis 

of Plats B and C and the designs proposed by these two drawings of the different forms of 

fortification can themselves be compared and contrasted.  

 Within Plat A the drawing of landscape has been schematised into a graphic mode 

that allows it to be compared with the architectural drawings used to portray the proposed 

fortification in Plats B and C. However, in contrast to the technical idiom used to draw out 

the fortifications, the representation of the landscape in all three plats is pictoral: textures 

and perspective views have been used to represent its features and we see none of the stark 

graphic conventions that are used to construct the plan view of the architectural works set 

within it. In comparison to the hundreds of years of craft tradition in which the technical 

idiom’s method of representing architectural detail had been developed, landscape had, in 

1546, only recently been included as part of the working drawings made for the King. 

However, though the representation of landscape in Plat A uses none of the complex graphic 

conventions used to represent the fortifications, Rogers’ training in the technical mode of 

the master masons seems to have allowed the draughtsman to improvise a representation 

of landscape into which the fortifications could be placed. This improvised representation 

                                                             
32 The National Archives, MS SP 1/216 f.101r. 
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may use pictoral elements to represent features like the cliffs, the shingle and the hills, but it 

sets these features into a framework that allows architectural drawings made using the 

technical idiom to be inset into the landscape without distorting the proportions of the 

landscape or the works themselves. 

Rogers understanding of scale allows him to relate landscape features meaningfully 

to one another and to the architectural works set into the landscape. The external 

proportions of the river inlet, the total external circumferences of the range of hills, or the 

extent of a coastline are consistently proportioned in relation to one another and in relation 

to the area covered by the drawing of the fortification, even if the types of mark used within 

an accurately circumscribed area are used to represent a range of objects from a series of 

different perspectives, as in the representation of the hills in the right of Plat B. The method 

of drawing to scale developed by Rogers at Guines, is clearly instrumental to the way in 

which landscape begins to be represented in the 1540s. However perhaps more important is 

the whole approach to the function of drawing that comes with Rogers’ training as a master 

mason. For, trained in the technical idiom, Rogers approaches the representation of 

landscape as if it were a working drawing that is an instrumental part of the construction 

process itself. When confronted with a landscape that is of relevance to the design of the 

fortification he is planning, Rogers clearly decides that landscape needs to be represented 

within the graphic system used to work out architectural features. This approach treats the 

accuracy of the distance and dimensions of a landscape map as its most important feature. 

In contrast to the single set of criteria through which Rogers understands drawing, during 

the Middle Ages landscape maps had fulfilled a range of different needs and were used in a 

variety of ways.33 

Scale is then an important way to evaluate these late maps but following my own 

analysis of the origins of scale in chapter one, scale is itself a technique which was derived 

from Rogers’ approach to drafting the walls at Guines. More important than scale per se is 

Rogers’ appreciation of how drawing can be used as part of the process of construction, 

design, and social interaction, an appreciation that derives from his graphic training as a 

master mason. The mason’s training in technical representation brings a set of criteria for 

                                                             
33 For the best analysis of complete corpus of medieval local maps that had been found at the time of publication 

see: R.A. Skelton and P.D.A. Harvey, Local Maps and Plans from Medieval England (Oxford: Clarendon 

Press,1986). This compilation of maps and critical studies gives a good idea of the range of styles used to draw 

medieval maps, and the multiple uses made of them.   
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what constitutes good and bad drawing to bear on the representation of landscape and it is 

this masonic way of understanding the function of drawing that we see expressed in his 

attempt to represent landscape as if it were an idea for a new web of window tracery, or a 

proposed groundplan for a royal suite.  

From a different perspective, scale landscape drawings made by masons develop out 

of the need to produce a survey of the existing features of a site. They are derivatives of the 

kind of groundplan Rogers’ makes of the manor at Hull, where Plat A of Hull Manor was 

made to represent the existing rooms on the lower floor, and this initial survey of the 

building was used as a starting point for the changes to the design of the first floor portrayed 

in Plats B and C. A similar process takes place at Guines, where Rogers surveys the existing, 

irregular walls at Guines as they are shaped by their hilltop location in order to have an 

accurate shape from which to plan the layout of the new bulwarks at the most effective 

defensive position. At Ambleteuse and in the drawings of the fortifications at Hull the 

existing features are themselves the landscape features of the sea, the river inlet, the cliffs, 

the high water mark, the hills etc. and in these examples, the landscape becomes the first 

term in the design of the building itself.  

 

iv. The Negotiations around the Treaty of Camp.  

 

In the correspondence which describes the plats made around the treaty of Camp we 

see how the portrayal of landscape becomes an end in itself, not merely a series of features 

to guide the plan of new architectural works. For the treaty hinges on the precise location of 

the river Laine and working out the precise course of this river is central to the successful 

negotiation of a peace settlement. It is Rogers and Lee who are used to make the landscape 

maps on which the treaty will be founded and their expertise was drawn entirely from the 

representation of the local landscapes around the architectural buildings on which they 

were working. The Treaty of Camp marks a point of intersection where master masons were, 

for the first time, being used to produce scale images of landscapes for their own sake, as 

part of a territorial dispute. What we see from the correspondence surrounding the Treaty 

of Camp is that the King takes advantage of the fact that his master masons have developed 
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a method of technical drawing which has, so far,  only incidentally portrayed landscape, and 

uses these men to help settle a territorial dispute. 

From the opening of the discussion over the terms of the treaty of Camp in May 1546 

Henry has a well-developed plan on how to use maps of the area most effectively.  A letter 

sent on the 9thMay 1546 sets out the opening terms of the King’s conditions for peace and 

explains three different sets of conditions to his ambassadors which are all based on 

different territorial boundaries. The first set of conditions are the most financially favourable 

to the English King, and they are accompanied by an agreement that Francis I give up to 

Henry an area of land which is loosely described in words. The second set of terms for 

peace, which are to be offered only if the first are not accepted, are less favourable to the 

King and perhaps in consequence of this Henry demands that they are accompanied by a 

firmer territorial boundary. Henry asks that the French “leave to our quiet posssission 

Bulloyn and suche parte of Bullonoys and the Countie of Guysnes, as shalbe signified unto 

you [the English ambassadors] by a plat, assone as Rogers, who is already sent for, may 

comme and go unto you.”34 Rogers, it seems, is to be set the task of making this plat, 

“comme” to the King and then go back “unto you,” so that, presumably, the King has an 

opportunity to set the boundaries he finds acceptable using the plat which Rogers has made. 

If these terms are still not acceptable, a financial settlement cannot be agreed upon and 

only a truce can be negotiated, Henry likewise wishes to firm up a different set of territorial 

boundaries, and the letter states that he will provide “an other plat whiche we minde to 

send by Rogers unto you.”35 Specifying, in both instances, that Rogers would be called back 

to Whitehall to show the maps he has made to the King before the final plat was taken to 

the French was probably a vital part of the use of the map in so far as Henry was concerned. 

For working on the maps with the draughtsman himself provided the King with a way to 

manipulate the representation of the boundary in his favour but also, presumably 

manipulate the image of the landscape on which the boundary was based. We do in fact 

have such a map (fig 54), a map marked with a red dotted line that perhaps represents the 

boundary set by the King in consultation with Rogers on this point. This map could well be 

seen as material evidence of the point of intersection I have described, a point at which the 

graphic skills of the Middle Ages are being used to make local, landscape maps which in turn 

                                                             
34 The National Archives, MS SP 1/218 f.19v.  
35 The National Archives, MS SP 1/218 f.19v. 
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support the imposition of man-made territorial boundaries, rather than the design of new 

architectural fortifications.   

Yet the process is far from complete. As can be seen, many of the landscape features 

of the map are pictoral, even if they are set within a scale grid, and the schematisation that 

will lead to a standardised set of conventions for representing landscape features in a way 

comparable with those used in architectural drawing is some way off. Representing the 

complexities of landscape within a standardised set of conventions is more complicated than 

the representation of architectural features using the same kind of criteria and the letters 

from Camp make it entirely obvious how challenging the mapping of a landscape was in the 

mid-sixteenth century.  

This is partly, in this instance, because both sides suspect the other of deception: in a 

letter dated 17th May, the Privy Council requests that a party of French and English gentry 

“and suche others of bothe side as you shall thinke mete, ryde and vieu the rennyng of the 

said ryver” that is, the running of the river Laine on which the boundary terms of the treaty 

rested, but the letter continues, 

 

and to thintent that his majestie woold  playnly be informed of the said limitte Sir 

Rychud lee and rogers be privately despeched hens to have their attendannce upon 

you secretely in your said journey, who may after set furthe the same in plat and after, 

[...] sir Rychyud lee [should] bring the plat to his highnes, but of thevent of making of 

this plat you shall not nede to give any notice to thother side36 

 

The letter suggests that even if a course for the river was agreed upon by both parties, the 

map made by Lee and Rogers should be taken straight to the King, not be shown to the 

other side. As in the earlier letter discussed above, Henry seems intent on seeing the map, 

and checking that its features were acceptable, and presumably modifying or re-drafting the 

image if needs be, before providing it as the basis of a discussion between his own 

ambassadors and the French. Throughout this negotiation it is clear that Henry has well 

understood that landscape maps can be manipulated to shape the territorial boundary that 

best suits his own position.  

                                                             
36The National Archives, MS SP. 1/218 f.168r. 
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 In reality the surveying party were unable to agree on the course of the river, and the 

body of correspondence that surrounds the Treaty of Camp is an example of the difficulty of 

mapping a complex landscape feature. In a Letter dated 27th May 1546, the Privy Councillors 

who had been sent to negotiate the treaty write to the King to complain that with the 

French ambassador Bochetel, they went to find the head of the river. The Privy Councillors 

(Lisle, Paget and Wotton) sign collectively but in the first person they state that , 

 

 I and Bochetel went to see the hedd, but such a hed as liked him to shewe. I had in my 

cumpany the treasorer of Calaye, the Suveyor of Calaye, Sir Henry Paulmer, Broke the 

Baillif of Guines, Personne Haull, two of Mr Wallops best guydes, and two auncient 

men of Calays, and not one of these knew one ynche more thenne I knew of the ryver, 

for the hed. I was led so long through maresses and wooddes, that I thought myself 

mocqued; and at the last even fell out with Bochetel, and Jehan de Poco who was his 

principle guyde, and told them plainley that they mocqued me; and so returned back 

home in a gret colour, as wise as I went furth.37 

 

The Treaty of Camp is the best example of how, by the end of Henry's reign, the landscape 

mapping  that we see in the maps of Ambleteuse is also being used to portray landscape but 

as the passage above suggests, even the basic process of travelling through a landscape 

provided difficulties, and landscape drawing has some way to go before it will develop the 

kinds of graphic convention we see being used to reduce complex features into the technical 

idiom, in a way that is comparable with the architectural drawing of the period. However, an 

important step towards this point is taken once maps begin to be made with the criteria of 

dimensional and proportional accuracy in mind.  

As the letters around the Treaty of Camp and the building of the new fortifications at 

Ambleteuse suggest, the government at Whitehall has clearly understood how useful the 

map could be by the end of Henry’s reign, for the landscape map allows the King and his 

Privy Councillors to remain in Whitehall and through the draughtsmanship of Rogers and 

Lee, design a fortification that fits within the local organic features, or remotely negotiate 

the placement of a territorial boundary. The pictoral elements of Rogers and Lee's drawings 

                                                             
37The National Archives, MS SP 1/129 f.102r. 
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are intriguing and they foreground the complexity of architectural technical drawing, but the 

important point for the history of maps is that during Henry’s reign the administration 

begins to understand how scale maps can be used to effect to manipulate events and 

processes. 

 

 The preceeding chapters have examined the historical circumstances which led to the 

emergence of the technical plat in the sixteenth century. I have put forward two historical 

contexts which I have suggested shape the form of the local map: the effect of the master 

mason and the effect of the King and his administration. The maps themselves are physically 

drafted using an adaptation of the graphic and material skills taught to men as part of their 

training in the craft tradition of the master mason. Yet if it is a craft tradition that provides 

the draughtsmen of these plats with the material and conceptual skills to draw in a technical 

mode, it is the King and his administration that exploits these craft skills and forces their 

adaptation to uses unknown in the design of Gothic architecture. 

 While the early chapters of this thesis examine the graphic skills of the master 

mason, chapter four analysed the letters and plats which provide strong evidence of the 

King’s involvement with the design processes that preceeded the construction of the royal 

fortifications in the 1540s. The earliest examples from Hull suggest that the King used 

technical drawings to re-work plans for his domestic works, and relates this intervention 

back to sites where we see similar designs for the division of the medieval great hall being 

implemented in the 1530s. Later studies look at Henry’s fortification works and examine 

sites where the King uses plats sent to Whitehall to authorise or amend the design decisions 

taken at Boulogne, and latterly uses maps of the local landscape to design fortifications that 

take advantage of the curvature of the haven at Ambleteuse without ever having seen the 

site itself.  

Chapters three and four aimed to examine the relationship between the way in 

which maps were used and the changes that can be seen within the plats themselves. These 

chapters provide a body of evidence which suggests that maps incorporate techniques from 

a medieval craft tradition, and broaden their subject matter in ways that allow the King to 

use them to more efficiently develop, compare, alter and re-draft design proposals. In this 

instance, the use of the map shapes the form of the map, as internal graphic conventions 

develop in order to facilitate the function. Yet form follows function as much as function 
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follows form, and Henry’s use of the map is itself broadened and complicated as changes 

within the kinds of plats made for patrons allow Henry to become increasingly involved with 

the design of his works through the incorporation of graphic techniques like numerical scale, 

standardised conventions and the representation of landscape and architectural features 

within the drawings.38 

Though there is good evidence to show that maps incorporate graphic techniques 

that facilitate Henry’s map use, it is difficult to find evidence of how exactly this process 

occurred. However, it is reasonable to assume that the process of being forced to discuss, 

compare, evaluate and alter plats with the King probably encouraged the King’s craftsmen to 

adapt their skills and, in turn, to draw plats which better facilitated the new range of uses to 

which plats are being put. Furthermore, the existence of such clear favourites in the 1530s 

and 1540s suggests that the King and his councillors encouraged and promoted those 

craftsmen whose graphic innovations allowed Henry to more efficiently use plats to alter 

and re-draft design proposals. The evidence provided by this chapter clearly shows that 

Henry used plats in this way and it is probable that it was through this system of promotion 

and dismissal that these techniques became increasingly widespread from the 1530s 

onwards. Henry’s map use was, in other words, likely to have guided the changes that we 

see in the map, changes that themselves allowed the King to use maps to more efficiently 

alter and re-work designs.  

Beyond the incorporation of graphic conventions like numerical scale within the map, 

the process outlined above also helps to contextualise the broadening of the subject matter 

                                                             
38 There is also a good argument to suggest that the medium of the plats made for Henry itself influenced the 

way in which plats were used, for the drafting of technical drawings on paper in the 1530s may have provided 

its own kind of momentum to the process of change. In the medieval period full scale design drawings plotted 

out on the ground were automatically destroyed when a building was built, and drawings on the tracing floor 

were wiped clean when a new surface was required. Unlike the full scale working drawings that proceeded them 

paper plats could be kept indefinitely and they could be moved and stored at a point of centralised 

administration, a tendency we see before the reign of Henry VIII in the description of the plats kept in the works 

office at King’s college Cambridge. Paper as a medium innately provides these drawings the capacity to be 

moved to a central point and filed away, and plats that can be stored can also be compared, contrasted, altered, 

re-drafted etc. in a way that groundplans drawn in full-scale on the earth or incised into a tracing floor could 

never be. Keeping paper plats at a point of centralised administration invites this kind of use, the media of the 

plats guiding map use in a certain direction. Moreover, once plats begin to be used in this way a space is clearly 

opened up for the maps themselves to change in ways that better suit the new usage. The use of numerical scale 

is a good example of a technique that allows the new medium to be fully exploited for it allows a range of paper 

plats of different locations to be more readily compared and evaluated. For a study that focuses particularly on 

the effect of the materials used in graphic and textual representation see: Bruno Latour, Science in action : how 

to follow scientists and engineers through society (Milton Keynes : Open University Press, 1987), p.215-256; 

‘Visualization and Cognition: Thinking with Eyes and Hands’, Knowledge and Society, 6 (1986), p.1-40.  
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contained in the work made for patrons as plans begin to represent architectural and 

landscape subjects. The plat of the Exchequer, the drawing of the existing walls at Guines, 

and the drawings of Hull Manor show that masons re-designing a building were probably 

familiar with making paper plans for a patron that incorporated new features within an 

initial drawing of the current architectural structures on-site. The drafting of the 

architectural features on a site was probably a starting point from which masons began to 

make landscape drawings projected in a plan view in order to chart the principal landscape 

features of a site and plan their fortification works in a way that responded to its natural 

advantages. However, by the end of Henry’s reign the King is not only commissioning Rogers 

to make initial drawings of a landscape in order to plan his own designs from Whitehall, but 

he is also using masons to make landscape maps as part of a border disputes and without a 

direct architectural purpose in mind. This is a direct instance of Henry’s own needs driving 

changes within the local map, for he forces his masons to adapt their craft skills to new 

purposes. The techniques which had originally been learnt in an architectural context are 

developed in order to portray landscape in a way that would have been unknown to masons 

working ten or twenty years before John Rogers. Henry’s own demands for increased privy 

space in the 1530s and for a fortification system that would defend the English territories 

from threats of invasion in 1542 leads to an accelerated form of change within local maps as 

Henry demands that his masons use old graphic skills in new ways.  

v. Conclusion.  

 

In modern critical writing the changing forms of representation in the local maps of 

the sixteenth century have been ascribed to a number of different causes without extended 

analysis of the archival correspondenceanalysed here, or, more importantly, the medieval 

architectural drawing which I have linked to the Tudor plans. The most recent work on 

sixteenth century plats focuses on the origins of scale drawingand is produced by Gerbino 

and Johnston (2010).39 Following on from the work of J.R. Hale in his chapter on English 

defensive works in The History of the King’s works, (1982)40 and PDA Harvey in Tudor Maps 

                                                             
39 Gerbino and Johnston (2010), p.31-44. 
40J.R. Hale, ‘Tudor Fortifications: The Defence of the Realm 1485- 1558’, in The History of the King’s Works 

Vol.IV 1485- 1660Part II, ed. by H.M. Colvin (HMSO: London, 1982), pp.367-401. 
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(1993)41 they argue that the new types of artillery and the consequent demand for defensive 

works which could withstand the increased firepower of the sixteenth century led to the 

development of new forms of design drawings.42 This argument relates the changes to 

sixteenth century plats solely to the design of fortifications being built after 1539. 

Furthermore, it argues that foreign craftsmen introduced scale drawing into England despite 

the fact that there is no evidence of this transition.  

My own work describes a new form of drawing, the technical idiom, that re-focuses 

attention away from scale drawing as a singular characteristic of sixteenth century plats and 

connects the broader mode of representation used in the 1530s and 40s to its origins in 

medieval architectural drawing, distinguishing it from the pictoral mode used by masons and 

lay-persons during the Middle Ages. Describing the mode of representation used by the 

sixteenth century plats allows my work to confront the archival gap before 1539. The limited 

evidence available suggests that from at least 1534, and probably earlier, the King’s master 

craftsmen were using technical drawing skills to work through ideas according to Henry’s 

changing demands. As Starkey's work foregrounds, controlling the design and re-design of 

the King’s domestic apartments was particularly important for Henry because his power was 

consistently exercised by regulating who was allowed access to his private quarters. 

 In response to the argument posed by Johnston and Gerbino, I would suggest that 

the use of plans in the 1540s accelerated changes in architectural drawing which had begun 

in the 1530s and was caused by Henry’s need to precisely control and expand the domestic 

environments that surrounded him.  Not only would I look to the 1530s rather than the 

1540s, and to domestic rather than military architecture, for further evidence of 

developments in technical drawing, I would suggest that an appreciation of the changes to 

the local maps of the sixteenth century relies on an understanding of the craft tradition of 

the medieval master masons. 

  

                                                             
41 P.D.A. Harvey, Maps in Tudor England (London: British Library, 1993), p.98. 
42 Gerbino and Johnston (2010), p.31-32. 
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Conclusion. 

 

On February 1st, 1547, John Rogers reported to William Paget, a trusted Privy 

Councillor of the late Henry VIII, of the works proceeding at Boulogne. He writes of a new 

fortification called the “young man” which is to be built as a way of connecting existing 

defensive works by providing covering fire over a patch of deadground (see fig. 1). In this 

letter Rogers states, 

 

After my duty considered, it may please your mastership to understand that within the 

young man I have traced or staked forth a little castle and, as I think, very fit for the 

same place if it may please the king’s majesty’s Council that it may be gone in hand 

withal, as Mr Dudley is not a little fain thereof; but till I know your pleasures it shall 

stay and nothing be done thereto. A plat thereof have I sent unto you by this bearer, 

every inch containing ten foot. [...] and then no doubt though the plat seem tedious to 

do, yet will it lightly be made and no great charge – neither shall it let any other work.1 

 

Rogers tells Paget that he has “traced and staked forth” the shape of the new building on the 

ground, but that despite the fact that it is “tedious to do”, he has also drawn a plat of the 

site with a scale wherein “every inch” contains “ten foot.” The full-scale image, staked and 

drawn out on the earth using cord, is used by Rogers to develop his design. The scale plan 

allows the Privy Councillor in Whitehall to see the works, potentially challenge their design, 

suggest emendations, and store a record of the authorised design at a site of a central 

bureaucracy. This passage works as a good summary of the history of the local map 

described in this thesis. It is evidence of how, as late as 1547, what is perhaps the oldest 

form of architectural design drawing - that of laying out a proposed design on the earth - 

was being used alongside a form of representation that had been pioneered by Rogers in the 

last decade. Medieval full-scale design techniques were clearly still being used alongside 

paper plats drawn in a fixed numerical ratio of one “inch” to “ten foot” beyond the end of 

Henry’s reign. A substantial part of this thesis explores the relationship between the 

techniques of architectural drawings developed during the Middle Ages, and the plats made 

                                                             
1The National Archives, MS SP 68/13, cited in L.R. Shelby John Rogers : Tudor Military Engineer  (Oxford: 

Clarendon, 1967) p.69.  
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during Henry VIII’s reign. This research means that map historians no longer need rely on an 

unknown continental source to explain the innovations in early Tudor mapping, for it is 

reasonably certain that the sixteenth century maps were constructed used the skills of a 

medieval craft tradition still taught to masons like Rogers and Lee in the 1520s and 1530s.  

 Roger’s letter to Paget also makes it clear that he began the work by designing the 

shape of the fortification on the earth and made the paper plat sent to Paget after the 

design had already been laid out using stakes and string, even “though the plat seem tedious 

to do.” Roger’s plat has not survived but he himself describes the numerical scale of this 

image, and it would probably have looked something like the technical drawings that Rogers 

made of fortifications at Guines, Hull and Ambleteuse. Chapters two and three of this thesis 

examine the pictoral plats made for patrons during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries and 

question why these plats begin to incorporate the technical idiom during the 1530s. It is 

clear from Rogers’ letter that even in 1547 paper plats were still being made in response to 

the demands of the royal administration, and this evidence would suggest that from the first 

use of the pictoral plan in the mid-1400s through the incorporation of technical drawing into 

on-paper representation in the 1530s and right up to Henry’s death, paper plats were made 

in response to the changing demands of patrons.  Yet wider evidence examined in this thesis 

suggests that even if full-scale drawings were capable of setting out the military designs, 

scale plats begin to bear the burden of design in planning the King’s royal palaces and 

apartments in the 1530s. Henry VIII’s demands for increasingly complex suites of privy 

chambers and his own willingness to learn how to use the paper plans of his apartments, 

shift the balance in the relationship between patron and builder, so that the plats made for 

patrons are active proposals rather than passive records of a verbally agreed design. The 

changing function of paper drawings can be put down to the way in which Henry radically 

alters the interaction between patron and builder, for his masons are forced to respond to 

Henry’s demands with increasingly innovative on-paper solutions that more accurately and 

more consistently portrayed their architectural subjects and, furthermore, allowed the King 

to work on the paper plats as design drawings, criticising, altering, and re-drafting images 

before work began. Looking closely at the letters that surrounded the abandonment of 

Boulogne in 1545, reveals that Henry forcefully claimed design authority over his works and 

established a system whereby design drawings were circulated between Whitehall and the 

construction sites around the Boulonnais, so that all emendations to the King’s designs 
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made on site were checked by the King at Whitehall before being built. This system clearly 

survived the King’s death and as the 1547 letter makes clear, Rogers continues to make plats 

for the new King’s councillors before construction is begun. However, this letter also 

provides intriguing evidence that the medieval techniques continued to be used: paper 

drawing allowed the design to take place through a system of correspondence with 

Whitehall, though in select instances the design process was begun on the earth.  

 From the 1530s onwards, the map began to be used by the privy councillors who 

conducted the King’s day-to-day affairs, which, in the 1540s, involved the management of a 

nationwide fortification programme. Men like William Paget (the recipient of Rogers letter 

cited above) continued to have an important role in government into the reign of Mary I, 

and were probably introduced to the function and use of the map through the King’s 

insistence that all designs were passed back through Whitehall in the form of paper plats. 

The letter to Paget after the King’s death makes it clear that the use of the map by these 

administrators continued immediately after the King’s death. However this state of affairs 

does not continue and the reign of Henry VIII marks the high point of state controlled 

mapping in the sixteenth century.  

The history of the local map outlined in this thesis is one of increased specialisation. 

As the masons made maps that responded precisely to the demands of the royal 

administration, maps were used more extensively by the King and his councillors and, in an 

ever tightening circle, the further and increasingly specialised demands were relayed back 

to the King’s map-makers. The long-term effect of this reciprocal relationship is the 

incorporation of the map into the workings of a Royal administration attempting to control 

territorial and architectural disputes in remote areas. However, there is nothing innate 

about the map that would lead it to become increasingly concerned with the accurate 

representation of distance and direction.  During the reign of Henry VIII the map does 

become increasingly concerned with portraying an accurate representation of the 

dimensions of its subject, and it is extensively used by the King and his councillors. However, 

looking at the material history of how this occurs ought to suggest to a reader that this 

process was not inevitable. Similarly, looking at how the local map was disassociated from 

the royal administration in the period after Henry’s reign and how the various forms of 

pictoral, literary, imaginative and satirical maps were reclaimed by a later period is not a 
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study of changes that are innate to the map, but is simply an exploration of a range of 

different contextual factors.  

One of the consequences of Brian Harley’s interpretation of Foucauldian theory has 

been to establish the measure of state control as an objective referent with which to 

examine the progression of maps over time. A focus on the material contexts of maps 

challenges these certainties. Citing Denis Cosgrove, Jess Edwards writes that “When we shift 

our focus from product to process, we soon see the ‘aesthetics of closure and finality 

dissolve.’[and] [...]we should tread very carefully indeed before reading maps as ‘cultural 

images’ rather than local interventions in material social processes.”2 These critics are 

responding to the “aesthetic,” in this context, abstract and theoretical, idea that state 

makes up an all-containing system the basic structure of which cannot be subverted by 

those within the system, but can only be reinforced through apparent transgression. Yet 

when we move from “product to process”, when we move from examining maps as a 

complete form, to analysing maps as part of a complex social interaction that draws on a 

history of craft skills, the “aesthetics of closure” does indeed begin to dissolve among a 

complex history of fluctuating, inconsistent or historically conditional map use and 

interpretation. Given the complex and detailed historical evidence that a materialist history 

of the map can uncover, trans-historical arguments that use state control as a paradigm 

with which to evaluate everything else, can come to seem to be a simplification that draws 

attention away from the finer details of historical process and skews the approach to a 

period towards the discovery, once again, of the structures of state control. 

 

 In Harley and Woodward’s 1987 History of Cartography the authors working together 

offer four criteria with which “to summarize the basic scope of the History of Cartography.” 

The first of these criteria is the acceptance of a new definition of what constitutes a map. 

“Maps are” they state, “graphic representations that facilitate a spatial understanding of 

things, concepts, conditions, processes, or events in the human world.”3 Beyond the 

                                                             
2 Jess Edwards, Writing, Geometry and Space in Seventeenth-Century England and America : Circles in the 

Sand (London: Routledge, 2006), p.7. 
3 Brian Harley and David Woodward, ‘Preface’, in The History of Cartography: Cartography in Prehistoric, 

Ancient, and Medieval Europe and the Mediterranean, Vol 1, ed. by J. B. Harley and David Woodward 

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987), (pp.xv-xxi) p.xvi. 
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acceptance of this definition, three further criteria of the scope of cartography are given in 

the following passage: 

 

second, commitment to a discussion of the manifold technical processes that have 

contributed to the form and content of individual maps; third, recognition that the 

primary function of cartography is ultimately related to the historically unique mental 

ability of map-using peoples to store, articulate, and communicate concepts and facts 

that have a spatial dimension; and fourth, the belief that, since cartography is nothing 

if not a perspective on the world, a general history of cartography ought to lay the 

foundations, at the very least, for a world view of its own growth. 4 

 

In terms more familiar from this thesis, Harley and Woodward are essentially describing an 

approach that is concerned with the changing forms of the map and an exploration of how 

this change is dependant on both the technical skills of the map maker and the use of the 

map as part of social interaction. The last of their criteria gestures towards the fact that a 

history of the map ought to work with a methodological position that, if applied universally, 

would allow the subject to progress. This thesis has not intentionally used Harley and 

Woodward’s description of the “basic scope” of a history of cartography but it provides a 

useful way of evaluating both my methodology and  the details of its historical research and 

argument. When considered in this way, my thesis makes it clear that these factors (barring 

perhaps the last, which is of a different order and is considered last) are themselves all 

interdependent. 

 Harley and Woodward offer a broad definition of what constitutes the map that 

invites us to think well beyond the map as a representation of landscape concerned with the 

accurate portrayal of distance and dimension. My own work exploits the liberating breadth 

of this definition while contextualising its arguments that modern distinctions between the 

architectural plan and the topographical map cannot be applied in the sixteenth century. 

This study challenges the historically anachronistic distinctions between architectural and 

topographical drawings, between plats of things and plats of landscapes, by suggesting that 

the skills used to make both of these forms develop out of a medieval craft tradition 

                                                             
4 Harley and Woodward (1987), p.xviii. 
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responding to the demands of the King.  This discussion is committed to an examination of 

the “technical processes that have contributed to the form and content of individual maps,” 

and my own methodological position seeks to incorporate an analysis of the map as part of 

a social interaction with detailed research and analysis of the graphic skills of the medieval 

master mason and the adaptation and use of these graphic techniques in sixteenth century 

maps. 

 The use of these craft skills cannot themselves be separated from what Harley and 

Woodward call, “the primary function of cartography” which is, in their definition, 

“ultimately related to the historically unique mental ability of map-using people to store, 

articulate and communicate concepts and facts that have a spatial dimension.” Local maps 

were used as a method of communicating concepts and facts between the patron and his 

craftsman and chapters two and three of this thesis are largely concerned with portraying 

the changes that are produced in a series of maps by their situation within a process of 

communication between two parties.  Situating the map as part of a social communication 

in this way complicates the discussion of the technical processes used to make the map 

itself, for it was only through the social interaction between patron and craftsman in the 

sixteenth century that the technical ability of the medieval master mason is expressed in 

new and innovative ways. Splitting up the basic criteria of the history of cartography allows 

us to see how the social and the technical concerns of the history of the map cannot be 

separated or considered in isolation.  

The fourth and last of Harley and Woodward’s points is separate from the first three, 

the critics finally stating that a work in the history of cartography “ought to lay the 

foundations, at the very least, for a world view of its own growth.” My own work uses a 

methodology that seems to me to offer a foundation for the future growth of the history of 

cartography. It draws on the premise that because “each map is as comprehensible and 

logical to its users as any other”5 an analysis of Henrician maps needs to focus on how maps 

were used and understood by people within Henrician England and attempt to move 

beyond evaluating the historical map using modern critical frameworks. The archival 

evidence drawn together by my research suggests that there is continuity to local map use 

during the Henrician period. As far as we can tell from the extant archives, local maps were 

                                                             
5 Jerry Brotton, A History of the World in Twelve Maps (London: Allen Lane, 2012), p.14. 
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used by a relatively small group of people who selected or rejected types of maps or new 

modes of representation according to the shared criteria of the group. The historically 

specific demands and graphic skills of this map using community meant that over the period 

of Henry’s reign, maps were made with an increased emphasis on accurately portraying the 

“distance and direction” 6 of their subjects. However, it was not inevitable that this study 

would find that local maps were used by a single social group in increasingly consistent way 

and focusing on contemporary map use and interpretation creates a a space for research 

into historical map using communities in which types of map were being used within a 

variety of different interpretive frameworks and in a range of contexts unconnected to 

modern ways of using and making maps. Yet we seriously limit the history of cartography if 

only the discontinuous and fragmented history of a period has the ring of truth, just as we 

limit the discipline if the technical aspects of a map are de-emphasised in favour of social 

and cultural research. If the history of cartography as a distinct discipline is to grow, then it 

needs to remain focused on the use and interpretation of maps within their historical 

periods and places.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                             
6 Gerald R. Crone, Maps and Their Makers: An Introduction to the History of Cartography, 1st ed. (London: 

Hutchinson University Library, 1953), p.xi. 
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Illustrations 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 Fig. 1. Plat of Guines. London, British Library, MS Cotton Augustus I Supp. 14. (101×71.5cm). Reproduced from: 
Lon Shelby, John Rogers, Tudor Military Engineer (Oxford: Clarendon, 1967), plate 1.  
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Fig. 2. Plat of Guines.  British Library, MS Cotton Augustus I.ii. f.51. (98.5×67cm) Reproduced from Shelby 
(1967), plate 2. 
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Fig. 3. Leonardo da Vinci, Survey of the City Walls, Cesena, c.1503. Reproduced from: John Pinto, ‘Origins and 
Development of the Ichnographic City Plan’, Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians, 35 (1976), pp. 
35-50, (p.41), citing: Les manuscrits di Leodnardo De Vinci, Manuscrits G, L & M de la Biblioteque de l'lnstitut 
(Paris, 1890). 
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Fig. 4 Copy of fig 2, with gold scale boundary emphasised in black.  
 

 
 
Fig. 5 Copy of Fig 1. With emphasis given to the points that could have been measured by Rogers along the 
castle wall in order to give him three starting points on his page. Fig 6 is a representation of these three points, 
within the scale boundary.  
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Fig. 6. Freehand  reproduction of the scale boundary visible in fig. 1, with three points plotted at places where 
the castle wall would almost have touched the measured box postulated by my argument.  
 
 

 
 
 
Fig. 7. Free hand reproduction of the scale boundary with multiple points plotted at the key changes in 
direction of the curvature of the castle walls.  
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Fig. 8. Twentieth century masons' templates cut from zinc sheets at the Bath and Portland Stone Company, 
Bath, England. Reproduced from  Lon Shelby, ‘Medieval Masons’ Templates’, Journal of the Society of 
Architectural Historians, Vol. 30, No. 2 (May, 1971), pp.140-154 (p.141) 
 

 
 
Fig. 9. Portrait of Master Mason Herman tom Ring. Note the templates in the top right hand corner. 
Reproduced from: Shelby (1971), pp.140-154  (p.142). 
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Fig. 10. Setting out slab as recorded by John Bilson, redrawn from the original sketch made by Wilson. Scale 
bar: 50cm. Reproduced from: Stuart Harrison and Paul Barker, ‘Byland Abbey, North Yorkshire: The West Front 
and Rose Window Re-constructed’, Journal of the British Archaeological Association, Vol. 140, No.1 (1987), 
pp.134-151(p.149). 
 

 
 
Figure 11. Reconstruction of the rose window of Byland abbey. The lines emphasised and labelled “a” 
represent the section of the window portrayed on the slab of the tracing floor found in in fig. 10. The central 
roundel labelled “b” was drawn on the interior wall of the abbey and has survived. Fig 12 shows the placement 
of this drawing on the section of the abbey wall that still stands, fig 13 Fig. 13 is a photograph of the surviving 
drawing of this section of the window. Reproduced from: Harrison and Barker (1987), p.144. 
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Fig 12. Harrison and Barker’s reconstruction of the interior wall of the west front of Byland abbey. (based on 
the photogrammetric drawing produced for English Heritage by the York Photogrammetric Unit). Emphasised 
in red are both the placement of the central roundel within the window, also the placement of the extant 
drawing of this feature on the wall itself. Reproduced from Harrison and Barker (1987), p.140. 
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Fig 13. Photograph of the drawing incised into the wall of the west front. The incisions into the stonework have 
been emphasised with white chalk. Reproduced from Harrison and Barker (1987), plate xxx.  
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 14. Two photographs of the external and internal face of the of the surviving section of the central 
roundel. When placed against the drawing photographed in fig 13 this piece is clearly one sixth of the drawing, 
the outer circumference of which has visibly been divided into six parts.  Reproduced from Harrison and Barker 
(1987), plate xxxi.  
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Fig. 15. Plat of the waterways around Hull. British Library, MS Cotton Augustus I. Supp. 20. (99×132cm). 
Reproduced from Shelby (1967), plate 9.  
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Fig. 16 Freehand reproduction of the waterway around Cotyngham, showing the use of texturing to 
counterintuitively represent the road and the waterway, and the regular curves of the river around the village. 
Reproduced from: MS Cotton Augustus I. Supp. 20.  
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 17. Freehand reproduction of the springs represented at one section of the waterways. Labelled in fig. 15. 
Reproduced from: MS Cotton Augustus I. Supp. 20.  
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Fig. 18. Reproduction of some of the major drawings on the tracing floor of York cathedral. The most complete 
design is labelled with an a. the other letters refer to examples discussed by Pacey. Scale bar: 2m. Reproduced 
from Arnold Pacey, Medieval Architectural Drawing; English Craftsmen’s Methods and their Later Persistence 
c.1200-2700 (Stroud: Tempus, 2007), p.54. 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 19. St Mary’s Church, Ashwell Hertfordshire. A reproduction of a drawing on a wall at the west end of the 
south aisle showing the pointed and cusped head of a narrow lancet window. The Plan of the window opening 
is also indicated, with the oblique line at A representing the external face of the splayed window jamb, and the 
three lines at B showing variant designs for the inner face. The scale bar is 100mm. Reproduced from Pacey, 
(2007), p.41 
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Fig. 20.  Photograph of a detail of the tracing floor at Wells Cathedral, Somerset. The lines are clearly very feint 
however some of the boldest (for example the double curves seen running from the high centre to the lower 
right of the photograph) can be identified, and related to the features of fig. 21 which is a photogrammetric 
reproduction of this area of the tracing floor.  Reproduced from Pacey (2007), plate 6. 
 

 
 
Fig. 21. Detail of the tracing floor seen in fig. 20 reproduced. Letters X and Y have been added to define the 
base line referred to in the text. Scale bar shows 200mm. Reproduced from Pacey (2007), p.66. 
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Fig. 22. The same fragment of the tracing floor with a detail reproduced from windows found in the east 
cloister of Wells Cathedral superimposed over the original designs. Scale bar shows 200mm. Reproduced from 
Pacey (2007), p.67. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 23. A fuller drawing of the windows in the east cloister superimposed over selected lines from the wells 
tracing floor which have been emphasised in bold. The drawing clearly shows the relationship of the full-scale 
image to the existing window tracery. Scale: 1ft/300mm. Reproduced from Pacey (2007), p.68. 
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Fig. 24. Lines on the tracing floor overlaid with a combined image of the window tracery and a plan of the roof 
vault that survives above that tracery in the east cloister. (a simplified view of the roof vault is included as fig. 
25) Both the tracery and the roof vault that fills the bay above it seem to have been set out using the same 
baseline. Solid lines represent marks that have survived on the tracing floor and dashed lines are 
reconstructions of part of the tracing floor design that are now missing or unclear. Upper scale bar: 4ft, lower: 
1m.  Reproduced from Pacey (2007), p.69. 
 

 
 
Fig. 25. A simplified plan of one bay of the roof vault in the east cloister. Upper scale bar: 3ft. Lower: 1m. 
Reproduced from Pacey (2007), p.70. 
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Fig. 26. A fragment of an incised window sketch from the chapel of the Hospital of St John the Evangelist, late 
thirteenth century. The line drawing on the right reproduces the incisions into the stone. Cambridge, 
University of Cambridge Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, ac. no. Z 15088. Reproduced from: 
Anthony Gerbino and Stephen Johnston, Compass and Rule; Architecture as Mathematical Practice 1500-1750 
(New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 2009), p.19. 
 

 
Fig. 27. Overall view of a group of drawings on the interior of the south wall of the Galilee Porch at Ely 
Cathedral. The drawings are divided into three sections by the detached shafts in front of the wall, and the 
window design shown in figure 28 is in the central bay. Scale bar: 2m. Reproduced from: Pacey (2007), p.38. 

 
 
 
Fig. 28 Reproduction of a detail of fig. 27 showing a drawing of a 
window, c. 1250. The small drawing to the right showing two 
circles touching (with some other arcs) appears to be related to 
the design within the large circle at the top of the window, 
which was itself developed from pairs of touching circles. Scale 
bar is 200mm. Reproduced from: Pacey (2007), p.34. 
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Fig. 29. Photograph of a drawing of a template for a 
moulding in the ‘Peyps’ sketchbook, in which the 
following drawings of window tracery are also located. 
Cambridge, Magdalene College, Pepys Library, MS 1916, 
f.21a. Reproduced from: Gerbino and Johnston (2009), 
p.22.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig 30. Reproduction of a drawing of window tracery found in the Pepy’s 
sketchbook. The original is to faint to be seen. Reproduced from Pacey 
(2007), p.127.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 31. Reconstruction of the incomplete sketch reproduced in 
fig. 30. The original page has been trimmed, presumably when 
the pages were compiled for binding. The missing curves have 
been added, as has a base line for the tracery. Reproduced 
from: Pacey, (2007), p.128. 
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Fig. 32. Photograph of the doorway at St Stephens Church, Bristol. Reproduced from Pacey (2007), plate 12. 
 

 
 
 
 
Fig 33. Detail of the doorway photographed in fig. 32. 
Note how the cross section of the moulding around 
the doorway matches the image that was probably 
sketched out by Benedict Cross in William Worcestre’s 
notebook and reproduced in figure 33. The names 
included in this illustration are those quoted by 
Crosse, and recorded by Worcester in his notes on the 
drawing (spellings are modernised). Reproduced from: 
Pacey (2007), p.121. 
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Fig. 34 Photograph of the drawing of the moulding of the doorway at St Stephens made in William Worcestre’s 
notebook. Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, Parker Library, MS 210, f.129. Reproduced from: Gerbino and 
Johnston, (2009), p.21. 
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Fig. 35. Photography of the main hall at Hampton Court, before they were restored Roger’s carvings would 
have been found on either side of the doorway at the far end of the hall and leading to the watching chamber. 
 
 

 
 
Fig 36. Detail of restored becket that 
replaced Roger’s on the doorway 
between the great hall and the 
watching chamber.   
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Fig. 37. Detail of one of the surviving Tudor becketts on a doorway into the great hall at Hampton court (it is 
situated directly behind the camera’s view in fig. 35.).  
 

 
 
Fig. 38. Detail of another of the surviving Beckett’s into the Great Hall. This may have been carved by Roger’s 
though this is not specified in the works accounts, which state that Roger’s was commissioned to specifically 
carve the work around the doorway seen in fig. 35. This beckett  has clearly suffered the kinds of wear which 
led to the restoration of the other beckets. 
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Fig. 39. A photograph of a drawn elevation of a timber frame house. Worcestershire, Worcestershire record 
office, Bishop Ghinucci’s register, MS 716. 093, binding. (106cm×38cm). Reproduced from: Pacey (2007), plate 
29.  
 
 

 
 
Fig. 40. The reverse side of the parchment photographed in figure 36, showing a cross section of the same 
building. Worcestershire, Worcestershire record office, Bishop Ghinucci’s register, MS 716. 093, binding. 
Reproduced from: Pacey (2007), plate 30. 
 

 
 
Fig. 41. A modern reproduction of the faint lines photographed in figure 40. Reproduced from: Pacey (2007), 
p.140.  
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Fig. 42. Photograph of drawing by William Vertue, an elevation the bays of the chantry chapel of Bishop 
Richard Fox, Winchester Cathedral, c.1513-1518. London, Royal Institute of British Architects, Smythson MS SA 
51/2. Reproduced from: Gerbino and Johnston (2009), p.29 
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Fig. 43. Combined elevation and plan view of a canopied niche or pedestal. It is of unknown date but has been 
attributed to William Vertue on stylistic ground. London, Royal Institute of British Architects, Smythson MS 
IV/2.  Reproduced from: Gerbino and Johnston (2009), p.30 
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Fig. 44. A photograph of a drawing attributed to William Vertue. It is a proposal for a tomb for Henry VI, c. 
1504-9. London, British Library, MS Cotton Augustus, II. i.  Reproduced from: Gerbino and Johnston (2009), 
p.28. 
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Fig. 45. A coloured bird’s eye view of “a Castle for the Downes” either Walmer or Sandown. (identical designs). 
London, British Library, MS Cotton Augustus I.i. f.21. Reproduced from: ‘A Colored bird's Eye View of "A Castle 
for the Downes;" Probably an Early Design for Walmer and Sundown Castle’, British Library Online Gallery 
<http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/unvbrit/a/001cotaugi00001u00021000.htm> [Accessed 3rd 
December, 2013].  
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Fig. 46. A Coloured Bird's Eye View of a "Castle in the Downes," Probably an Early Design for Deal Castle. British 
Library, MS Cotton Augustus I.i. f.20. Reproduced from: ‘A Coloured Bird's Eye View of a "Castle in the 
Downes," Probably an Early Design for Deal Castle’, British Library Online Gallery 
<http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/unvbrit/a/001cotaugi00001u00020000.html> [Accessed 3rd 
December 2013]. 
 
 

 Fig. 47. A 1725 Drawing 
of Walmer castle, also 
portrayed in fig. 45. 
British Library, MS K Top. 
18, no.59. Reproduced 
from: ‘Plan of Walmer 
Castle’, British Library 
Online Gallery, 

<http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/kinggeorge/p/003ktop00000018u05900000.html> [Accessed, 3rd 
December, 2013] 
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Fig. 48. A 1539 plan view of Deal castle, also portrayed in fig. 46. British Library, MS Cotton Augustus I.i. f.67. 
(52×52.5cm). Reproduced from ‘Deal Castle, Kent’, British Library Online Gallery, 
<http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/unvbrit/d/001cotaugi00001u00067000.html> [Accessed, 3rd 
December, 2013]. 
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Fig. 49. Plan of the Exchequer. The original drawing is large and faint, which make photography difficult. A 
modern reproduction is provided below. British Library, MS Cotton Augustus I. Supp. 7. Reproduced from 
P.D.A Harvey Maps in Tudor England (London: British Library, 1993), p.96.  
  

 
 
 
Fig 50a. Modern reproduction of Fig. 49. A plan of the exchequer at Calais arranged into three Royal suites. 
British Library, Cotton Augustus, I Supp. 7.   
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Fig 51a. Drawing of the ground floor of Hull Manor. British Library, MS Cotton Augustus I. Supp. I. 
(122×127.5cm). Reproduced from: Shelby (1967), Plate 10.   
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Fig. 51b. A drawing of the first floor of the King’s manor house in Hull drawn by Rogers in 1541. British Library, 
MS Cotton Augustus I.ii. f.11. (41.5×26cm). Reproduced from: ‘Hull Manor House f.11’, British Library Online 
Gallery <http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/unvbrit/h/001cotaugi00002u00011000.html> [Accessed, 3rd 
December, 2013]. 
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Fig. 51c. A drawing of the “new” plat made by Rogers of the first floor of Hull Manor house. British Library, MS 
Cotton Augustus, I.i. f.84. (76.5×78.3cm). Reproduced from: ‘A new plat made by Rogers, of the king his 
highnes mannor of Hulle’, British Library Online Gallery 
<http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/unvbrit/a/001cotaugi00001u00084000.html> [Accessed, 3rd 
December, 2013]. 
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Fig. 52a. Drawing of the fortifications at Hull made by Rogers in 1541. British Library, MS Cotton Augustus I. 
Supp. 4. Reproduced in Gerbino and Johnson, (2009), p.37. 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 52b. Detail of fig. 52a showing Roger’s technical drawing of the fortification and his pictoral representation 
of the houses on the opposite river bank. British Library, MS Cotton Augustus I. Supp. 4. Reproduced from: 
Gerbino and Johnson, (2009), p.37. 
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Fig. 53a. Drawing of the existing landscape and architectural features at Ambleteuse, probably made by 
Roger’s as a preliminary survey. The drawing has been subscribed with Rogers’ intials and can act as an 
example of his work to compare to other images with less certain attributions, for example, fig. 54. British 
Library, MS Cotton Augustus I.i. f.59. Reproduced from: ‘Ambleteuse Harbour [before fortification], France’, 
British Library Online Gallery 
<http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/unvbrit/a/001cotaugi00001u00059000.html> [Accessed 3rd 
December, 2013]. 
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Fig. 53b. Drawing Of the proposed fortifications with four bulwarks made by Rogers and the commanders on 
site. British Library, MS Cotton Augustus I.ii. f.68. Reproduced from: ‘A Plan of the Harbour of Ambletuse, 
shewing a project for a triangular fort [inserted at a later time?]; drawn by John Rogers [in 1546], "the ynche 
conteyneth ii c fote”’, British Library Online Gallery, 
<http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/unvbrit/a/001cotaugi00002u00068000.html> [Accessed 3rd 
December, 2013]. 
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Fig. 53c. A drawing probably based on a initial survey of the landscape like fig. 53a. showing a fort with five 
bastions, this matches the description of the King’s proposal for the works and Ambleteuse and it is probable 
that this image was made in Whitehall following the King’s instructions. British Library, MS Cotton Augustus I.ii. 
f.73. Reproduced from: ‘Coloured Plan of the Fortifications of Haven Etue, Ambletuse, France’, British Library 
Online Gallery < http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/unvbrit/c/001cotaugi00002u00073000.html> 
[Accessed, 3rd December]. 
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Fig. 54. Plan of the Boulonnais possible made as part of the negotiations around the treaty of camp and 
stylistically matching Roger’s drawing of Ambleteuse. A red dotted line divides the image and may have been 
the projected boundary between the English and French territories. British Library, MS Cotton Augustus, I.ii. 
f.77. ‘Boulogne and Its Environs, France’, British Library Online Gallery, 
<http://www.bl.uk/onlinegallery/onlineex/unvbrit/b/001cotaugi00002u00077000.html> [Accessed 3rd 
December, 2013]. 
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